
RULES AND REGULATIONS
Title 52—PUBLIC UTILITIES
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

[ 52 PA. CODE CH. 57 ]
[L-00040167/57-248]

Inspection and Maintenance Standards for Electric
Distribution Companies

The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) on May 22, 2008, adopted a final-form rulemaking
order which implements minimum inspection, mainte-
nance, repair and replacement standards on electric
distribution companies (EDCs) operating in this Common-
wealth.
Executive Summary

Section 4 of the Electricity Generation Customer Choice
and Competition Act (Act), December 3, 1996 (P. L. 802,
No. 138) (Act) became effective January 1, 1997. The Act
amends 66 Pa.C.S. by adding Chapter 28 to establish
standards and procedures to create direct access by retail
customers to the competitive market for the generation of
electricity, while maintaining the safety and reliability of
the electric system. Specifically, 66 Pa.C.S. § 2802(20)
provides:

(20) Since continuing and ensuring the reliability of
electric service depends on adequate generation and
on conscientious inspection and maintenance of
transmission and distribution systems, the indepen-
dent system operator or its functional equivalent
should set, and the commission shall set through
regulations, inspection, maintenance, repair and re-
placement standards and enforce those standards.

In our final rulemaking order entered May 20, 2004, at
L-00030161 Rulemaking Re Amending Electric Service
Reliability Regulations at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57, Final
Rulemaking Order, the Commission declined at that time
to require specific inspection and maintenance standards
reasoning that technological advances continue to im-
prove the inspection and testing process. The Commission
asked companies to report their own internal inspection
and maintenance standards. The Commission measured
the EDCs’ progress towards meeting their individual
goals and considered this information along with whether
the EDCs were meeting their reliability standards to
determine whether service was deteriorating or not
within a given service territory due to the fault of the
EDC.

After the blackout of August 2003, new information
arose which caused this Commission to reevaluate the
need for specific inspection and maintenance standards.
One of the causes of the blackout was the failure of
FirstEnergy Corporation to adequately manage tree
growth along transmission lines. Final Report on the
August 14 Blackout in the United States and Canada,
U.S.—Canada Power System Outage Task Force, pp. 17,
57-64 (April 2004).

This final rulemaking order seeks to implement mini-
mum inspection, maintenance, repair and replacement
standards on electric distribution companies operating in
Pennsylvania. The Commission proposes to require an
initial inspection and maintenance plan for upcoming
calendar years due by October 1, 2009, for Compliance

Group 1 and October 1, 2010, for Compliance Group 2
which shall cover the two calendar years beginning 15
months following October 1. The plan must cover 2 years,
and must be filed biennially. The plan must detail a
program for the maintenance of electric distribution
facilities including: poles, wires, conduits or other fix-
tures, along public highways or streets for the distribu-
tion of electric current, owned, operated, managed or
controlled by the company in a format the Commission
staff prescribes. These plans are subject to acceptance or
rejection by the Commission or its Bureau of Conserva-
tion, Economics and Energy Planning if the minimum
inspection and maintenance intervals as outlined in An-
nex A, proposed in § 57.198(n) are not included in the
plans without justification. Annex A contains minimum
standards for vegetation management, pole inspections,
distribution overhead line and transformer inspections,
recloser inspections, and substation inspections.
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Final Rulemaking Order

By the Commission:

In this final rulemaking order, the Commission is
adopting final-form regulations designed to improve the
monitoring and achievement of reliability performance in
the electric distribution industry by establishing inspec-
tion, maintenance, repair and replacement standards
(‘‘I & M standards’’) and creating a new regulation at 52
Pa. Code § 57.198, requiring biennial filings regarding
companies’ inspection, maintenance, repair and replace-
ment plans (‘‘I & M plans’’) that fit within the standards’
intervals.

Since the Electricity Generation Customer Choice and
Competition Act (Act), 1996, December 3, P. L. 802, No.
138 § 4, became effective January 1, 1997, we have been
examining the EDCs’ inspection, maintenance, repair and
replacement internal standards and have been evaluating
what kind of standards to implement through regulations
in order to comply with the legislative mandate to ensure
that levels of reliability that were present prior to the
restructuring of the electric utility industry would con-
tinue in the new competitive markets. 66 Pa.C.S.
§§ 2802(12) and (20), 2804(1) and 2807(d).

By this regulation, beginning October 1, 2009, the
EDCs shall be required to biennially file, on or before
October 1st every other year, I & M plans explaining their
plans for inspection, maintenance, replacement and re-
pair for the upcoming calendar year. The regulation also
establishes I & M standards for a variety of activities
such as vegetation management, pole inspections, over-
head line inspections and substation inspections, based on
current industry practices and the comments submitted
in this rulemaking proceeding.
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However, the regulation will allow the individual EDCs
to deviate from the standards set forth in the regulation,
provided that such deviation can be justified based on
utility-specific circumstances or a cost/benefit analysis. In
this fashion, where compliance with a given I&M stan-
dard for a specific EDC would not be prudent or cost/
benefit justified, the EDC may deviate from that standard
provided that it can adequately justify the different I & M
interval or approach.

The Commission, therefore, finds that this final-form
regulation will comply with the requirements of Chapter
28 and our fundamental obligations to ratepayers of
Pennsylvania to maintain adequate service reliability
without imposing unjustified costs.

I. Procedural History

The Act amends Title 66 of the Pennsylvania Consoli-
dated Statutes (‘‘Public Utility Code’’ or ‘‘Code’’) by adding
Chapter 28 to establish standards and procedures to
permit direct access by retail customers to the competi-
tive market for the generation of electricity, while main-
taining the safety and reliability of the electric system.
Specifically, the Commission was given a legislative man-
date to ensure that levels of reliability that were present
prior to the restructuring of the electric utility industry
would continue in the new competitive markets. 66
Pa.C.S. §§ 2802(12), 2804(1) and 2807(d).

In response to this legislative mandate, the Commission
adopted a final rulemaking order on April 23, 1998, at
Docket No. L-00970120, setting forth various reporting
requirements designed to ensure the continuing safety,
adequacy and reliability of the generation, transmission
and distribution of electricity in the Commonwealth. See
52 Pa. Code §§ 57.191—57.197. These reporting require-
ments included, inter alia, descriptions of each major
event affecting reliability, the achieved values on various
reliability indices (SAIFI, CAIDI, SAIDI and MAIFI),
analysis of major outages during the study, and a list of
remedial efforts taken for the EDC’s worst performing 5%
of circuits. However, while the EDCs were obligated to
report on their inspection and maintenance goals and
actual results, the regulation contained no standards by
which those practices would be measured. The final
rulemaking order also suggested that the Commission
could reevaluate its monitoring efforts at a later time as
deemed appropriate.

On June 12, 2002, the Legislative Budget and Finance
Committee (LB&FC) issued a Report entitled, Assessing
the Reliability of Pennsylvania’s Electric Transmission
and Distribution Systems. The LB&FC Report made
several recommendations regarding the issue of reliability
including: revising and enhancing EDC reliability report-
ing requirements and performance monitoring standards,
clarifying reporting requirements regarding the exclusion
of data for major events, requiring formal waivers for
EDCs unable to comply with all reporting requirements,
and completing the pending inspection and maintenance
study by our staff.

Shortly thereafter, on July 18, 2002, at M-00021619,
the Commission adopted its Bureau of Conservation
Economics and Energy Planning’s (CEEP) Inspection and
Maintenance Study of Electric Distribution Systems dated
July 3, 2002. CEEP, in part, recommended that the
annual reliability reporting requirements be revised to
include the causes of outages and percentages categorized
by type as well as the annual reporting of each company’s
planned inspection and maintenance activities including:
(1) vegetation management; (2) distribution and substa-

tion maintenance activity; and (3) capital improvement
projects. The Commission agreed with CEEP’s recommen-
dations in this regard.

The Commission created a Staff Internal Working
Group on Electric Service Reliability (Staff Internal Work-
ing Group) to conduct a reevaluation of its electric service
reliability efforts. The group was comprised of members of
Commission bureaus with either direct or indirect respon-
sibility for monitoring electric service reliability.

The Staff Internal Working Group prepared a report,
entitled Review of the Commission’s Monitoring Process
For Electric Distribution Service Reliability, dated July
18, 2002, which reviewed the Commission’s monitoring
process for electric distribution service reliability and
provided comments on recommendations from the LB&FC
report. The Staff Internal Working Group report also
offered recommendations for tightening the standards for
reliability performance and establishing additional report-
ing requirements by EDCs.

On August 29, 2002, the Commission issued an order at
Docket No. D-02SPS021 that tentatively approved these
recommendations and directed the Commission staff to
undertake the preparation of orders, policy statements,
and proposed rulemakings as may be necessary to imple-
ment the recommendations contained in the Staff Inter-
nal Working Group’s report. The Staff Internal Working
Group was assigned the responsibility to implement the
recommendations. The Staff Internal Working Group de-
termined which implementation actions could be accom-
plished internally (with or without a formal Commission
order), and which actions will require changes to regula-
tions.

On June 27, 2003, at Docket No. L-00030161, the
Commission adopted proposed regulations governing the
reliability of electric service in Pennsylvania. On May 7,
2004 a final rulemaking order was entered at Docket No.
L-00030161 Rulemaking Re Amending Electric Service
Reliability Regulations at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57. While
the Commission did increase its reporting requirements of
the EDCs, the Commission declined at that time to
require specific inspection, maintenance and repair stan-
dards reasoning that technological advances continue to
improve the inspection and testing process. The Commis-
sion asked companies to progress towards meeting their
individual goals and considered this information along
with whether the EDCs were meeting their reliability
standards to determine whether service was deteriorating
or not within a given service territory due to the fault of
the EDC.

However, after the blackout of August 14, 2003, new
information arose which caused this Commission to re-
evaluate the need for specific inspection and maintenance
standards to supplement its existing measures to ensure
reliability. In particular, the Commission observed that
one of the fundamental causes of the blackout was the
failure of FirstEnergy Corporation to adequately manage
tree growth along transmission lines. Final Report on the
August 14 Blackout in the U.S. and Canada, Canada
Power System Outage Task Force, pp. 17, 57-64 (April
2004). The Commission also took note of the language in
Section 2802(20) of the Public Utility Code which appears
to mandate, through regulations, the establishment of
‘‘inspection, maintenance, repair, and replacement stan-
dards’’ to ensure the reliability of electric service in
Pennsylvania. 66 Pa.C.S. § 2802(20).

On April 20, 2006, the Commission adopted a proposed
rulemaking order seeking to implement proposed mini-
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mum inspection, maintenance, repair and replacement
(‘‘I&M’’) standards on EDCs. The comment deadline was
extended in order to hold a technical conference at the
Commission on January 22, 2007. Presentations were
offered by two panels at the technical conference. The
first panel consisted of the Office of Consumer Advocate
and AFL-CIO—Utilities Caucus that generally supported
the proposed regulations. The second panel consisted of
UGI Utilities, Duquesne Light Company, Allegheny
Power, PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, PECO Energy
Company and FirstEnergy. The second panel generally
agreed with a requirement to submit I & M plans, but
disputed the proposed regulations regarding setting mini-
mum I & M standards.

At the technical conference Commission staff asked
questions of the presenters, and supplemental responses
to some data requests and other comments were timely
submitted by April 16, 2007, by many interested parties
including: the Attorney General’s Office of Consumer
Advocate (OCA), AFL-CIO Utility Caucus (AFL-CIO),
Pennsylvania Utility Contractors Association (PUCA), Of-
fice of Small Business Advocate (OSBA), Citizens’ Electric
Company (Citizens’), Wellsboro Electric Company
(Wellsboro), Metropolitan Edison Company (Met-Ed),
Pennsylvania Electric Company (Penelec), Pennsylvania
Power Company (Penn Power)1, PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation (PPL), PECO Energy Company (PECO), UGI
Utilities, Inc.—Electric Division (UGI), Allegheny Power
Company (Allegheny Power), Energy Association of Penn-
sylvania (EAP), Pike County Light & Power Company
(Pike County), and the IECPA.2 The Commission also
received comments on May 16, 2007 from the Indepen-
dent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and Senator
Robert M. Tomlinson.

Our Proposed Rulemaking Order added a regulation at
52 Pa. Code § 57.198 which proposed minimum standards
regarding vegetation maintenance, pole, line, reclosers,
sub-station inspections, maintenance and repair stan-
dards as well as directing EDCs to file biannually plans
with annual updates in compliance with the minimum
standards.

II. Discussion of General Comments

Comments of the Energy Association of Pennsylvania
(EAP)

The EAP commented that the Commission has already
mandated, by its existing regulations, reliability perfor-
mance benchmarks that an EDC must satisfy and that
this ensures a reliable distribution system. The Commis-
sion has numerous opportunities to review system perfor-
mance through quarterly and annual reliability reports,
customer complaints, customer satisfaction surveys and
individual company meetings. Additionally, the Commis-
sion can review EDCs’ Operation and Maintenance prac-
tices through the mandated management effectiveness
and operating efficiency audits that must be conducted
not less than every 8 years.

The EAP stated that the proposed rulemaking has
moved forward without the industry expertise or cost/
benefit analysis to support the requirements. The EAP
estimates that if the proposed regulations are imple-
mented, the added expense to Pennsylvania ratepayers
over and above current inspection and maintenance prac-
tices will exceed at least $75 million per year with little

or no assurance of improved electric service reliability.
EAP alleges that proposal would increase the overall
EDCs’ operations and maintenance expenses 6.3% with-
out a cost effective result for improving reliability. If
mandated, the EDCs would eventually recover their
increased operating costs through increased rates. EAP
states that the needless increase in cost to the consumer
could result in industrial job losses because of the
increased electricity prices, the relocation of industry
out-of-state, or not investing in present facilities.

The EAP states that there are no studies to support a
conclusion that the proposed standards will improve
distribution service reliability to Pennsylvania customers.
Also, the recently adopted regulations which tightened
the Commission’s monitoring of EDCs should be given a
chance to work before additional needless regulations are
imposed upon the EDCs.

Additionally, the EAP claims that Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has asserted jurisdiction
over all EDC transmission plants. Promulgating regula-
tions governing the transmission plant is legally imper-
missible, as it is outside the jurisdiction of this Commis-
sion. Mandated standards will exacerbate an EDC’s
trained worker resources shortage and will result in an
increase in labor costs for EDCs because of the shortage
of trained work force resources. Furthermore, the EAP
alleges that 87% of tree-caused customer outages are
caused by trees from outside the EDCs’ right-of-way over
which EDCs have limited control, and these proposed
regulations would have no impact on decreasing these
out-of-right-away outages. Thus, no substantial reliability
would be improved.
Comments of the Pennsylvania Utility Contractors Asso-

ciation (PUCA)
The PUCA commented to our Advance Notice of Pro-

posed Rulemaking that it represents 300 contractors,
subcontractors and suppliers throughout Pennsylvania
and it believes standards should be established for repair
and maintenance of the EDC equipment or facilities
critical for system reliability and for the safety of their
workers.
Comments of Allegheny Power (AP)

AP commented that standardized industry-wide inspec-
tion and maintenance standards are not necessary in
order for the Commission to ensure reliable electric
delivery in Pennsylvania. AP agreed that it is appropriate
for the Commission to require submittal of an EDC’s
individual plan of inspection and maintenance programs.
Comments of Wellsboro and Citizens’

Wellsboro and Citizens’ jointly commented that they
have voluntarily been replacing transformers and con-
structing transmission lines due to their obligations un-
der the Public Utility Code to provide safe, adequate and
reliable service to their customers and additional regula-
tory mandates for specific inspection, maintenance and
repair or replacement activities should not be imposed.
Citizens’ and Wellsboro support the EAP’s comments
relating to desired flexibility in meeting reliability obliga-
tions rather than mandatory Commission-imposed cycles
that may not result in cost-effective enhancements to
service reliability.

Comments of UGI Utilities, Inc.—Electric Division (UGI)

The UGI is a small EDC and it commented that the
Commission should consider carefully the costs and ben-
efits of its proposed regulations at a time when rate caps
expire and the EDCs’ costs will again be scrutinized. UGI

1 Collectively, Met-Ed, Penelec and Penn Power are referred to as FirstEnergy.
2 The IECPA et al. consists of Duquesne Industrial Intervenors, Met-Ed Industrial

Users Group, Philadelphia Area Industrial Energy Users Group, Penelec Industrial
Customer Alliance, PP&L Industrial Customer Alliance and the West Penn Power
Industrial Intervenors.
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notes that it has been a good performer in reliability
indices reports and the proposed regulations would not
necessarily have any impact on reliability for the com-
pany. Out of the total aggregate industry-wide increase in
costs, UGI predicts its cost increase would be $2 million.
The compliance cost would increase the UGI’s current
maintenance expenses by 25% and cost recovery would
cause the UGI’s transmission and distribution rates to
increase by approximately 6%.

The UGI states there is little evidence to indicate the
proposed standards will benefit the UGI customers and
that the current reliability standards are sufficient to
regulate the UGI’s performance. As an alternative to the
proposed I & M standards, the UGI proposes requiring
the EDCs to submit biannual I & M plans which would
enable the Commission to monitor the means by which
EDCs are ensuring their compliance with the reliability
benchmarks and standards without incurring unneces-
sary costs.
Comments of FirstEnergy

The FirstEnergy companies commented that the pro-
posed standards hinder the EDCs’ ability to implement
an effective and cost-efficient plan based on the specific
circumstances of the EDC. Not only will inspection and
maintenance needs vary depending on the system con-
figuration, design, equipment, customer density and con-
dition of each EDC’s system, but they will differ within
pockets of a system. Further, the reliability benchmarks
and standards provide the necessary motivation for EDCs
to have adequate inspection and maintenance standards.
Imposing additional standards is duplicative and costly.
Comments of Pike County

Pike County commented that the Commission does not
have to adopt inspection and maintenance standards in
order to ensure reliable electric delivery service in Penn-
sylvania. Instead of I & M standards, Pike County recom-
mends the Commission establish certain broad reliability
criteria and afford individual utilities the flexibility to
meet such criteria in the most efficient, cost-effective
manner. Any standards adopted by the Commission
should not be in conflict with similar standards adopted
by the FERC or the PJM Interconnection (PJM).

Pike claims that it is part of a multi-state system which
has developed I & M programs internally based on his-
tory, practices, and experience. Tailoring its program to
meet the proposed standards would be a costly and
inefficient use of Pike County’s resources according to
Pike County. Pike does not support strict uniform I & M
standards to assure reliable electric service. Pike argues
an EDC’s flexibility should be maintained for the develop-
ment, modification and administration of I & M programs
that not only impact reliability but efficiency as well.
Comments of Duquesne Light Company (Duquesne Light)

Duquesne Light supports flexible inspection and main-
tenance plans and related technology advancements that
make strict standards obsolete. Duquesne Light supports
the Commission’s efforts to establish periodic I & M stan-
dards and is supportive of developing rules to support a
flexible frame work. Such plans should be submitted
every 2 years for Commission review, comment and
approval, and utilize the existing quarterly and annual
reliability reports as a ‘‘timely’’ resource to monitor the
activities at the EDCs to ensure that appropriate stan-
dards are currently being followed by the EDCs.
Duquesne Light commented that the proposed regulations
are wrong because more advanced diagnostics with more
technical, condition-based, maintenance and life cycle

analysis along with proven strategies and best practices
should be utilized to improve reliability.

The IECPA, et al. comments.

The IECPA, et al. is comprised of ad hoc groups of large
commercial, institutional, and industrial customers re-
ceiving electric service from various EDCs throughout
Pennsylvania. Because members of IECPA use large
amounts of electricity in their various production pro-
cesses and operations, any changes to the electricity rates
paid by these customers can significantly affect their
overall costs of production. The IECPA, et al. urged the
Commission to refrain from implementing any mandatory
I & M requirements unless and until a cost/benefit test is
performed. Specifically, IECPA, et al. agrees with the
concerns raised by the EAP that if the proposed regula-
tions are implemented, the added expense to ratepayers
over and above current I & M program practices will
exceed $75 million per year on a Statewide basis with
little or no assurance of improved electric service reliabil-
ity.

While the IECPA cares about reliability of service, it is
concerned that the proposed regulations will significantly
increase their rates without providing corresponding im-
provements in reliability. Only after the Commission has
determined that the costs of applying these regulations to
the EDCs will be equal to or less than the benefits that
will be received by the customers should the Commission
impose the additional regulations on the EDCs.

Comments of Senator Robert M. Tomlinson

Senator Robert M. Tomlinson commented on May 16,
2007, that the Commission’s proposed regulation may
bring an additional industry-wide aggregate cost of $75
million in assessments upon the Commonwealth ratepay-
ers as the EDCs claim, with little or no guarantee that
there would be a direct benefit to reliability.

While he agreed that companies should file their
inspection and maintenance plans, his interpretation of
the LB&FC study of June 2002 on reliability, is that the
LB&FC did not recommend the Commission adopt de-
tailed and specific standards because all systems are not
the same. The audit, however recommended an approach
similar to Illinois whereby detailed documentation on
programs are submitted. Senator Tomlinson believes this
is a better approach as the regulations need to provide for
the EDCs to create the appropriate programs and inte-
grate advances in technology into future inspection and
maintenance plans. Further, companies not meeting the
reliability standards can be ordered to improve reliability.

Comments of the Independent Regulatory Review Commis-
sion

The IRRC commented that it is concerned about the
fiscal impact of the minimum standards proposed in the
regulations. The EDCs’ claim that the proposed regula-
tion would cost more than $75 million per year for
Pennsylvania ratepayers is of concern when there is no
identifiable direct benefit that can be attributed to the
proposed regulation. IRRC stated that the Commission
failed to submit information concerning costs imposed on
the public and private sectors.

Further, IRRC comments that the need for such strin-
gent regulations is not explained in detail. IRRC states
that the Commission is already receiving significant
information concerning EDCs’ I & M programs and has
acted upon some companies on a case-by-case basis.
Therefore, there needs to be strong justification for an
across-the-board regulation.
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Also, IRRC commented that the EDCs have reported a
loss of skilled technical talent in the electric industry and
therefore their current taskforces may be insufficient to
meet the needs of the regulation. It may take a few years
for the EDCs to recruit, hire and train an adequate
workforce that would bring them into compliance with the
proposed regulation. If the Commission were to move
forward with the regulation, it must address this concern
and provide an adequate time period for the EDCs to
come into compliance.

Regarding conflict with other regulations, IRRC notes
that on March 16, 2007, FERC issued an order entitled
‘‘Mandatory Reliability Standards for the Bulk-Power
System’’ for a final rule. FERC adopted vegetation man-
agement and is using the program developed by NERC.
This program does not set forth specific inspection trim
cycles but requires utilities maintain minimum clear-
ances. Unlike the proposed regulation, it provides flexibil-
ity for utilities, EDCs or transmission owners to develop
their own inspections schedules that are of ‘‘sufficient
frequency to insure compliance with clearance require-
ments.’’ The proposed regulation is stricter than the
FERC rule for bulk power system of 100 kV or more.
IRRC requested a strong justification for this rulemaking
to go forward.

Finally, IRRC commented that the EDCs need an
adequate time period to come into compliance with I & M
standards because they will need to recruit and hire
adequately strained staff.

Comments of the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA)

The OCA commented that the Commission must estab-
lish inspection, maintenance, repair and replacement
standards because this is required by 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 2802(20). The OCA acknowledges the standards should
allow for flexibility to the EDCs in establishing and
improving practices, and should allow an EDC to recog-
nize the unique features of its transmission and distribu-
tion system. The OCA submits that adoption of a broad
set of inspection and maintenance standards that set
forth minimum requirements, coupled with submission
and review of individual transmission and distribution
maintenance plans will meet the desired goals. A broad
set of minimum standards designed to promote high-
quality service and a ‘‘best practices’’ approach is best.

The OCA states that its proposed standards are de-
signed to ensure that all critical facilities are reviewed
and tested on a regular basis and that deficiencies are
remedied in a reasonable time. The OCA claims its
standards neither limit the use of new technology nor
innovation. Appropriate standards will ensure that proper
attention is given to critical facilities and that techniques
that can improve the efficiency of review, repair and
operation are put into place. The OCA argues EDCs can
seek waivers from the Commission if the EDC has a
particularly unique situation that would make compliance
unduly burdensome. The OCA’s proposed minimum stan-
dards are in line with the union’s proposed standards.
The OCA believes the EDCs should do more if required to
maintain safe, adequate, reliable and reasonably continu-
ous service.

The OCA further comments the minimum standards
must work in concert with any Nationally established
standards. That does not mean, however, that matters of
Pennsylvania reliability need to rely exclusively on na-
tional standards as the EDCs suggest. The Commission is
required to establish and enforce standards that meet
Pennsylvania’s requirements. Moreover, the OCA states

that FERC has expressed concerns over its authority to
enforce its reliability standards and NERC remains a
private organization that relies substantially on voluntary
cooperation. The OCA also urges the Commission to
consider the use of automatic fines and penalties as a
means of enforcing compliance with these standards. We
note that since the OCA’s comment was filed, NERC has
been certified as the ERO with legal authority to develop
and enforce reliability standards for the bulk power
system.
OSBA’s Comments

OSBA recommends adding language to the proposed
§ 57.198 which will state that the Commission’s author-
ity is not limited and that it can investigate and adjudi-
cate the reliability of an EDC’s distribution service re-
gardless of how that reliability compares to the EDC’s
reliability on the effective date of 66 Pa.C.S. Chapter 28,
and that the Commission still has the authority to reduce
or deny a request for rate relief if the EDC has failed, is
failing, or is likely to fail to provide adequate service.
Further, the OSBA recommends adding a subsection
which states that an EDC’s adherence to its plan shall
not be construed to limit the Commission’s authority to
investigate under 66 Pa.C.S. § 1501 and adjudicate the
reliability of an EDC’s distribution service, or under 66
Pa.C.S. §§ 523 and 526, to reduce, or deny a request for
rate relief if the EDC has failed to provide adequate
service.
Disposition of General Comments
A. Need for I & M Regulations

Electric service reliability is an essential and core
regulatory responsibility of this Commission under the
Public Utility Code. EDCs have a legal obligation to
connect customers, and then provide them safe, adequate,
and reliable service at reasonable prices and without
unreasonable interruptions or delay. 66 Pa.C.S. § 1501.
Moreover, as part of their public service obligation, EDCs
are required to undertake prudent operational measures
to prevent or avoid outages that are preventable at a
reasonable cost, and to inspect, repair and maintain their
facilities in a manner consistent with prudent utility
practice.

The Electricity Generation Customer Choice and Com-
petition Act (‘‘Act’’), 1996, December 3, P. L. 802 No. 138
§ 4, became effective January 1, 1997. The Act amended
66 Pa.C.S. (Public Utility Code) by adding Chapter 28 to
establish standards and procedures to permit direct ac-
cess by retail customers to the competitive market for the
generation of electricity, while maintaining the safety and
reliability of the electric system. At the same time, the
Act authorized the Commission to ensure that the levels
of reliability that were present prior to the restructuring
of the electric utility industry would continue in the new
competitive environment. 66 Pa.C.S. §§ 2802(12), 2804(1)
and 2807(d). This Commission enforces nationally ac-
cepted CAIDI, SAIFI and SAIDI reliability indices stan-
dards.3 These are defined in detail in our regulations and
in our order entered April 15, 2004 Amended Reliability
Benchmarks and Standards for the Electric Distribution
Companies, M-00991220, April 15, 2004.

However, in the Commission’s judgment, the establish-
ment of reasonable and flexible I & M standards for EDCs

3 SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency Index) is the number of sustained
interruptions experienced by an average customer on the system. SAIDI (System
Average Interruption Duration Index) is the number of minutes of sustained interrup-
tion experienced by an average customer on the system. CAIDI (Customer Average
Interruption Duration Index) is the average duration of a sustained interruption
experienced annually by a customer on the system. This is measured in minutes. As
the indices figures rise, it indicates poorer performance.
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will further enhance and will be an important tool to
ensure adequate reliability, as required by law. In addi-
tion, we cannot ignore the explicit statutory language
contained in the Act which also links the reliability of
electric service with the establishment, by regulation, of
inspection and maintenance standards. Specifically, 66
Pa.C.S. § 2802(20) provides:

(20) Since continuing and ensuring the reliability of
electric service depends on adequate generation and
on conscientious inspection and maintenance of
transmission and distribution systems, the indepen-
dent system operator or its functional equivalent
should set, and the Commission shall set through
regulations, inspection, maintenance, repair, and re-
placement standards and enforce those standards.

66 Pa.C.S. § 2802(20). Further, section 1501 of the
Public Utility Code requires every public utility to furnish
and maintain adequate, efficient, safe and reasonable
service and facilities, and to make all such repairs,
changes, alterations, substitutions, extensions and im-
provements in or to such service and facilities as shall be
necessary or proper for the accommodation, convenience,
and safety of its patrons, employees, and the public. Such
service shall be reasonably continuous. 66 Pa.C.S. § 1501.
Thus, both section 1501 in general and 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 2802(20) in particular support the establishment of
I & M standards by regulation.

Additionally, in the wake of the August 14, 2003
blackout, the FERC commissioned a study of utility
vegetation management practices and this led to a report
entitled ‘‘Utility Vegetation Management Final Report’’
prepared by CN Utility Consulting, LLC and released by
FERC in March, 2004. The report concluded that current
oversight of utility vegetation management activities by
appropriate agencies or organizations was overwhelm-
ingly inadequate and the report recommended the adop-
tion of vegetation management best practices, schedules
and the achievement of reductions in tree-related outages.
Report, pp. 68 and 69. While this report is not binding
upon this Commission, we consider it in determining
whether to establish I & M standards. The Commission
also considers the fact that other states like California,
Missouri, New York, Connecticut, and Ohio have I & M
standards in place.

Finally, the Commission observes that the quarterly
and annual reporting requirements under 52 Pa. Code
§ 57.195 are not a substitute for inspection and mainte-
nance standards within the meaning of § 2802(20). The
reporting requirements in § 57.195 of the Pennsylvania
Code require EDCs to provide the Commission with
inspection and maintenance goals and quarterly reports
as to the EDCs’ progress in meeting these goals. The
establishment of reasonable and flexible I & M standards
will provide EDCs with a better understanding of what
goals are acceptable to the Commission for their periodic
reports and will help EDCs meet these goals. Also, I & M
standards are not the same as the reliability indices and
standards used to measure current performance. I & M
standards are focused on ensuring future reliability and
are broader in scope.

For these previously-stated reasons, this Commission
rejects comments suggesting that I & M standards are not
necessary for Pennsylvania.

B. Approach for I & M Regulations

While the Commission finds that the establishment of
I & M standards is necessary, the Commission takes
seriously the position of the industry that the I & M

regulations should not mandate inspection and inspection
intervals that, for a given EDC, are not prudent or would
not be cost/benefit justified. The EAP’s and EDCs’ com-
ments suggest that the costs associated with proscriptive
I & M regulations outweigh the benefits of assuring reli-
ability does not deteriorate from service levels in 1997.
However, although the EAP claims that the aggregate
cost of compliance with the I & M standards in the
proposed-form regulations would be $75 million, there are
few details to support this estimate at this time. In
addition, we observe that the total intrastate revenues for
this industry in calendar year 2006 was $11.6 billion.
Thus, the $75 million figure, even if sustainable, is about
0.6% of this total.

The EDCs, Senator Tomlinson, and IRRC raise the
point of a cost/benefit analysis. As noted previously, we
concur, in general, that I & M regulations should reflect
cost/benefit concerns. As explained in a recent paper
published by the National Regulatory Research Institute
(NRRI), an efficient outage policy depends on the value to
customers of avoiding a utility outage, as well as the cost
to the utility to take reasonable steps to prevent avoid-
able outages. When an outage occurs, the question then is
the value to customers of minimizing its duration and
extent, and the cost to the utility of doing so. An efficient
policy is one that reflects and achieves a reasonable
relationship between the cost and benefit to the customer.
Regulatory Policies for Electricity Outages: A Systems
Approach, August, 2007, paper published by The National
Regulatory Research Institute.

Industrial and commercial customers tend to be more
sensitive to and experience greater damage from outage
frequency because they are more reliant on digital cir-
cuitry in their industrial processes, office equipment and
appliances. A power supply disturbance such as a voltage
sag, surge, transient or harmonic can result in the
customer experiencing an interruption in service, and
machines on a manufacturing line can go off, and product
and time is lost for the business. Interruption in service
can also be a dangerous situation for some companies like
chemical plants, hospitals, and airports.

Residential customer outages over eight hours result in
loss of heat, air conditioning, use of elevators, and food
spoilage. In practice, the calculation of outage costs and
outage probabilities is difficult. Different customers in the
same class and use category may assign very different
costs to outage. NRRI paper at 5. At the technical
conference, there was no offering by any party regarding
customer survey data to show what values the customers
place on reliable service. Neither was there any evidence
presented to show the EDCs’ costs for pre-outage preven-
tion regarding vegetation management, transmission and
distribution facility inspection and replacement and iden-
tification and correction of poorly performing circuits.4

The Commission recognize that this is a technology-
based industry, and as such, our regulatory policies
should be flexible in order to encourage a utility to take
advantage of technological advances to bring better ser-
vice to customers at a lower price. An example of
technological advancement is the use of satellites for
instant communications as part of the system’s monitor-
ing. Creosoted utility poles generally last longer and
require less frequent inspections initially than wooden

4 Anecdotal information is available showing that EDCs have cost/benefit data.
PECO was quoted in a recent news article as having recently spent $1 million on
squirrel guards to stop outages from squirrels. As a result, PECO reports its
squirrel-related outages have fallen from 11,605 in 2003 to 1,345 in 2006.
www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2007-03-11-suicide-squirrels_N.htm.
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poles. Infra-red monitoring of lines is also a technological
improvement over foot patrols.

The exact cost to benefit ratio of implementing any
specific I & M standard is still unknown and we do not
endorse, at this time, any specific model to determine
that ratio. To date, the EDCs discussed general cost
figures, but none of their presentations were supported by
written documentation offered as evidence at the presen-
tation at the technical conference. The EDCs have alleged
that the proposed-form regulations would impose exorbi-
tant cost increases to the EDCs without any measurable
or guaranteed betterment of reliability of service. How-
ever, these estimates do not address the value customers
assign to outage avoidance, nor do they address cost
savings the EDCs may have experienced due to cuts in
staffing or maintenance, since under a rate cap regime
cutting staff and deferring maintenance can be ways to
increase net income. OCA stated that it was not able to
refute the $75 million aggregate incremental cost increase
because OCA did not know the details of how the figure
was calculated.

Scott Rubin, Esquire, counsel for AFL-CIO—Utility
Caucus, stated at the technical conference of January 22,
2007:

The EDCs combined have I think laid off in excess a
thousand people in the last ten years. They’ve drasti-
cally reduced their maintenance and inspection bud-
gets. So we don’t view that $75 million as being a
terribly significant figure spread out across Pennsyl-
vania, and it appears to us that the EDCs have saved
substantially more than that through work force
reductions and the elimination or drastic reduction of
preventive maintenance.

Technical Conference of January 22, 2007, Scott Rubin,
p. 19. If the EDCs cut costs including work force and
I & M routines after the Act was passed in order to
increase net income, their claim that the cost to perform
within the proposed draft standards is unpersuasive as
they should not have been cutting reasonable inspection
and maintenance costs which result in deteriorating
service.

The Commission has also observed that in the year
2006, six EDCs (Met-Ed, Penelec, Penn Power, PPL, Pike
County and Wellsboro) failed to achieve their rolling
three-year SAIFI performance standard. SAIFI measures
system-wide average frequency of outages. In 2006, three
EDCs (Allegheny Power, Penelec and Penn Power) failed
to achieve their rolling three-year CAIDI performance
standard. CAIDI measures average duration of customer
outages. On the positive side, all EDCs complied with the
12-month CAIDI performance standard and six
(Duquesne Light, Penelec, UGI Electric, Citizens, Pike
County and Wellsboro) of 11 EDCs performed better than
their CAIDI benchmark last year, so that shows some
improvement in average performance since 1997.

However, most recently, we have seen some EDCs
report indices higher than their rolling 12-months ending
December 31, 2007 reliability standards. Specifically, Alle-
gheny Power reported higher indices than all three
standards including: CAIDI, SAIFI and SAIDI Penn
Power reported indices higher than their rolling 12-month
CAIDI standard. Met-Ed and Penelec reported higher
indices than their SAIFI standards. These recent reliabil-
ity performance statistics also support the need for
further enhancements to our regulatory efforts to ensure
the level of service quality required by law. This Commis-
sion published in July, 2007 a report entitled, Electric

Service Reliability In Pennsylvania: 2006. Attached to this
Final Rulemaking Order are excerpt tables from the
report showing each EDCs’ performance reliability indices
and how they measured against their respective 12-month
and 3-year rolling standards. See Attachment A (Table
12-Month Average Electric Reliability Indices for 2006)
and B (Three-Year Average Electric Reliability Indices for
2004-2006).

On July 3, 2002, at M-00021619, this Commission’s
Bureau of CEEP prepared an I & M Study which was
adopted by the Commission. This study found that the
major causes of service outages in 2000 were attributable
to equipment failure and tree-trimming related outages.
Each reason accounted for about 22% of the total outages
the EDCs were experiencing. This conclusion was based
upon information provided to CEEP from the EDCs.
These types of outages are arguably within the control of
the EDCs. Both types of outages are being addressed in
Annex A.5

The EAP have cited to industry statistics that of the
tree-trimming related outages, approximately 85% at a
minimum are caused by trees outside the utility right-of-
way and that there is difficulty in negotiating with the
landowners of said danger trees. Robert Stoyko, Vice
President, Electric-Division—UGI Utilities, technical con-
ference January 22, 2007 transcript p. 26; David E.
Schleicher, General Manager Transmission/Distribution
PPL Electric Utilities, Corp., p. 70. Some of the utilities
negotiate with property owners to remove off-right-of-way
trees posing a danger of outages. Wayne Honath, Man-
ager, Reliability and Standards Duquesne Light Company,
Transcript p. 37. PPL’s presenter, David Schleicher, ad-
mitted PPL is looking at reducing their tree trimming
cycle from 5 years urban and 8 years rural to 5 years
across the board and they are looking at the cost per
SAIDI minute of downtime to justify the expense. Tran-
script at p. 71.

However, we can and should balance the possible rise
in operating costs for any given inspection and mainte-
nance approach against the savings to customers in
avoiding outages, especially black-outs covering multiple
states, and very high numbers of outages over a longer
period of time. In the Final Report on the August 2003
blackout, the Task Force concluded that the blackout,
caused in part from inadequate vegetation management,
had an economic cost of between $4 billion and $10 billion
in the United States alone. Canada also sustained a
partial black out. This economic impact on businesses and
citizens in the United States and Canada, and approxi-
mately 55,000 residents of Pennsylvania, was significant.
A business that loses power can quickly lose sales rev-
enues and the ability to produce its product. Loss of
power is a health and safety issue as well as a financial
issue.

The OCA allocated the estimated $75 million aggregate
cost over the 11 EDCs operating in Pennsylvania. Putting
that estimate into the context of operating budgets and
maintenance budgets of $75 to $100 million for some of
the largest utilities (those total revenues approaching or
in excess of $1 billion), the incremental cost increase did
not appear to outweigh the need for I & M guidelines.
Also, OCA attempted to calculate the cents per kilowatt-
hour impact of the $75 million estimate over all of the
kilowatt-hours sold in Pennsylvania in 2005, and it comes
out to $.05 per kilowatt-hour, or a half a mill per

5 Additionally, at the January 22, 2007, technical conference, we asked the industry
to provide us with their internal inspection, maintenance and repair standards prior to
the Electric Competition Act of 1997. Responses to this request were received and they
are incorporated in tables throughout this order regarding each individual standard.
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kilowatt-hour sold. For an average residential customer
using 750 kilowatt-hours per month that is $.35 per
month. Technical Conference Hearing transcript Tanya
McClosky, p. 9.

Several other states have now established I & M stan-
dards in the wake of electric deregulation. On March 31,
1997, the California Public Utilities Commission adopted
minimum requirements for electric distribution facilities,
regarding inspection (including maximum allowable in-
spection cycle lengths) condition rating, scheduling and
performance of corrective action, record-keeping, and re-
porting, in order to ensure safe and high-quality electrical
service, and to implement the provisions of California’s
statute, Section 364 of Assembly Bill 1890, Chapter 854,
Statutes of 1996. California requires annual compliance
plans for the inspection and record-keeping by no later
than July 1 of each year. The report identifies the number
of facilities, by type which have been inspected during the
previous period. It must identify those facilities which
were scheduled for inspection but which were not in-
spected according to schedule and shall explain why the
inspections were not conducted, and a date certain by
which the required inspection will take place. The report
also presents totals and the percentage of equipment in
need of corrective action, but with a scheduled date
beyond the reporting period.

California has minimum standards for three levels of
inspection: (1) patrol, meaning a simple visual inspection;
(2) detailed, meaning taking the equipment apart and
examining each piece for inspection; and (3) intrusive,
involving digging up soil to test below soil level as in
inspection of poles.

California has maximum intervals of 1-2 years for
transformers (patrol inspection) and 5 years for detailed
inspections. Overhead conductors and cables have a maxi-
mum inspection interval of 1-2 years for patrol and 5
years for more detailed inspections. Wood poles which
passed intrusive inspection have a maximum interval for
intrusive inspection every 20 years. Wood poles under 15
years, just have a 1-2 year patrol interval, and wood poles
over 15 years which have not been subject to intrusive
inspection, 1-2 years patrol inspection plus an intrusive
inspection at least once every 10 years.

On October 2, 2007, the Missouri Public Service Com-
mission (MoPSC) filed a Proposed Rulemaking adopting 4
CSR 240-23.030—Electrical Corporation Vegetation Man-
agement Standards and Reporting Requirements. MoPSC
limited the adoption of outside standards, guidelines and
procedures to three times: ANSI A300 (Section (4)(A)(2)),
which contains standards for vegetation management,
ANSI Z133.1 (Section (4)(A)(5)), which contains guidelines
for personnel safety, and the National Electric Safety
Code (Section (4)(A)(9)), which contains standards for
public safety.

MoPSC stated that if the authorities conflict, the EDC
should file notice of the EDC’s resolution for the conflict
and the basis for it. Missouri addressed claims of exces-
sive high costs to comply with proposed regulations.
MoPSC altered its proposed rule to lower the cost of
compliance and provided a mechanism through which
utilities may record the costs associated with compliance
and eventually recover the costs in rates. It stated as
follows in its proposed regulation:

(4) In the event an electrical corporation incurs
expenses as a result of this rule in excess of the costs
included in current rates, the corporation may submit
a request to the Commission for accounting authori-

zation to defer recognition and possible recovery of
these excess expenses until the effective date of rates
resulting from its next general rate case, filed after
the effective date of this rule, using a tracking
mechanism to record the difference between the
actually incurred expenses as a result of this rule and
the amount included in the corporation’s rates, or if
there is no identifiable amount included in the
corporation’s rates, the amount reflected in the ap-
propriate accounts for infrastructure inspection and
maintenance on the corporation’s books for the test
year (as updated) from the corporation’s last rate
case will be used to determine the amount included
in current rates. In the event that such authorization
is granted, the next general rate case must be filed
no later than 5 years after the effective date of this
rule. Parties to any electrical corporation request for
accounting authorization pursuant to this rule may
ask the commission to require the electrical corpora-
tion to collect and maintain data (such as actual
revenues and actual infrastructure inspection ex-
penses) until such time as the commission addresses
ratemaking for the deferrals. The commission will
address the ratemaking of any costs deferred under
these accounting authorizations at the time the elec-
trical corporation seeks ratemaking in a general rate
case.
The Missouri Commission also provided for variances in

its rulemaking. The EDCs were allowed to propose and
the Commission to approve an alternative infrastructure
inspection program varying from the table ‘‘Electrical
Corporation System Inspection Cycles (Maximum Inter-
vals in Years).’’ If the EDC can establish that the
alternative inspection program has previously produced
equal to or greater reliability performance than what
would be produced under the rule, or that the alternative
infrastructure inspection program shall produce equal to
or greater reliability performance in the future than what
would be produced under the rule, then a variance may
be granted for good cause shown.

Missouri proposed maximum intervals of 4-6 years for
patrol inspections of wood and non-wood poles and over-
head structures, 12 years for detailed inspections of
non-wood poles, and 12 years for intrusive inspections of
wood poles. Regarding conductors, transformers, reclos-
ers, regulators, capacitors, switching/protective devices,
and street lighting, 4-6 years patrol inspections for over-
head, and 8-12 years detailed inspections for overhead.
Underground-direct buried and conduit had 4-6 year
patrol inspections and 8-12 year detailed inspections.
Manholes, vaults, tunnels and other underground struc-
tures had a 4-6 year maximum interval for patrol inspec-
tions, and an 8-12 year maximum interval for detailed
inspections.

We are influenced by what states like Missouri and
California are doing regarding establishing inspection and
maintenance standards. Like Missouri, we find that the
alternative of using a reliability-based trimming plan is
reasonable under certain circumstances and we will add
language to the proposed rulemaking to clarify that
utilities may propose a plan that uses intervals outside
the standards in lieu of a plan that adheres to the rule,
but it must be explained, and the reliability indices that
the EDCs are reporting as well as an EDC’s prior
internal I & M standards will be taken into consideration
in approval or rejection of the plan. This change is
reflected in subsection (c).

Regarding the issue of whether we have jurisdiction to
establish standards regarding transmission lines, it is
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well-settled that the Commission has concurrent jurisdic-
tion over transmission lines with FERC. The U.S. Su-
preme Court in New York v. FERC, 535 U.S. 1 (2002),
recently reiterated that no federal agency has the power
to act, let alone preempt the validly enacted legislation of
a sovereign state, unless Congress confers such power
upon it manifesting clear Congressional intent to so
preempt. 152 L.Ed. 2d at 62-63 (citation omitted). The
Supreme Court has unequivocally held ‘‘States retain
significant control over local matters even when retail
transmissions are unbundled.’’ Id. 152 L.Ed.2d at 66.

States have authority over transmission facilities con-
structed within their borders. States authorize the con-
struction of the transmission facilities and issue certifi-
cates to utilities to operate them. The long-standing state
authority is preserved by the Federal Power Act (FPA)
and cannot be preempted by FERC’s actions. Thus, this
Commission is fully within its rights in establishing
I & M guidelines regarding transmission lines. However,
because FERC is in the process of implementing inspec-
tion, maintenance, repair and replacement standards
regarding transmission wires, we elect not to exercise our
concurrent jurisdiction at this time, and will not promul-
gate regulations regarding transmission lines.

Similar to Missouri, we will abstain from establishing
I & M standards at this time regarding high voltage
transmission lines in deference to the Federal govern-
ment’s current reliability rulemaking regarding transmis-
sion lines. This addresses IRRC’s comment that the
Proposed Rulemaking seemed more stringent than the
FERC rule for bulk power systems of 100 kV or more.
Thus, the EDCs will have more flexibility regarding
tree-trimming cycles and inspection, repair and replace-
ment intervals regarding transmission lines.

As noted previously, the Commission takes seriously
the position of the industry that the I & M regulations
should not mandate inspection intervals that, for a given
EDC, are not prudent or would not be cost/benefit
justified. However, given our obligations under law to
ensure electric service reliability, the relative costs in-
volved, and the deteriorating service performance of some
EDCs in recent years, we are persuaded that flexible
I & M standards should be established by this final
rulemaking order. Therefore, in addition to mandating
reports regarding transmission and distribution inspec-
tion and maintenance plans and the CEEP review/
approval process for those plans, this rulemaking will
establish flexible I & M standards based upon current
industry practices. The I & M schedules will be part of
each EDC’s annual plan and they must be consistent with
the I & M standards established in these regulations.

However, the regulations will allow the individual
EDCs to deviate from the standard set forth in the
regulation, provided that such deviation/alternative can
be justified based on utility-specific circumstances, and a
cost/benefit analysis. In this fashion, when compliance
with a given I & M standard for a specific EDC would not
be prudent or cost/benefit justified, the EDC may deviate
from that standard provided that it can adequately justify
that different I & M interval or approach. As such, the
regulation will provide the leeway necessary for EDCs to
avoid unnecessary costs. Further, Commission staff’s ini-
tial rejection of an I & M plan in whole or in part, can be
appealed to the full Commission by means of 52 Pa. Code
§ 5.44.

In sum, the Commission finds that using a broad set of
minimum standards as proposed in the OCA’s comments,
will promote high quality service and reliability, as

required by law, without forcing an EDC to comply with a
given I & M benchmark that is not cost/benefit justified
for its particular service territory.

Finally, IRRC commented that the EDCs need an
adequate time period to come into compliance with I & M
standards because they will need to recruit and hire
adequately trained staff. We will give the first group of
EDCs until October 1, 2009, to file their first biennial
plan with the Commission. The plan will cover inspection,
maintenance, repair, and replacement plans for calendar
years 2011 and 2012. The remaining the EDCs in a
second group shall be required to file their first biennial
plans on October 1, 2010. Their plans will cover inspec-
tion, maintenance, repair, and replacement plans for
calendar years 2012 and 2013.

With this procedural schedule, the Commission will
have enough time to review and approve the plans.
Implementation of the approved plans will occur 15
months after the plan filing deadline. With this 15-month
interval, if there are amendments that need to be made to
the plans, the EDCs will have adequate notice before the
implementation date, and can adjust their financial bud-
gets and operational plans accordingly. The EDCs will
then continue to file in staggered years, every 2 years
from the date upon which they first filed. We believe this
process provides adequate time to comply or explain why
they cannot immediately comply with a given standard.
The specific EDCs that are in Groups 1 and 2 will be
defined by implementation order after this rulemaking is
effective.

III. Comments Regarding Specific Sections

Section 57.192. Definitions.

IRRC commented that the definitions of rural area and
urban area are problematic. Similarly, many EDCs also
stated there is no need for this distinction. The EAP
stated that individual EDCs may, for their own vegetation
management purposes, designate distribution circuits, or
portions thereof, as either ‘‘urban’’ or ‘‘rural’’; however,
there is no value in requiring all EDCs to distinguish
between rural areas and urban areas, either by a popula-
tion threshold of 5,000 or any other means because many
distribution circuits cross between proposed urban and
rural areas. One circuit may cross multiple times into
rural and urban areas. Therefore the request is not
practical and no other state Commission makes such a
distinction.

The EAP commented that the distinction between
urban and rural areas adds no value since circuits can
cross many times between rural and urban areas. PPL
commented that it classifies any distribution circuit that
has an average of 35 or more customers per circuit mile
as ‘‘urban’’ and those with fewer than 35 customers as
rural. As of February, 2007, PPL Electric has 9,600 circuit
miles of overhead urban circuits, and 17,700 circuit miles
of overhead rural circuits. PPL does have different
company-wide standards for vegetation management. For
distribution lines, rural areas are on an 8-year trimming
cycle and urban are on a 5 year cycle. Other internal
standards appear to be the same for both rural and urban
areas.

FirstEnergy commented that it does not believe that
EDCs should be required to distinguish between rural
versus urban in its plans. While systems that are rural
may differ from systems that are urban, to draw distinc-
tions based on the definitions provided in the proposed
rulemaking would be arduous and costly with little to no
benefit to be realized. Additionally, a single circuit can
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cross between rural and urban areas multiple times. The
companies do not distinguish their systems based upon
the population threshold of 5,000 and FirstEnergy encour-
ages the Commission to eliminate this designation in any
final rules.

Allegheny Power commented that urban/rural census
definition is not appropriate for planning transmission
and distribution inspection and maintenance activities.
Line equipment (reclosers, transformers, conductor, fuses,
and the like) functions in the same manner regardless of
an urban setting or rural setting. Inspection and mainte-
nance practices are the same regardless of population
density. Similarly, pole inspection cycles are independent
of population density. Vegetation management cycles may
be tailored to the needs of cities or towns. The cycle and
practice differences are typically governed by agreements
with individual municipalities and are independent of
discrete population size boundaries. Allegheny Power has
many long circuits that cross into ‘‘urban’’ and ‘‘rural’’
areas often several times. Tailoring work practices to
portions of individual circuits is inefficient and does not
promote improvement.

Duquesne Light sees no legitimate reason for distin-
guishing between urban versus rural circuits. The stan-
dards proposed for maintenance intervals are not depen-
dent on whether the circuits are rural versus urban.
Duquesne does not distinguish its plans between commu-
nities with a population of less than 5,000 people and
those having a population of 5,000 or more.

Pike County commented that it does not support the
urban versus rural concept. However, since the entire
Pike service territory is predominantly rural and less
than 5,000 customers anyway, Pike County believes it
should only have to submit one plan for the whole service
territory.

The OSBA commented that population density is a
better measure than total population and the OSBA noted
that the General Assembly is considering House Bill 2347
which would codify a uniform definition of ‘‘rural area’’
and by implication ‘‘non-rural area.’’ Accordingly, the
OSBA recommended the Commission revise the proposed
definitions in § 57.192 to reflect HB 2347.

Disposition

Given the previous comments, we will eliminate the
rural/urban definitions as only PPL appears to differenti-
ate its standards between rural and urban areas at this
time, and that is only with regard to one internal
standard regarding the distribution line tree trimming
practices.

Section 57.198 Inspection and Maintenance Standards

Subsection (a). This subsection states that an EDC
shall have a plan for the periodic inspection and mainte-
nance of poles, overhead conductors and cables, wires,
transformers, switching devices, protective devices, regu-
lators, capacitors, substations and other facilities critical
to maintaining an acceptable level of reliability in a
format the Commission prescribes. The Commission may
require an EDC to submit an updated plan at any time
containing information the Commission may prescribe.

IRRC states that the first sentence in § 57.198(a) is
long and confusing. It contains a list of ten specific items
to be included in the I & M plan and the words ‘‘other
facilities critical to maintaining an acceptable level of
reliability.’’ To improve clarity, it should be enumerated.
Additionally, IRRC commented that the examples of the
type of equipment or facilities ought to be provided. We

will comply with IRRC’s suggestion to enumerate the
specific items to be included in the I & M plan. We will
eliminate the phrase ‘‘other facilities.’’

Further, IRRC questioned when and how will the EDCs
be notified of the prescribed format the Commission
wants to see in the plans. Format requirements will be
addressed in a Secretarial Letter that will be issued by
the Commission to the EDCs prior to the date the first
plan is due.

The second sentence of subsection (a) states: ‘‘The
Commission will review each plan and may issue orders
to ensure compliance with this section.’’ The intent of this
sentence is unclear according to IRRC and it appears to
be redundant and should be deleted.

IRRC further commented that the final sentence of
Subsection (a) states that the PUC ‘‘may require an EDC
to submit an updated plan at any time containing
information the Commission may prescribe.’’ IRRC is
unclear how and when the PUC would notify an EDC to
update its plan. Under what circumstances, would it be
necessary to update a plan? How would the PUC notify
the EDC of the information that the PUC is prescribing
be contained in the plan? After the EDC submits its
updated plan, when would the PUC notify the EDC that
the update was approved?

Disposition

Subsection (a) shall be revised to state:

(A) Filing date and plan components. Every 2 years
by October 1, each EDC shall prepare and file with
the Commission a biennial plan for the periodic
inspection, maintenance, repair, and replacement of
its facilities that is designed to meet its performance
benchmarks and standards pursuant to 52 Pa. Code
§§ 57.191—57.197. EDCs in compliance group 1, as
determined by the Commission, shall file their initial
plans on October 1, 2009. EDCs in compliance group
2, as determined by the Commission, shall file their
initial plans on October 1, 2010. Each EDC’s biennial
plan shall cover the 2 calendar years beginning 15
months after filing, be implemented 15 months after
filing, and shall remain in effect for 2 calendar years
thereafter. In preparing this plan, the following facil-
ities are critical to maintaining system reliability: (1)
poles; (2) overhead conductors and cables; (3) trans-
formers; (4) switching devices; (5) protective devices;
(6) regulators; (7) capacitors; and (8) substations.

IRRC’s suggested numeration is followed. We are
grouping the EDCs into two compliance groups and
staggering their filing deadlines to facilitate timely ad-
ministrative review. The plans will cover the 2-calendar
years beginning 15 months after filing because the EDCs
requested the plans be amended well in advance of
implementation dates so that budgets may be adjusted
accordingly.

Subsection (a)(1)—Industry codes, rural and urban areas;
I & M intervals

Subsection (a)(1) begins with the statement that the
I & M ‘‘plan must be based on industry codes, national
electric industry practices, manufacturers’ recommenda-
tions, sound engineering judgment and past experience.’’
IRRC questioned to which industry codes and national
electric industry practices did the Commission refer. If
the Commission meant the National Electricity Safety
Code or code and practices of organizations such as the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and
NERC, then the appropriate codes or organizations
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should be referenced in the final-form regulation. We
agree with this suggestion, and the changes shall be
incorporated in § 57.198(b).

IRRC states that the phrase ‘‘sound engineering judg-
ment’’ is vague since engineers may respectfully disagree
on what is sound. It is IRRC’s understanding that the the
Commission will determine whether a plan is based on
reasonable or sound engineering judgment. Hence, it will
be a part of the Commission review of plans under
§ 57.198(h) and if the the Commission identifies problems
in the plan, it will notify the EDC of the plan’s deficien-
cies under § 57.198(j). Therefore, it is not necessary to
include the words ‘‘sound engineering judgment’’ in the
regulation, and IRRC recommends this phrase be deleted.
We will adopt IRRC’s recommendation.

The final sentence in subsection (a)(1) states: ‘‘The plan
must take into account the broad minimum inspection
and maintenance intervals provided for in subsection (e).’’
IRRC questions why the word ‘‘broad’’ is used in this
sentence. Since the provisions in new subsection (n) set
very specific minimum intervals, the use of the word
‘‘broad’’ is confusing. The word ‘‘broad’’ will be deleted.

Subsection (a)(1) states that the plan shall be based on
industry codes, national electric industry practices, manu-
facturers’ recommendations, sound engineering judgment
and past experience. The plan shall be divided into rural
and urban areas. The plan shall take into account the
broad minimum inspection and maintenance intervals
provided for in subsection (e).
AFL-CIO commented that Section 57.198(a)(1) should be

revised to state:
The plan must be based on industry codes, National
electric industry practices, manufacturers’ recommen-
dations, sound engineering judgment and past experi-
ence. The plan must be divided into rural and urban
areas. The plan must comply with the minimum
inspection and maintenance intervals set forth in
subsection (e).
The AFL-CIO believes these changes are necessary to

ensure that all EDCs in Pennsylvania meet at least
minimum I& M standards. EDCs should not be permitted
to submit plans that do not meet these minimum require-
ments. The AFL-CIO advocates all EDCs must meet the
minimum standards. After considering the EDCs com-
ments regarding the increased costs, differing I & M
plans and claims that reliability will not necessarily
increase if mandatory minimum I & M standards are
applied to large and small EDCs alike, as explained
previously, the Commission will adopt minimum I & M
standards, but will also include flexibility to allow EDCs
to deviate from the I & M standard provided the deviation
can be justified by the EDC’s unique circumstances or a
cost/benefit analysis to support an alternative approach
that will still support the level of reliability required by
law. Accordingly, we will change the language in (a)(2),
now (c) to state as follows:

The plan shall comply with inspection and mainte-
nance standards set forth in subsection (n). However,
an EDC may propose a plan that, for a given
standard, uses intervals outside the Commission
standard, provided that the deviation can be justified
by the EDC’s unique circumstances or a cost/benefit
analysis to support an alternative approach that will
still support the level of reliability required by law.

The OCA commented that § 57.198, Inspection and
Maintenance Standards, should be amended to state that
the plan should specify all applicable hardware stan-

dards, all applicable operation standards, routine mainte-
nance requirements, emergency maintenance plans and
procedures for coordinating with other interconnected
systems. We agree in part, and will add the routine
inspection and maintenance requirements and emergency
maintenance plans and procedures portion of OCA’s
suggested specifications in the regulation at subsection
(d).

The EAP commented that the EDCs need flexibility in
determining when vegetation management work must be
conducted. Mandating a uniform 4-year tree-trimming
cycle for distribution lines accomplishes very little toward
improving service reliability. The EAP commented that
line clearance is a condition-based activity. Each EDC
schedules tree-trimming on its circuits based upon its
own individually established criteria. Typically the prox-
imity of tree branches to the wires, the number of
customers fed by the circuit, the number of tree-caused
outage events recently experienced on the circuit, and the
elapsed time since last trimmed are considered.

According to the EAP, trimming too soon results in
wasting part of the value of the work done during the last
trimming; trimming too late results in poor circuit perfor-
mance. Cycle length and clearances, have less influence
on service reliability, especially in regards to on-right-of-
way vegetation caused service outages compared to off-
right-of-way trees falling into the lines. California’s no
contact requirement is not for reliability reasons accord-
ing to the EAP, but rather to avoid sparking from tree
contact that could cause wildfires during their dry season.
EAP states that Pennsylvania does not need this require-
ment. Pennsylvania has drought conditions during the
summer months at times also. We are persuaded to
change the tree-trimming cycle standard and allow for up
to 8 years for a vegetation management standard instead.
This will account for the varying the EDC practices and
service territory terrains. However, intervals longer than
8 years will require justification and be supported by a
cost/benefit analysis.

Finally, to clarify the industry codes and practices that
should be followed in developing each EDC’s plan, we
have decided to change subsection (a)(1) to subsection (b)
and it shall state that the plan shall be consistent with
the National Electrical Safety Code, Codes and Practices
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
FERC Regulations, and the provision of the American
National Standards Institute, Inc.

Subsection (a)(2)—Adequate resources.

Subsection (a)(2) states that an EDC shall reduce the
risk of future service interruptions by accounting for the
age, condition, design and performance of system compo-
nents and by providing adequate resources to maintain,
repair, replace and upgrade the system.

IRRC asks how the Commission will determine if an
EDC has provided adequate resources to maintain, repair,
replace and upgrade its system. We will delete ‘‘adequate
resources’’ from the final regulation.

The new subsection (c) shall state that the plan shall
comply with inspection and maintenance standards set
forth in subsection (n).

Subsection (a)(3)—Vegetation clearance program

This subsection requires that the EDC’s I & M plan
‘‘include a program for the maintenance of minimum
clearances of vegetation from the EDC’s overhead trans-
mission and distribution facilities sufficient to avoid
contact under design-based conditions.’’ EDCs questioned
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the need for this provision and called it unreasonable.
Incidental contact with vegetation or tree branches does
not necessarily cause outages. Given the growth of some
trees, this requirement could actually force some EDCs to
perform trimming annually and would greatly increase
costs with no quantifiable benefit. IRRC commented that
the Commission needs to explain the basis and intent for
this requirement.

The Commission was concerned that vegetation contact
could cause the circuit to overheat and shut off. The
blackout report mentioned tree contact with transmission
lines played a role in the circuits shutting down and the
ultimate blackout of August 14, 2003. However, requiring
the EDCs to trim trees more frequently than necessary,
may end up costing the EDC and consumer more money
without a substantial improvement in reliability. If there
is a wider differential between electric rates in Pennsyl-
vania than other states, that may have a negative impact
on attracting or keeping businesses to operate in our
state. We will remove the language ‘‘sufficient to avoid
contact under design-based conditions.’’

PECO commented that the Commission should amend
proposed Section 57.198(a) to remove subsection 3’s re-
quirement for a plan for trimming off right-of-way trees.
FirstEnergy commented the phrase ‘‘may cause’’ is too
vague and open ended when coupled with the require-
ment to trim off of a right-of-way. PECO has limited
authority to trim or remove trees that are outside of the
right-of-way.

PECO recommends adopting Connecticut’s approach.
PECO recommends § 57.198(a)(3) be amended to state:

The plan shall include a program for the mainte-
nance of minimum clearances of vegetation from the
EDC’s overhead transmission and distribution facil-
ities sufficient to avoid contact under design-based
conditions. The plan shall include a program for the
trimming of tree branches and limbs located in close
proximity to overhead electric wires when the
branches and limbs may cause damage to the electric
wires.
The Commission will eliminate the last phrase ‘‘regard-

less of whether the trees in question are on or off of a
right of way.’’ We will keep the ‘‘may cause’’ language as it
is similar to Connecticut’s approach.
Subsection (a)(4)

IRRC commented that § 57.198(a)(4) refers to quarterly
and annual reliability reports from an EDC. If these are
the reports required by the existing provisions in
§§ 57.193(c) and 57.195, then the proposed regulation
should include cross-references to these existing provi-
sions. We agree with IRRC and will amend this section
into subsection (h) such that references are made to the
other sections.

Subsection (b)—Plan review process

This subsection requires EDCs to submit their initial
I & M plans by October 1, 2008. The EDCs and IRRC
believe that there are not sufficient numbers of trained
and experienced people available to meet the I & M
schedules set forth in subsection (e). They claim it will
take years to recruit and train an adequate workforce to
implement the proposed regulation. If the prescriptive
requirements in proposed subsection (e) are retained in
the final-form regulation, the Commission should care-
fully examine whether the October deadline is achievable.

In consideration of these comments, the deadline will
be changed to October 1, 2009, for group 1 and October 1,

2010, for group 2, and every other year thereafter to
allow EDCs time to recruit and train necessary workers.
IRRC seeks clarification on the submission of the whole
1-year plan every 2 years. We will amend subsection (b)
and make the plan cover the 2-calendar years that follow
15 months from the filing date. Thus, a 2-year period of
plans will be covered in each Commission review. This
language will be in § 57.198(a).

Subsections (b) and (c)—Designee

These subsections set forth the process for the EDCs to
submit plans and revised plans for the Commission
review and approval. Both subsections would allow the
Commission or its designee to accept or reject the plan or
revised plan. Representatives for the EDCs and IRRC
suggested that the words ‘‘or its designee’’ be deleted from
the proposed regulation. PECO specifically commented
that the Commission should also remove the language in
proposed § 57.198(b) and (c) permitting the Commission’s
‘‘designee’’ to accept or reject EDC I & M plans.

There is concern that the proposed regulation does not
describe or define the designee. Another concern is that
the EDCs are not given the ability to appeal or challenge
decisions made by the designee. The regulation should be
amended to define the designee and specify how the
EDCs may appeal the designee’s decision, or the term
should be deleted from the final-form regulation. We have
removed the phrase ‘‘the designee’’ and have replaced it
with ‘‘the Director of CEEP’’ such as to be specific as to
which Bureau is being given the authority vested in the
Commission to make such a staff determination. Lan-
guage regarding how the EDCs may appeal any determi-
nation by CEEP is in subsection (k).

IRRC commented that the Commission should set forth
the update process, procedures and criteria the Commis-
sion will use in determining the need for information and
plan updates, and for notifying the affected the EDC.
Since we are eliminating the update process, this is no
longer necessary.

Subsection (c)—Revised plans from EDCs

IRRC’s comments state that proposed subsection (c)
allows an EDC to revise its plan and submit it to the
Commission for review. Like subsection (b), this subsec-
tion states that the Commission will have 90 days to
review and accept or reject the revisions to the plan.
Unlike subsection (b), however, subsection (c) contains no
provision stating that the Commission will notify the
EDC as to why it rejected the plan nor a provision stating
that the revised plan is ‘‘deemed accepted’’ absent any
action by the Commission within 90 days. IRRC’s com-
ments state that these provisions should also appear in
subsection (c) in the final-form regulation.

A new subsection (j) has been added to address these
concerns. CEEP will be obligated to notify the EDC, in
writing, of any deficiencies in the plan; the EDC will have
the opportunity to file either a revised plan or an
explanation as to why the plan is not deficient. Absent
action by the Commission within 90 days, the revised
plan is deemed to be accepted by the Commission.

Subsection 57.198(b) and (c)

PECO commented regarding subsection (b) that the
Commission should remove the language permitting the
Commission’s designee to accept or reject the EDC’s plan
because it does not clearly describe the official or entity
designee that will have the authority to approve or reject
the plan. The regulation is too vague and could include
an Administrative Law Judge or staff person. PECO is
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concerned it won’t be able to challenge the decision and
bring the issue before the entire Commission.

IRRC commented that § 57.198(b) and (c) set forth
detailed procedures and time periods for Commission
review and approval of plans and revised plans. If the the
Commission intends to retain the ability to request that
the EDCs update previously-approved plans, then a new
and separate subsection clarifying this process should be
added to the final-form regulation. It should set forth the
process, procedures and criteria that the Commission will
use in determining the need for information and plan
updates, and for notifying the affected the EDC. It should
also include provisions similar to those in subsections (b)
and (c) for Commission review and approval of plan
updates.

Upon consideration of these comments, we will change
the language to specify the Director of CEEP will have
the authority to accept or reject the EDCs’ plans. The
Director’s decision would constitute a staff determination
that could be appealed to the Commission under 52
Pa. Code § 5.44. Staff action, under authority delegated
by the Commission, will be deemed to be the final action
by the Commission unless appealed to the Commission
within 20 days after service of action. Petitions for appeal
from the Director’s action will be addressed by the
Commission at Public Meeting. 52 Pa. Code § 5.44(j). If
the Commission itself makes the determination, then the
EDC may file a petition for reconsideration under 52
Pa. Code § 5.572 or, alternatively, file an appeal directly
to Commonwealth Court. This will be addressed in sub-
section (k) of Annex A.

The Commission is also adding language to subsection
(l) which states that an EDC may request approval from
the Commission for revising an approved plan. An EDC
shall submit to the Commission, as an addendum to its
quarterly reliability report, prospective and past revisions
to its plan and a discussion of the reasons for the
revisions. Within 90 days, the Commission or the Director
of CEEP will accept or reject the revisions to the plan.

Subsection (d) Recordkeeping

This subsection requires an EDC ‘‘maintain records of
its inspection and maintenance activities sufficient to
demonstrate compliance with’’ the timeframes for I & M
programs set forth in subsection (e). IRRC commented
that the Commission needs to provide examples of the
types of records that would be ‘‘sufficient.’’ Would this
include date-stamped records signed by EDC staff that
performed the tasks?

To address this concern, additional language has been
added to provide examples. Receipts from independent
contractors showing when and what type of inspection,
maintenance, replacement and/or repair work was done is
also sufficient.

Subsection (e) minimum time frames for I & M activities

This subsection sets specific Statewide minimum sched-
ules for several different types of I & M activities includ-
ing vegetation management, and inspection of poles,
overhead lines and substations. IRRC comments that the
EDCs contend there is no basis for setting specific
minimum requirements and that they are not cost-
effective.

IRRC also mentions that I & M inspection schedules or
time frames for different EDCs may depend on the
regions where their systems are located, the different
types of plants and geography in those regions, fluctuat-
ing weather patterns, variations in equipment or infra-

structure, and other factors. IRRC commented that the
Commission needs to respond to the EDCs’ concerns
about mandated annual foot patrol inspections of distri-
bution lines, and the need for foot patrols when the lines
run parallel to roadways and could be inspected from
vehicles. The Commission agrees that foot patrols are not
necessary especially since vehicle patrol carrying testing
equipment is available for proper testing. We will replace
the word ‘‘foot’’ with the word ‘‘ground.’’ This is addressed
in Annex A.

The EAP commented that by the nature of their
function, electric transmission and distribution systems
have thousands of parts of varying degrees of complexity
and importance dispersed over a large geographic area.
Maintaining systems in a cost effective manner requires
maintenance programs that take into account the charac-
teristics of component parts, the environment in which
they operate, and the electrical and mechanical stresses
they experience. The EDCs need flexibility to invest in
technological improvements. Mandated labor-intensive
programs with high costs impairs the EDC’s flexibility to
invest in improvements that would produce greater ben-
efits to the consumer. For example, advancements in
sensor technology has brought about smaller, more power-
ful sensors available at increasingly lower prices.

The rapid pace of advancement in communications has
also made it possible to monitor sensors remotely and
accumulate technical information at central points such
as main office buildings, service centers, substations, and
on poles and towers. Also, technology has improved with
computer applications that should improve reliability
because new systems allow the EDCs to identify more
specific areas to address and then sort out the best course
of action.

Allegheny Power commented that approximately 97% of
its customer interruptions were caused by distribution
faults of which 70% directly resulted from external events
unaided by frequent inspections, such as off-rights-of-way
fallen trees, vehicles hitting poles, and the like. The
remaining 30% of outages include indirect effects of
severe weather and other causes targeted by AP’s current
maintenance programs. Recloser failures made approxi-
mately 1% of total customer interruptions, overhead
transformer failures were linked to approximately 1 to
1.5% of customer interruptions, poles were related to .8%
of customer interruptions and underground transformers
caused .25% of customer interruptions.

Allegheny Power claims the Proposed Rulemaking
would increase Allegheny Power’s costs by $8.4 million
and $2 million in start up costs. The AFL-CIO and OCA
proposals add an additional $4.5 million and $5.5 million,
respectively. Allegheny Power recommends allowing
NERC standards and PJM to ensure continued high
reliability of transmission grids without increasing costs.
Regarding substations, AP recommends eliminating the
time-based I & M requirements to allow advanced analy-
sis and technologies to be implemented. AP further
recommends allowing EDCs to submit individualized cost
and operationally effective I & M plans to target re-
sources to areas in need of reliability improvements, and
allow for changes to the plans as technologies are imple-
mented.

In response to these concerns and to IRRC’s concerns
regarding rigid minimum standards for I & M activities,
the Commission has adopted a flexible approach that will
permit an individual EDC to deviate from the I & M
standards set forth in these regulations provided the
deviations can be justified by the EDC’s unique circum-
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stances or a cost/benefit analysis. This will allow imple-
mentation of these regulations to take into consideration
the various differences among EDCs regarding geography,
age of facilities, technologies employed and other factors
that bear on the reasonable and prudent intervals that
should be used for the proper inspection and maintenance
of their facilities.

Lastly, for critical maintenance issues, items that
threaten short-term reliability of facilities, AP is comfort-
able with a 30-day standard. For noncritical issues, the
most effective method is to schedule repair/replacement in
the following budget cycle. We agree with AP and include
30-day repair requirements to § 57.198(n)(3) and (5).

(e) An EDC shall maintain the following minimum in-
spection and maintenance plan intervals.

As stated earlier, rather than rigid minimum I & M

standards, the Commission will establish standard inter-
vals, based on current industry practices. If however, a
given EDC believes that a deviation is appropriate, it
may seek to justify an alternative approach. The following
are charts compiled by the Commission from data offered
to the Commission by the EDCs which compare the
EDC’s I & M standards from 1990, 1995, 2000, to current
and the claimed incremental cost of meeting the proposed
standards.

The charts are followed by comments and a discussion
regarding the specific (sometimes bolded) proposed lan-
guage above the charts.

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(1): Vegetation man-
agement. The Statewide minimum inspection and treat-
ment cycles for vegetation management are 4 years for
distribution facilities and 5 years for transmission facil-
ities.

Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
Allegheny No set cycle for

distribution or
transmission.

Distribution trim
cycles in urban
areas from 2 to 4
years and from 4
to 8 years in
rural areas. No
set cycle for
transmission.

Distribution trim
cycles in urban
areas from 2 to 4
years and from 4
to 8 years in
rural areas. No
set cycle for
transmission.

Four-year cycle
for distribution
circuits. No set
cycle for
transmission.

$4,100,000

Duquesne No established
cycles.

No established
cycles.

Distribution cycle
� 6 years;
transmission
cycle � 7 years.

Actual average
distribution cycle
= 5.63 years;
actual average
transmission
cycle = 7.04
years.

$2,750,000

Met-Ed Not readily
available.

Not readily
available.

Distribution cycle
of 4 years;
transmission
cycle of 6 years.
(2001)

Distribution cycle
of 4 years;
transmission
cycle of 5 years.

NA

Penelec Not readily
available.

Not readily
available.

Distribution cycle
of 4 years;
transmission
cycle of 6 years.
(2001)

Distribution cycle
of 4 years;
transmission
cycle of 5 years.

NA

Penn Power Not readily
available.

Not readily
available.

Distribution cycle
of 4 years;
transmission
cycle of 6 years.
(2001)

Distribution cycle
of 4 years;
transmission
cycle of 5 years.

NA

PECO Distribution
practices not
consistently
applied; 5-year
transmission
cycle in 1992.

Distribution cycle
of 4 years;
transmission
cycle of 5 years.

Distribution cycle
of 5 years;
transmission
cycle of 5 years.

Distribution cycle
of 5 years;
transmission
cycle of 5 years.

$5,000,000

PPL No company-wide
standard for
distribution and
transmission.

Changes in policy
for transmission
unknown; no
company-wide
standard for
distribution.

NA Distribution
cycles 8 years
rural and 5 years
urban;
transmission
inspected every 3
to 5 years.

$14,300,000
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Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
UGI Circuits are

prioritized after
inspection.

Circuits are
prioritized after
inspection.

Circuits are
prioritized after
inspection.

Circuits are
prioritized after
inspection.

$2,000,000 increase
in operating
expenses for all
categories.

Citizens’ As deemed
necessary.

As deemed
necessary.

As deemed
necessary.

As deemed
necessary.

$20,000

Wellsboro NA 12 years. 8 years. 8 years. $195,000
Pike County Distribution—3

years.
Distribution—3
years.

Distribution—3
years.

Distribution—3
years.

NA

Regarding distribution facilities, PECO has I & M pro-
grams with varying length and it wants to retain this
flexibility. Shifting to a 4-year cycle for distribution lines,
will cost an additional $4.5 to $5 million per year with no
real increase in reliability associated with that increased
cost. PECO cites to Dr. Googenmoos who reviewed the
National Grid System in the Northeast U.S. Dr.
Googenmoos stated that a proposal to standardize the
grid’s vegetation management to standard right-of-way
widths constitutes an inefficient use of resources, costing
30%—70% more than using site-specific prescriptions.

PECO commented that it currently employs a 5-year
vegetation inspection and treatment plan for its transmis-
sion facilities based on its judgment, experience and the
vegetation conditions it has observed. However, PECO
submits that with regard to transmission facilities, a
reasonable and appropriate approach would be for the
Commission to monitor the ongoing development of trans-
mission standards by FERC and NERC and to decline to
adopt mandatory standards at this time. Recently, FERC
issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking proposing to
approve 83 of 107 reliability standards developed by
NERC. Some of the regulations specifically address trans-
mission line inspections.

PECO further commented that the Commission should
allow utilities the ability to implement condition-based
vegetation management programs that are not con-
strained by the cost inefficiencies of standardized cycles.
PECO suggests the following language,

Vegetation management. As part of the plan required
by § 57.198(b), an EDC shall submit a condition-
based plan for vegetation management for its distri-
bution system facilities.

FirstEnergy practices a 4-year tree trimming cycle on
its distribution lines and a 5 year cycle on its transmis-
sion lines. FirstEnergy believes its cycle standard is
reasonable. FirstEnergy requests Commission regulations
that supersede local city, borough and other municipal
ordinances that may attempt to limit tree trimming,
removal of vegetation, the use of herbicides or that
require stump removal, all of which are impediments to
completing required and essential vegetation manage-
ment in a cost effective and timely manner. Additionally,
intrastate agency cooperation between the PUC, Game
Commission, Department of Environmental Protection
and Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
would be helpful to the EDCs. Generally, FirstEnergy
supports the EAP’s comments which advocate eliminating
a minimum vegetation standard altogether and keeping a
requirement that vegetation management be addressed in
the plans.

Duquesne Light commented there should not be rigid
minimum intervals between vegetation maintenance peri-
ods. Pennsylvania has four distinct plant hardiness zones

defined by the United States Department of Agriculture.
Because of these distinct zones, different areas of the
state have different native trees which grow at different
rates. Thus, varying maintenance requirements should be
employed. Also, some utilities have different right-of-way
maintenance widths and this influences the necessary
maintenance intervals. Territories with wider right-of-way
widths do not need to maintain the vegetation on the
edges through pruning as frequently as those with nar-
rower widths. Urban rights-of-way, usually within munici-
pal rights of way, are generally narrower than those in
rural areas where private property owners have granted
rights. For these reasons, Pennsylvania should adopt an
average cycle instead of a minimum cycle.

The Commission is attempting to balance the need for
stricter vegetation management cycles for the EDCs that
have had difficulty in the past meeting their reliability
standards even with the stricter internal vegetation man-
agement standards, as opposed to other EDCs that have
longer internal vegetation management standards, yet
are more compliant in staying within their reliability
standards. For example, the FirstEnergy companies have
in the past violated their reliability standards, yet those
companies now have 4 and 5 year tree-trimming cycles.
FirstEnergy has recently been improving in its ability to
stay within its reliability standards. PPL is traditionally
a good performer, usually falling within its reliability
standards each quarter, yet it has the longer tree-
trimming interval of 8 years for distribution lines in rural
areas. PPL was able to maintain its reliability benchmark
between 2001 and 2005 using a 5 year urban and an 8
year rural trim cycle. Although PPL admits shorter cycles
will improve reliability, ultimately, it reaches some point
of diminishing return. (January 22, 2007 Technical Con-
ference Transcript. pp. 63 and 64).

Further, other states are not as strict with a minimum
4 and 5 year tree trimming interval standard. Texas has
no requirements for tree-trimming, vegetation manage-
ment or right-of-way clearance, but rather is guided by
the provisions of the American National Standards Insti-
tute, Inc., the National Electrical Safety Code and other
national standards. Ohio has in a limited fashion asked
the utilities to set their vegetation goals, and New York
reviews plans for transmission-specific and EDC-specific
clearance requirements and reviews the plan. Massachu-
setts requires tree-trimming by utilities, and then has
them report the results. For these reasons, and because
the incremental cost increases seem to be high if we were
to stay with the 4 and 5 year vegetation management
standards, we will amend the rulemaking to substitute a
standard of no longer than an 8-year cycle for distribution
lines and will eliminate the transmission line require-
ment altogether at this point.
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AFL-CIO commented § 57.198(e)(1) should be revised
to read:

(1) Vegetation management. The statewide minimum
inspection and treatment cycles for vegetation man-
agement are 4 years for distribution facilities and 5
years for transmission facilities. In addition if a
circuit experiences five or more trips during a 12-
month period, it shall be scheduled for an immediate
vegetation inspection. Finally, utilities are encour-
aged to increase the frequency of their vegetation
inspection cycles if an area experiences a wetter than
normal growing season.
The added language reflects the fact that vegetation

management programs must be dynamically managed. An
EDC should not be able to simply establish a cycle and
claim that it has acted reasonably. Vegetation plans must
be adapted to growing conditions and an EDC must
actively respond if a circuit experiences vegetation-related
problems. While we generally agree that EDCs should be
encouraged to increase their frequencies of vegetation
inspection cycles during wetter than normal growing
seasons, an ‘‘encouragement’’ statement doesn’t belong in
a regulation. Regulations should be unambiguous rules
which are objective and easy to enforce, not vague and
ambiguous.

Citizens’ claims it performs a trimming needs assess-
ment on its entire system each year, and targets a 4-year
trimming cycle; however, some locations are trimmed
more frequently and some less frequently depending on
the tree species, weather, line construction type and other
factors. Wellsboro is not on a 4-year cycle and projects
that a mandatory 4-year cycle will result in a 50%
increase in its present right of way program budget.

Neither Citizens’ nor Wellsboro project an appreciable
enhancement of service reliability as a result of 4-year
tree trimming cycle standards.

The OCA commented that the 4 and 5 year standards
are the current cycle standards for the FirstEnergy
companies. A cost/benefit analysis must look at the
long-term and must take into account unquantifiable
benefits of safe and reliable service. To the extent that
the range of 4-5 years is unduly burdensome for the EDC,
the EDC can seek a waiver from the Commission through
the appropriate procedures.
Disposition

Upon consideration of these comments, we will adopt
language similar to the language proposed by PECO
regarding a ‘‘condition-based plan’’ for vegetation manage-
ment. However, based on our review of industry practices
statewide and reliability results, we will also establish an
interval standard of between 4-8 years for vegetation
management on distribution lines. If an EDC believes
that an alternative interval is appropriate, it may seek to
justify that deviation by its unique circumstances or a
cost/benefit analysis when it submits its plan.

In addition, the Commission will monitor what the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is doing regard-
ing the promulgation of federal regulations regarding
vegetation management around transmission lines. We
will coordinate with the Department of Environmental
Protection, Department of Conservation and Natural Re-
sources and Game Commission regarding these issues.

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(2): Pole inspections.
Distribution poles shall be visually inspected every 10
years.

Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
Allegheny 10 years. 10 years. 12 years. 12 years. $700,000
Duquesne No formal pole

testing program.
Pole testing
equipment
acquired.

Pole testing
program
established;
implemented on
12-15 year cycle.

Poles tested
every 12-15
years; Infrared
inspection every
5 years.

NA

Met-Ed Not available. Not available. 13 years. 13 years. NA
Penelec Not available. Not available. 13 years. 13 years. NA
Penn Power 10 years. 10 years. As required. As required. NA
PECO Variable

divisional
programs with
9-year target.

Variable
divisional
programs with
9-year target.

10 years. Poles inspected
every 10 years
after 12th year.

NA

PPL Initial inspection
at 25 years;
subsequent
inspections from
1 to 9 years.

Initial inspection
at 25 years;
subsequent
inspections from
1 to 9 years.

NA Initial inspection
at 25 years;
subsequent
inspections from
1 to 9 years.

One-time cost of
$3,000,000

UGI 10 years. 10 years. 10 years. 10 years. See ‘UGI’ above.
Citizens’ No inspections

performed.
No inspections
performed prior
to 1998.

10 years. 10 years. NA

Wellsboro NA 12 years. 10 years. 10 years. NA
Pike County None. None. None. None. $25,000
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The AFL-CIO proposes § 57.198(e)(2) should be revised
to read:

(2) Pole inspections. Distribution poles shall be in-
spected every 10 years. Pole inspections shall include
drill tests at and below ground level, a shell test,
visual inspection for holes or evidence of insect
infestation, a visual inspection for evidence of unau-
thorized backfilling or excavation near the pole,
visual inspection for signs of lightning strikes, and a
load calculation. If a pole exhibits 67% or less of the
strength of a new pole of comparable size, then it
shall be replaced within 60 days. If a pole fails the
groundline (or butt) inspection, shows dangerous
levels of rot or infestation, or otherwise exhibits
dangerous conditions or conditions that affect the
integrity of the circuit, it shall be replaced as soon as
possible, but no later than 30 days.
AFL-CIO argues a visual inspection is insufficient to

determine the integrity of the pole especially if 10 years
lapse between inspections. Second, the regulation should
set specific standards and deadlines for replacing poles
that are seriously deficient or dangerous. The OCA also
commented that more specifications should be added to
this section and that the detailed inspection every 10
years should include drill tests at and below ground level,
a shell test, a load calculation, visual inspection for holes,
evidence of insect infestation, evidence of unauthorized
backfilling or excavation, lightening strikes and other
problems. Poles with major deficiencies should be re-
placed within 60 days according to the OCA.

Duquesne Light commented that it can agree to visu-
ally inspect poles every 10 years. PECO also commented
that it does not oppose this inspection standard. The EAP
argues increased pole inspections do not increase reliabil-
ity because there is no causal relationship between
increased frequency of pole inspections and reliability and
customer service outages due to pole failures are ex-
tremely rare. The EAP states that the proposed 10-year
cycle for pole inspection will increase the cost of electric-
ity yet will have no impact on electric service reliability.
The EDCs and their customers would experience $4.4
million of increased costs annually if the proposed 10-year
inspection requirement is adopted. I & M cycle times are
EDC and region specific and also vary by the type of pole
and initial preservation treatment. Therefore, the EAP
argues, the EDCs should be permitted to develop their
own cycles for inspection of utility poles.

West Virginia has rules governing pole inspection.
However, inspections are to be done with reasonable
frequency. Kentucky requires a utility to construct and
maintain its plants and facilities in accordance with good
accepted engineering practices. The Kentucky Commis-
sion also adopted national standards including NESC
ANSI-C-2, National Electric Code ANSI-NFPA-70, Ameri-
can National Standard Code for Electricity Metering

ANSI-C-12-1, USA Standard Requirements for Instru-
ment Transformers ANSI-Standard C.57.13 National
Electrical Code. The EAP suggests following the lead of
West Virginia and Kentucky if we want to mandate pole
inspections.

PPL’s’ General Manager—Transmission/Distribution,
David E. Schleicher, P. E., testified that new Southern
Yellow Pine (SYP) creosoted utility poles do not need as
frequent tests as other poles like Penta and CCA initially.
He stated the SYP creosoted pole needed an initial test at
25 years, and other poles needed testing initially every 10
years, then subsequently 1-9 years afterwards based upon
the results of the prior year’s testing. (January 22, 2007
Technical Conference Transcript, p. 60.) The Commission
agrees that the inspection should be more than a visual
one, and the Commission will incorporate some OCA’s
and the AFL-CIO’s proposed language, but given PPL’s
testimony and EAP’s comments, we will lengthen the
general standard for wooden poles to be a range from
10-12 years.

Disposition

Upon consideration of these comments, we will amend
the 10 years interval standard to allow for the creosoted
pole to be inspected initially at 25 years to account for the
new poles that are being installed by PPL and which do
not need inspection for the first 25 years. We will add in
language such that distribution poles shall be inspected
at least as often as every 10-12 years except for the new
SYP creosoted utility poles which shall be initially in-
spected within 25 years, then within 12 years annually
thereafter.

The Commission will also include language that pole
inspections shall include drill tests at and below ground
level, a shell test, visual inspection for holes or evidence
of insect infestation, a visual inspection for evidence of
unauthorized backfilling or excavation near the pole,
visual inspection for signs of lightening strikes and a load
calculation. If the pole fails the groundline inspection,
shows dangerous conditions or conditions affecting the
integrity of the circuit, it shall be replaced within thirty
days of the date of inspection.

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(3): Overhead line
inspections. Transmission lines shall be inspected aerially
twice per year in the spring and fall. Transmission lines
shall be inspected on foot every 2 years. Distribution lines
shall be inspected by foot patrol a minimum of once per
year. If problems are found that affect the integrity of the
circuits, they shall be repaired or replaced no later than
30 days from discovery. Overhead distribution transform-
ers shall be visually inspected annually as part of the
distribution line inspection. Aboveground pad-mounted
transformers and below-ground transformers shall be
inspected on a 2-year cycle. Reclosers shall be inspected
and tested at least once per year.
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Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
Allegheny Aerial patrols

twice-year on 345
kV to 500 kV;
annually for all
other voltage
levels. All patrols
performed
aerially.

Aerial patrols
twice-year on 345
kV to 500 kV;
annually for all
other voltage
levels. All patrols
performed
aerially.

Aerial patrols for
all transmission
voltages
minimum of once
per year;
comprehensive
patrol for
345-500 kV every
5 years and for
100—230 kV
every 10 years.

Aerial patrols for
all transmission
voltages
minimum of once
per year;
comprehensive
patrol for
345-500 kV every
5 years and for
100—230 kV
every 10 years.

$1,450,000

Duquesne No VM aerial or
foot patrols.

No VM aerial
patrols; no
thorough
transmission line
inspections for
VM-related
issues.

No VM aerial
patrols; VM
inspections � 7
years.

Lines � 200 kV
aerially inspected
2 times per year;
lines 200 kV and
below aerially
patrolled once a
year.

$600,000

Met-Ed Not available. Not available. Annual. Annual. $360,000 for the 3
FE companies

Penelec Not available. Not available. Annual. Annual. See above.
Penn Power Every 4 months. Every 6 months. Every 6 months. Every 6 months. See above.
PECO Aerial

inspections twice
a year; foot
inspections every
3 years.

Aerial
inspections twice
a year; foot
inspections every
3 years.

Aerial
inspections twice
a year; foot
inspections every
3 years.

Aerial
inspections once
a year; annual
ground patrol for
areas not
accessible to
helicopter.

NA

PPL Uncertain. Uncertain. NA Annual ‘‘quick
fly-over annually;
aerial inspections
every 4 years;
ground
inspections every
4 years.

$12,000,000

UGI Annual. Annual. Annual. Annual. See ‘UGI’ above.
Citizens’ No transmission. No transmission. No transmission. No transmission. NA
Wellsboro No transmission. No transmission. No transmission. No transmission. NA
Pike County No transmission. No transmission. No transmission. No transmission. NA

AFL-CIO commented § 57.198(e)(3) should state:

(3) Overhead line inspections.

(i) Transmission lines shall be inspected aerially
twice per year in the spring and fall. Transmission
lines shall be inspected on foot every 2 years. If
problems are found that affect the integrity of the
circuits, they shall be repaired or replaced no later
than 30 days from discovery.

(ii) Distribution lines shall be inspected by foot pa-
trol a minimum of once per year. If problems are
found that affect the integrity of the circuits, they
shall be repaired or replaced no later than 30 days
from discovery.

(iii) Overhead distribution transformers shall be vi-
sually inspected annually as part of the distribution
line inspection. A visual inspection shall include
checking for rust, dents or other evidence of contact,
leaking oil, broken insulators, and any other condi-
tions that may affect operation of the transformer.

(iv) Above-ground pad-mounted transformers and
below-ground transformers shall be inspected on a
2-year cycle. An inspection shall include, as appropri-
ate, checking for rust, dents or other evidence of
contact, leaking oil, installation of fences or shrub-
bery that could affect access to and operation of the
transformer, and unauthorized excavation or changes
in grade near the transformer. In addition, the load
on each transformer shall be calculated at least once
every 2 years.

(v) Reclosers in the distribution system shall be
inspected and tested at least once per year.

(vi) The integrity of transmission towers shall be
inspected and tested at least once every 25 years.

The AFL-CIO argues these previous underlined changes
are necessary to improve the reliability of the regulation
by adding subparagraphs for each type of facility and
clarification.

The OCA had similar comments to AFL-CIOs regarding
this section. The OCA believes transmission lines and all
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attached equipment should be inspected aerially twice per
year in the spring and fall and if problems are found that
affect the integrity of the circuits, they should be repaired
or replaced within 30 days from discovery. The OCA
requests distribution lines undergo a detailed inspection
every 5 years including infrared scanning. The OCA
wants the load on transformers to be calculated at least
once every 2 years and if problems are found, then the
equipment should be repaired or replaced within 30 days
from discovery. The OCA agrees reclosers should be tested
at least once per year, but the OCA recommends adding
the requirement that if problems are found that affect the
integrity of the equipment, they should be repaired or
replaced within 30 days from discovery. The OCA adds
requirement subparagraph (vi) which states as follows:

(vi) Other critical Facilities shall be tested and in-
spected either annually or every 2 years. Switches
shall be inspected and tested annually. Relays,
sectionalizers, and vacuum switches shall be in-
spected and tested every 2 years. If problems are
found that affect the integrity of the equipment, they
shall be repaired or replaced within 30 days from
discovery.
Comments of OCA, November 6, 2006.
Finally, OCA commented § 57.198(e)(4) should state:
(4) Substation inspections and repair. Substation
equipment, structures and hardware shall be in-
spected monthly. An inspection that includes infrared
scanning shall be conducted annually. Substation
circuit breakers should undergo operational testing at
least once per year, diagnostic testing at least once
every 4 years, and comprehensive inspection and
maintenance on a 4-year cycle. Deficiencies identified
should be repaired or addressed within 30 days if
serving transmission lines and within 60 days if
serving distribution lines.
PPL commented that overhead equipment failure

caused the most outages in 2006. It argues the I & M
standards should be customized for each EDC to account
for its unique asset structure, service area, technological
sophistication, and performance. It should also easily
adapt over time to changing technology, work methods,
costs and structures. PPL suggests EDCs should be
divided into two groups, each submitting custom plans in
alternate years. The Commission would review and iden-
tify changes if necessary. Any approved plan would set
the standards for that particular EDC. The Commission
would then enforce compliance with the approved plan as
well as compliance with reliability standards. We do not
see any need to split the EDCs into two groups. Staff can
review the plans as they are submitted on October 1 of
each year.

Senator Tomlinson commented that requiring two men
to walk a transmission line, or aerial overviews of lines
appears to be cost-prohibitive and unduly burdensome.
Further, the Senator urged the Commission to consider
revising its standards and mandated time cycles. To take
the regulation from no mandated cycles to highly restric-
tive standards seemed to be too restrictive to the Senator.

Duquesne Light commented that aerial inspection of
transmission lines on an annual basis is sufficient. If
significant events occur such as major storms, aerial
inspections may be performed more frequently than annu-
ally. Duquesne performs biannual aerial inspections on
transmission lines greater than 200 kV and critical
circuits, while transmission lines below 200 kV are
aerially inspected once a year, and it is sufficient to locate
and repair problems.

Duquesne Light further commented that the Commis-
sion should question whether it has full authority to
regulate reliability standards for transmission. NERC and
FERC have been very active with transmission reliability
and Pennsylvania’s standards for transmission reliability
are inconsistent with FERC’s proposed regulations. Fur-
ther, newer transmission lines are less in need of annual
inspections than older lines. A minimum standard does
not account for this and unnecessary costs will be ex-
pended to annually inspect the new lines. PECO’s 5-year
plan for distribution lines falls within the Commission’s
new proposed guidelines of 4-8 years. We will decline to
regulate inspection cycles on transmission lines at this
time and will monitor FERC’s Advanced Proposed Rule-
making regarding transmission lines.

PECO commented that the Commission should decline
to adopt mandatory I & M regulations relating to trans-
mission lines. PECO currently inspects its transmission
lines by aerial patrol once a year, in the spring, and this
is supplemented by a ground patrol by foot or vehicle in
areas that cannot be inspected by air or that need
follow-up. PECO believes that inspecting twice a year is
unnecessary and would not increase the reliability of the
transmission line system and instead would only result in
a significant increase to its transmission inspection costs.
Disposition

Upon consideration of these comments, we will decline
to promulgate a standard regarding transmission lines
and will monitor FERC’s rulemaking proceeding at this
time. Although we believe we have jurisdiction to create
inspection, maintenance, repair and replacement stan-
dards regarding transmission lines, FERC has a rule-
making underway addressing these issues. However, we
would still like the EDCs to include their I & M plans
with their tree-trimming cycles and other inspection and
maintenance cycles detailed with regard to transmission
lines just so that we may monitor I & M efforts in
Pennsylvania.

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(3): Overhead line
inspections. Transmission lines shall be inspected aerially
twice per year in the spring and fall. Transmission lines
shall be inspected on foot every 2 years. Distribution lines
shall be inspected by foot patrol a minimum of once per
year. If problems are found that affect the integrity of the
circuits, they shall be repaired or replaced no later than
30 days from discovery. Overhead distribution transform-
ers shall be visually inspected annually as part of the
distribution line inspection. Aboveground pad-mounted
transformers and below-ground transformers shall be
inspected on a 2-year cycle. Reclosers shall be inspected
and tested at least once per year.
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Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
Allegheny Inspected every

10 years.
Inspected every
10 years.

Inspected every
12 years.

Inspected every
12 years.

$1,500,000

Duquesne No formal
inspection
program.

No formal
inspection
program.

Infrared
inspection on a
5-year cycle.

Infrared
inspection on a
5-year cycle.

$750,000 + initial
investment of
$300,000

Met-Ed Not available. Not available. Not available. Not available. $1,950,000 for the 3
FE companies

Penelec Not available. Not available. Not available. Not available. See above.
Penn Power Not available. Not available. Not available. Not available. See above.
PECO Variable

divisional
programs with 1
year target.

Variable
divisional
programs with 1
year target.

Drivable portion
patrolled every
year.

Ground patrol
inspection using
thermography
every 2 years;
areas not
accessible by
vehicle inspected
by foot patrol.

NA

PPL As required. As required. NA No fixed interval;
based on CPI.

Included in
transmission line
cost.

UGI NA NA NA NA See ‘UGI’ above.
Citizens’ Annually. Annually. Annually. Annually. NA
Wellsboro NA 5 years. 5 years. 3 years. $88,000
Pike County No foot patrol;

infrared
inspection
annually for
3-phase and 3
years for other
lines.

No foot patrol;
infrared
inspection
annually for
3-phase and 3
years for other
lines.

No foot patrol;
infrared
inspection
annually for
3-phase and 3
years for other
lines.

No foot patrol;
infrared
inspection
annually for
3-phase and 3
years for other
lines.

$55,000

Overhead line inspections distribution—foot patrol annu-
ally and transmission aerially twice per year and foot
patrol every 2 years.
The EAP claims inspection costs would increase by $12

million annually, due to the necessity of more frequent
inspections. The distribution line inspection under the
proposed regulation would cost $4.6 million above present
practices, and the above chart roughly supports that
assertion.

The EAP claims that the current inspection and main-
tenance programs on overhead distribution lines utilized
by Pennsylvania EDCs work well to both find and fix the
problems. They focus on identifying deterioration of facil-
ities, encroachment on the lines by property owners and
vegetation, and finding damage to equipment that has not
resulted in a service outage. Most equipment or material-
related failures are caused by internal deterioration that
is not readily determined by visual means. Many equip-
ment failures are caused by lightening strikes, high
winds, or other severe weather events that cause flash-
overs or through-faults at the time of the event. These
failures will not be decreased by increasing frequency of
visual inspections. Therefore, the EDCs wish to retain
their individual inspection cycles for distribution lines.

Duquesne Light commented that annual foot patrols
are extremely time consuming, expensive and labor inten-
sive. Duquesne has over 7,000 miles of lines traversing
varying terrain, and that amount is very small in com-
parison with other utilities in the state. Annual foot
patrols are not relevant to Duquesne. The PUC should
encourage the use of intelligent automated distribution

components that have self-diagnostic capabilities and can
be monitored remotely. Duquesne agrees that 30 days
from discovery is a reasonable length of time within
which to repair a known problem found during an
inspection that can affect the integrity of the system
subject to certain conditions, i.e. scheduling line outages
for repair work must be coordinated with PJM, and the
like.

PECO commented that the Commission should not
adopt the distribution line inspection requirement be-
cause PECO already maintains and inspects its distribu-
tion system in compliance with all requirements of the
National Electric Safety Code and the Commission should
defer to the Code. PECO uses a ground patrol every 2
years that includes visual and thermographic inspection
of its system. The thermographic computer equipment
determines where hot spots are on the distribution lines,
transformers and electrical connections. PECO believes
that more frequent measurements would not measurably
improve the reliability of the systems.

Disposition

Upon consideration of these comments, we are per-
suaded to change the annual standard to a 1-2 year
requirement because most of the EDCs do not inspect
annually, and some only use thermography, instead of foot
patrol. If critical maintenance problems are found that
affect the integrity of the circuits, they shall be repaired
or replaced no later than 30 days from discovery.

An inspection shall include checking for broken insula-
tors, conditions that may affect operation of the overhead
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transformer, and other conditions that may affect opera-
tion of the overhead distribution line.

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(3): Overhead line
inspections. Transmission lines shall be inspected aerially
twice per year in the spring and fall. Transmission lines
shall be inspected on foot every 2 years. Distribution lines
shall be inspected by foot patrol a minimum of once per
year. If problems are found that affect the integrity of the
circuits, they shall be repaired or replaced no later than

30 days from discovery. Overhead distribution transform-
ers shall be visually inspected annually as part of the
distribution line inspection. Aboveground pad-mounted
transformers and below-ground transformers shall be
inspected on a 2-year cycle. Reclosers shall be inspected
and tested at least once per year. Since the bolded portion
above seems to cause no immediate problems, it will
remain in the regulation.

Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
Allegheny Hazardous

conditions
repaired as soon
as possible;
problems without
near-term
consequences
scheduled within
following budget
cycle.

Hazardous
conditions
repaired as soon
as possible;
problems without
near-term
consequences
scheduled within
following budget
cycle.

Hazardous
conditions
repaired as soon
as possible;
problems without
near-term
consequences
scheduled within
following budget
cycle.

Hazardous
conditions
repaired as soon
as possible;
problems without
near-term
consequences
scheduled within
following budget
cycle.

NA

Duquesne Serious problems
were corrected
when funding
and resources
were available.

Serious problems
were corrected
when funding
and resources
were available.

Serious problems
generally
corrected within
6 months; no
standard for
timely action.

Serious problems
corrected within
30 days; no
standard for
timely action on
lower priority
issues.

NA

Met-Ed No response. No response. No response. No response. Unknown.
Penelec No response. No response. No response. No response. Unknown.
Penn Power No response. No response. No response. No response. Unknown.
PECO No response. No response. No response. No response. NA
PPL Critical problems

immediately
addressed; others
combined with
other work;
transmission
problem schedule
based on severity.

Critical problems
immediately
addressed; others
combined with
other work;
transmission
problem schedule
based on severity.

Critical problems
immediately
addressed; others
combined with
other work;
transmission
problem schedule
based on severity.

Critical problems
immediately
addressed; others
combined with
other work;
transmission
problem schedule
based on severity.

NA

UGI No response. No response. No response. No response. See ‘UGI’ above.
Citizens’ No response. No response. No response. No response. NA
Wellsboro No response. No response. No response. No response. NA
Pike County No standard. No standard. No standard. No standard. NA

EAP claims that placing a 30 day limitation for repair
will not improve reliability because it will not accelerate
the repair of urgent problems; conversely, it will increase
cost and decrease resource flexibility for work crews by
placing artificially short time schedules on noncritical
repairs. The EDCs should retain the ability to determine
the urgency of repair and to schedule resources accord-
ingly.

Disposition

If critical maintenance problems are found that affect
the integrity of the circuits, they shall be repaired or
replaced no later than 30 days from discovery. Therefore,
the Commission will adopt some of the AFL-CIO’s lan-
guage and incorporate it into subsection (n)(5) because

without some repair deadlines, the regulation has less
meaning.

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(3): Overhead line
inspections. Transmission lines shall be inspected aerially
twice per year in the spring and fall. Transmission lines
shall be inspected on foot every 2 years. Distribution lines
shall be inspected by foot patrol a minimum of once per
year. If problems are found that affect the integrity of the
circuits, they shall be repaired or replaced no later than
30 days from discovery. Overhead distribution transform-
ers shall be visually inspected annually as part of the
distribution line inspection. Aboveground pad-mounted
transformers and below-ground transformers shall be
inspected on a 2-year cycle. Reclosers shall be inspected
and tested at least once per year.
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Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
Allegheny Inspected in

conjunction with
circuit inspection.

Inspected in
conjunction with
circuit inspection.

Inspected in
conjunction with
circuit inspection.

Inspected in
conjunction with
circuit inspection.

Additional cost
included in foot
patrol.

Duquesne No formal
inspection
program.

No formal
inspection
program.

Infrared
inspection on a
5-year cycle.

Infrared
inspection on a
5-year cycle.

NA

Met-Ed Every 4 years. Every 4 years. Every 6 years. Every 6 years. Included in line
inspection.

Penelec Every 4 years. Every 4 years. Every 6 years. Every 6 years. Included in line
inspection.

Penn Power Every 4 years. Every 4 years. Every 6 years. Every 6 years. Included in line
inspection.

PECO Variable
divisional
programs with 1
year patrol
target.

Variable
divisional
programs with 1
year patrol
target.

Drivable portion
patrolled every
year.

Inspected as part
of 2 year
distribution line
inspection.

NA

PPL Uncertain. Uncertain. NA No fixed interval. NA
UGI NA NA NA NA See ‘UGI’ above.
Citizens’ Annually. Annually. Annually. Annually. NA
Wellsboro NA 5 years. 5 years. 5 years. Included in line

inspection.
Pike County Annual infrared

inspection for
3-phase; 3 years
for other lines.

Annual infrared
inspection for
3-phase; 3 years
for other lines.

Annual infrared
inspection for
3-phase; 3 years
for other lines.

Annual infrared
inspection for
3-phase; 3 years
for other lines.

$15,000

Inspection of overhead distribution transformers annually
The EAP opposes a uniform standard for the annual

inspection of pole mounted distribution transformers.
Increasing visual inspection of overhead distribution
transformers will not increase customer service reliability
according to the EAP. The EDCs’ current inspection
programs uncover few transformer problems. Overhead
transformer failures typically affect only a few customers.

The EAP alleges that increasing the frequency of
inspection will not produce significant additional reliabil-
ity benefits but will greatly increase costs and divert
resources that could be used for the EDCs’ maintenance
programs that yield greater reliability benefits. Many
transformer failures result from causes that occur right
before the failure, such as lightening, or storm-related
faults on secondary/service conductors. Annual visual
inspections will not decrease the number of these events
and will increase costs by approximately $2.9 million
annually. Therefore, EAP argues the EDCs should be
allowed to continue to inspect overhead transformers
using their current schedule.
Disposition

The Commission is not entirely persuaded by the EAP’s
argument. We believe it is a reasonable requirement that
when the distribution lines are inspected every 1-2 years,

that as part of that inspection, distribution pole trans-
formers are also inspected. The incremental cost for this
was already included in the line inspection estimates for
most of the EDCs anyway. As we have decreased the
minimum inspection standard from annually to bienni-
ally, the costs for the overhead transformer inspections
diminish.

A visual inspection of distribution transformers shall
include checking for rust, dents or other evidence of
contact, leaking oil, and any other conditions that may
affect operation of the transformer. This language as
proposed by the AFL-CIO will be incorporated in Annex A
under subsection (n)(6).

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(3): Overhead line
inspections. Transmission lines shall be inspected aerially
twice per year in the spring and fall. Transmission lines
shall be inspected on foot every 2 years. Distribution lines
shall be inspected by foot patrol a minimum of once per
year. If problems are found that affect the integrity of the
circuits, they shall be repaired or replaced no later than
30 days from discovery. Overhead distribution transform-
ers shall be visually inspected annually as part of the
distribution line inspection. Aboveground pad-mounted
transformers and below-ground transformers shall be
inspected on a 2-year cycle. Reclosers shall be inspected
and tested at least once per year.
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Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
Allegheny Inspected every 6

years.
Inspected every 4
years.

Inspected every 5
years.

Inspected every 5
years.

$100,000

Duquesne Network
underground
transformers
inspected
semi-annually.

Network
underground
transformers
inspected
semi-annually.

Network
underground
transformers
inspected
annually.

Network
underground
transformers
inspected
annually.

$450,000

Met-Ed Every 4 years. Every 4 years. Every 6 years. Every 6 years. $1,200,000 for the 3
FE companies

Penelec Every 4 years. Every 4 years. Every 6 years. Every 6 years. See above.
Penn Power Every 4 years. Every 4 years. Every 6 years. Every 6 years. See above.
PECO Inspected

following report
of unusual
condition.

Inspected
following report
of unusual
condition.

5-year inspection
cycle.

5-year inspection
cycle.

NA

PPL Uncertain. Uncertain. NA No fixed interval
for pad-mounted;
vaults inspected
every 6 months.

NA

UGI NA NA NA NA See ‘UGI’ above.
Citizens’ Annually. Annually. Annually. Every 4 years. $25,000
Wellsboro NA 5 years. 5 years. 5 years. $15,000
Pike County None. None. None. None. $10,000

Inspection of pad-mounted or below-grade transformers
every 2 years.

The EAP opposes a standard for the inspection of
pad-mounted and below-grade transformers every 2 years.
Current inspection programs for this equipment are suffi-
cient to maintain this equipment in a reliable fashion.
Increasing the frequency of inspection of these devices
will not significantly improve customer service reliability
and will increase cost by approximately $4.0 million
annually. The EAP argues the EDCs should retain the
ability to establish inspection programs for pad-mounted
and submersible equipment to optimize use of inspection
resources and customer service reliability.

Duquesne Light commented that nothing can be deter-
mined by visually inspecting a transformer, other than an
occasional oil leak. Almost all of Duquesne’s transformer
failures are the result of thermal overload, which cannot
be detected by visual inspection. It is better to analyze
transformer capacity when there is a change in service to
customers, such as the addition of new load or during
periods of high heat when there is more stress on the
system. It is nearly impossible to inspect below-ground
transformers according to Duquesne Light because they
are submersible or in vaults and inspection problems
surface regarding confined space rules and the availabil-
ity of trained personnel.

PECO believes the Commission should not adopt the
proposed regulation’s 2-year inspection requirement for
pad-mount and underground transformers. PECO states
that they have an approximate failure rate of once every
100 years. PECO currently inspects pad-mount trans-
formers every 5 years and underground transformers
every 6 years. These cycles are more than sufficient to
maintain transformer reliability. PECO suggests amend-
ing the proposed regulations to state: Aboveground pad-
mounted transformers and below-ground transformers
shall be inspected on a cycle of 8 years or less.

Disposition
The Commission recognizes that a pad-mounted trans-

former and below-ground transformer are generally less
likely to be struck by lightening and malfunction than a
pole transformer. Therefore, we will adopt in part PECO’s
suggestion. The standard for inspecting a pad-mounted
transformer will be a minimum interval of every 5 years,
and the standard for inspecting a below-ground trans-
former will be a minimum interval of every 8 years or
less.

Equipment failure is a major cause of outages, and the
benefit to the customers in having these pad-mounted
and underground transformers inspected every 5 or 8
years is of great value as we believe it will lead to fewer
outages and less duration of average outages. If the EDC
wants to exceed the standard, it my request so in writing
with its plan and explain why that type of interval should
be allowed and submit a cost/benefit analysis to support
its claim. Otherwise, above-ground pad-mounted trans-
formers and below-ground transformers shall be inspected
on a 5-year and 8-year cycle respectively.

An inspection shall include checking for: 1) rust, dents
or other evidence of contact; 2) leaking oil; 3) installation
of fences or shrubbery that could affect access to and
operation of the transformer; and 4) unauthorized excava-
tion or changes in grade near the transformer.

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(3): Overhead line
inspections. Transmission lines shall be inspected aerially
twice per year in the spring and fall. Transmission lines
shall be inspected on foot every 2 years. Distribution lines
shall be inspected by foot patrol a minimum of once per
year. If problems are found that affect the integrity of the
circuits, they shall be repaired or replaced no later than
30 days from discovery. Overhead distribution transform-
ers shall be visually inspected annually as part of the
distribution line inspection. Aboveground pad-mounted
transformers and below-ground transformers shall be
inspected on a 2-year cycle. Reclosers shall be inspected
and tested at least once per year.
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Company 1990 1995 2000 Current Incremental Cost
Allegheny Inspected every 3

years.
Inspected every 3
years.

Inspected every 5
years.

Inspected every 5
years.

$2,000,000 +
$2,000,000 startup

Duquesne Condition-based
maintenance on
23 kV Reclosers
on 1-year cycle;
single phase 4 kV
reclosers not
tested.

Condition-based
maintenance on
23 kV Reclosers
on 1-year cycle;
single phase 4 kV
reclosers not
tested.

Condition-based
maintenance on
23 kV reclosers
on 1-year cycle;
single phase 4 kV
reclosers not
tested.

23 kV reclosers
w/o
self-monitoring
systems
inspected on
1-year cycle; no
planned
maintenance for
modern reclosers;
single phase 4 kV
reclosers not
tested.

$85,000

Met-Ed Oil reclosers—oil
test on 5-year
cycle; overhaul
on 9-year cycle.

Oil reclosers—oil
test on 5-year
cycle; overhaul
on 9-year cycle.

Oil reclosers—oil
test on 5-year
cycle; overhaul
on 9-year cycle.

Oil reclosers—oil
test on 5-year
cycle; overhaul
on 9-year cycle.

$1,600,000 for the 3
FE companies

Penelec NA NA Visual and
battery test
inspection on 4
year cycle.

Visual and
battery test
inspection on 4
year cycle.

See above.

Penn Power Annual field
inspection and
complete shop
inspection
performed based
on number of
fault operations.

Annual field
inspection and
complete shop
inspection
performed based
on number of
fault operations.

Annual field
inspection and
complete shop
inspection
performed based
on number of
fault operations.

Annual field
inspection and
complete shop
inspection
performed based
on number of
fault operations.

See above.

PECO Variable
divisional
programs with 1
year target.

Variable
divisional
programs with 1
year target.

2-year inspection
cycle.

Inspection cycles
range from 1 to 4
years, depending
on type.

NA

PPL 6-year
replacement
cycle.

8-year
replacement
cycle.

NA 10-year
replacement
cycle.

NA

UGI 5 years/100
operations.

5 years/100
operations.

5 years/100
operations.

5 years/100
operations.

See ‘UGI’ above.

Citizens’ Manufacturer’s
recommendations.

Manufacturer’s
recommendations.

Manufacturer’s
recommendations.

Manufacturer’s
recommendations.

$15,000

Wellsboro NA 6 years. 6 years. 5 years. $35,000 + $140,000
for purchase of add.
OCRs.

Pike County Visual inspection
quarterly; tested
semi-annually.

Visual inspection
quarterly; tested
semi-annually.

Visual inspection
quarterly; tested
semi-annually.

Visual inspection
quarterly; tested
semi-annually.

NA

Inspection and testing of reclosers once per year

The EAP agrees with the need for individual programs
for inspection and testing of reclosers, but it does not
agree with the proposed regulation mandating this work
be done on all reclosers on a 1 year cycle. The EAP claims
that improvements in technologies and communications
are resulting in the development of intelligent reclosers
that specifically do not require time-based inspections.
Some EDCs are also adopting condition based mainte-
nance practices for their equipment, that are based on
operating cycles and other ‘‘wear and tear’’ independent of
the time in-service.

The amount of wear that a recloser experiences is
related to the frequency of operation and ambient
weather conditions rather than to the duration of instal-

lation. A newly installed recloser will have a trip fre-
quency based on the number of faults on the line that it
protects, rather than on the length of time that the
recloser is installed. During the course of a year, due to
changes in severe weather and other external causes, this
recloser may not trip at all, or it may trip several times.
Reclosers that meet their manufacturer’s recommended
fault duty in 1 year are extremely rare. Initiating a
1-year testing standard would cause the EDCs to rou-
tinely spend resources inspecting and testing reclosers
that are in new or nearly new condition. According to the
EAP, the additional cost of recloser inspection and testing
to the EDC is estimated to be approximately $14.0
million annually.

Duquesne Light states that the 4 kV hydraulic reclos-
ers cannot be inspected and tested without their complete
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removal from the distribution system and their transpor-
tation to the utility shop for inspection and testing. There
is no portable test available to confirm function with the
reclosers in place. This proposed annual testing would be
very expensive. If the proposed recloser inspection and
testing standard were to be adopted, Duquesne believes
many utilities would use fuses instead of reclosers due to
the cost of removal for inspection and testing. Fusing
would decrease reliability and would be an unintended
outcome.

Citizen’s and Wellsboro question the need for standards
regarding reclosers as well. Each company tailors its plan
to the equipment and needs of the specific territory. Even
for two EDCs of similar size, the maintenance practices
differ due to other factors such as age and type of
equipment, terrain, and weather variations. Further, be-
cause the number of reclosers operations that occur is
small between testing intervals, some reclosers may not
need retesting on an annual basis as per the manufactur-
er’s specifications regarding testing and maintenance.

PECO does not support annual testing of all reclosers
because they are not manufactured equally. There are
different types and each has a different industry
standard/best practices inspection and testing schedule.

PECO tests oil-insulated reclosers every 2 years and
solid-dielectric-insulated reclosers every 4 years consis-
tent with the industry practice for these reclosers. To test
all reclosers once per year would be a waste of resources,
especially single phase reclosers, which are simple, self-
contained devices mounted high on poles in the zone of
the primary wires. Manufacturers do not recommend
frequent testing of single-phase reclosers. PECO recom-
mends amending the subsection as follows:

Three-phase reclosers shall be inspected on a cycle of
8 years or less. Single-phase reclosers shall be in-
spected as part of the EDC’s individual distribution
line inspection plan.

Disposition
Upon consideration of these comments, we are per-

suaded by the EDC commenters to amend this section in
the interest of not wasting resources. Three-phase reclos-
ers shall be inspected on a cycle of 8 years or less.
Single-phase reclosers shall be inspected as part of the
EDC’s individual distribution line inspection plan. This
requirement will be incorporated under subsection (n)(7).

Proposed: 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(4): Substation in-
spections. Substation equipment, structures and hardware
shall be inspected monthly.

Company 1990 1995 2000 2005 Incremental Cost
Allegheny Monthly for EHV

substations;
quarterly for
others.

Monthly for EHV
substations;
quarterly for
others.

Monthly for EHV
substations;
quarterly for
others.

Monthly for EHV
substations;
quarterly for
others.

$900,000

Duquesne Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

NA

Met-Ed Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

NA

Penelec Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

NA

Penn Power Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

NA

PECO Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Every 5 weeks. NA

PPL Critical—weekly;
non-critical—
monthly.

Critical—weekly;
non-critical—
quarterly.

NA Critical—weekly;
non-critical—
monthly.

$2,200,000

UGI 230 kV—semi-
monthly; 69
kV—semi-
monthly.

230 kV—semi-
monthly; 69
kV—monthly.

230 kV—semi-
monthly; 69
kV—monthly.

230 kV—semi-
monthly; 69
kV—monthly.

See ‘UGI’ above.

Citizens’ Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

Monthly
inspections.

NA

Wellsboro NA Bi-monthly. Monthly. Monthly. NA
Pike County Monthly. Monthly. Monthly. Monthly. NA

Substation equipment, structures and hardware shall be
inspected monthly.

The EAP disagrees with a requirement for monthly
substation inspections and claims that this new require-
ment would add about $3.3 million annually in EDC
operating cost on a Statewide basis. Current inspection
programs are claimed to be sufficient to provide reliable
substation operation. The EDCs have studied results of
more frequent inspections and have found little benefit in

inspecting stations more frequently. All EDCs have rou-
tine cycles for inspecting substation equipment. These
inspections are more rigorous than a visual inspection.
Very few customer outage incidents occur because of
substation equipment failure that would have been de-
tectable prior to their occurrence by a routine visual
inspection.

However, Duquesne Light agrees and supports the
requirement that substation equipment structures and
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hardware be inspected monthly because of its potential
impact on reliability and safety, should be inspected
monthly.

Allegheny Power claims its substation-related outages
have very little impact on customer reliability, historically
approximately 1% of all outages. Allegheny Power claims
frequent inspections were not producing reliability ben-
efits, and the proposed standard would cost an additional
$900,000 each year. Allegheny claims the AFL-CIO and
OCA proposals add additional annual costs of $3.9 million
and $5.4 million, respectively and that their plans offer
insignificant opportunity for increased customer reliabil-
ity and deter the use of advanced tools that can reduce
the need for inspection. Allegheny believes rigid repair
standards and time frames will increase the costs or
possibly decrease reliability.

AFL-CIO agrees with the EDCs that it is neither
feasible nor required to test substation breakers on a
monthly basis, but AFL-CIO requests the regulations
establish a reasonable inspection, maintenance and test-
ing cycle for these facilities.

PECO commented that it inspects its substation equip-
ment every 5 weeks and that this is sufficient. Shortening
the period to 4 weeks, while minor, would significantly
increase PECO’s inspection costs without any measurable
increase in reliability. Accordingly PECO recommends it
be amended as follows:

§ 57.198(e)(4) Substation inspections. Substation equip-
ment, structures and hardware shall be inspected on a
cycle of 5 weeks or less.

AFL-CIO proposes 52 Pa. Code § 57.198(e)(4) should be
revised to state:

(4) Substation inspections. Substation equipment,
structures and hardware shall be inspected monthly.
Substation circuit breakers shall undergo operational
testing at least once per year, diagnostic testing at
least once every 4 years and comprehensive inspec-
tion and maintenance on a 4-year cycle.

Disposition

Based on our consideration of the comments and cur-
rent industry practices we will allow for a range of 5
weeks as the standard interval. Thus, we will adopt
PECO’s suggested language in Annex A, at 52 Pa. Code
§ 57.198(n)(8). Also, we note that PPL failed to explain
why their alleged incremental cost would be $2.2 million
when they state they do critical substation inspections
weekly and noncritical monthly inspections already.

AFL-CIO’s new proposal for other inspection require-
ments.

The AFL-CIO proposes a new § 57.198(5) to state:

(5) Other inspection requirements.

(i) Group-operated line switches shall be inspected
and tested annually.

(ii) Relays shall be inspected and tested every 2
years.

(iii) Sectionalizers shall be inspected and tested ev-
ery 2 years.

(iv) vacuum switches shall be inspected and tested
every 2 years.

(v) underground vaults with larger connections (750
Mcm or larger) shall be visually inspected and
thermo-vision tested for hot spots annually. In addi-
tion, vaults of any size that serve schools, hospitals,

public buildings, or residences shall be visually in-
spected and cleaned once per year.

Each of these provisions was recommended by AFL-CIO
in response to the Advance Notice of Proposed Rule-
making. The Commission did not include them in the
NOPR and did not discuss reasons for their exclusion.
AFL-CIO submits that these additional inspection, main-
tenance, and testing requirements are necessary to en-
sure the safety and reliability of electric service.

Disposition

Upon consideration of this proposal, we are not per-
suaded this level of detail is required at this time in order
to ensure service reliability does not deteriorate. The
EDCs can explain to this level of detail, but it is not
required.

Automatic penalties

Finally, AFL-CIO requests automatic penalties when an
EDC fails to repair or replace critical or dangerous
facilities within a stated period of time. Failing to repair
dangerous conditions or replace dangerous and defective
equipment poses a danger to utility workers and the
public. AFL-CIO recommends civil penalties of $1,000 per
day for each day that the violation continues after the
mandated repair interval, as authorized by 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 3301. AFL-CIO recommends, therefore, the addition of
a new subsection to § 57.198 to state penalties for
noncompliance are such that if an EDC fails to repair or
replace defective poles, transmission circuits or distribu-
tion circuits within a certain time frame, the EDC shall
be subject to automatic penalty of $1,000 per day for each
day the violation continues.

Disposition

Upon consideration of this proposal, we decline to
impose automatic fines and penalties for failure to comply
with the final regulations because the Commission wants
to retain flexibility in assessing fines for noncompliance,
to consider the reasons for noncompliance, and to con-
sider whether the EDC is also violating reliability stan-
dards and the number of customer complaints. There are
factors beyond the control of the EDCs which influence an
EDCs ability to have reliable service and meet its inspec-
tion, maintenance and repair intervals, such as off-right-
of-way vegetation problems and weather-related outages
and the Commission needs flexibility in determining
whether an excuse is in good faith or not and whether the
problem can be remedied by corrective action plans,
before fines and penalties are pursued.

PPL’s Pilot Program Suggestion

PPL’s General Manager of Transmission/Distribution
commented at the technical conference held on January
22, 2007, that if the Commission were to implement
standards, they ought to be done on a pilot basis first in a
controlled experiment to see if the standards do, in fact,
improve reliability. PPL suggested targeting the worst
performing circuit areas. PPL offered a graph depicting
the effect of the proposed standards on effective manage-
ment of the company in its comments. Figure 1, p. 8. PPL
stated that the tradeoffs between alternatives, costs and
results change over time, are driven by advancements in
technology and work methods, and changes to the specific
makeup and age distribution of an EDC’s assets. At any
given time, a cost/benefit analysis will produce different
results at different EDCs due to differences in labor costs,
design standards, equipment and material specifications,
asset retirement and replacement schedules, asset up-
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grading programs, facility operating procedures, and in-
spection and maintenance programs.

Thus, PPL recommends the most effective way to
proceed is for the Commission to establish individual
inspection and maintenance standards for each EDC,
which recognize the unique characteristics, performance
and environment of each EDC and which can be adapted
to changing technology, work methods, costs and system
composition. Uniform labor-intensive standards will not
necessarily lead to improvements in reliability and will
likely result in substantial additional costs to the EDCs
totaling approximately $75 million per year.
Disposition

PPL’s pilot program suggestion is interesting but no
other party recommended the same. The final-form regu-
lation set forth today will allow for flexibility in reacting
to technological advancements in inspection, mainte-
nance, replacement and repair work, as well as encourag-
ing better performance in uniquely different EDC service
territories.
III. Conclusion

The Commission finds that the establishment of I & M
standards for EDCs, as set forth in Annex A, is in the
public interest because these standards are required by
law, 66 Pa.C.S. § 2802(20), and because these standards
will enhance the reliability of the electric service provided
to ratepayers in this form. In addition, we have given
consideration to the industry’s claim that rigid I & M
standards may not be appropriate for all EDCs by
allowing individual EDCs to justify, by unique circum-
stances or a cost/benefit analysis, the use of an alterna-
tive approach to a given I & M standard.

Accordingly, under authority in section 501 of the
Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 501, 66 Pa.C.S. Chapter
28 and the regulations promulgated thereunder in
§§ 57.191—57.197; and sections 201 and 202 of the act of
July 31, 1968 (P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201 and
1202) and the regulations promulgated thereunder in 1
Pa.Code §§ 7.1, 7.2 and 7.5; section 204(b) of the Com-
monwealth Attorneys Act (71 P. S. § 745.5)); section 5 of
the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S. § 732.204(b)); and
section 612 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S.
§ 232) and the regulations promulgated thereunder in 4
Pa.Code §§ 7.251—7.235, we adopt the regulations set
forth in Annex A; Therefore,
It Is Ordered That:

1. The regulations of the Commission, 52 Pa. Code
Chapter 57, are amended by the addition of § 57.198 to
read as set forth in Annex A.

(Editor’s Note: The proposal to amend § 57.192, in-
cluded in the proposed rulemaking at 36 Pa.B. 6097, has
been withdrawn by the Commission.)

2. The Secretary submit this final rulemaking order
and Annex A for review and approval by the designated
standing committees of both houses of the General As-
sembly, and for review and approval of IRRC.

3. The Secretary shall submit this order and Annex A
to the Governor’s Budget Office for review of fiscal
impact.

4. The Secretary shall submit this order and Annex A
to the Office of Attorney General for review as to legality.

5. The Secretary certify this order and Annex A and
deposit them with the Legislative Reference Bureau to be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

6. The amendments to Chapter 57 embodied in Annex
A shall become effective upon final publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.

7. A copy of this order and Annex A be filed in the
folder regarding benchmarks and standards at
M-00991220.

8. The contact persons for this rulemaking are (techni-
cal) Blaine Loper, CEEP, (717) 787-3810 and (legal)
Elizabeth H. Barnes, Law Bureau, (717) 772-5408.

9. A copy of this order and Annex A be served upon all
EDCs operating in this Commonwealth, the Office of
Consumer Advocate, the Office of Small Business Advo-
cate, the Energy Association of Pennsylvania, Senator
Robert M. Tomlinson, the Pennsylvania Utility Contrac-
tors Association, the IECPA, and the Pennsylvania AFL-
CIO—Utility Caucus.
By the Commission

JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary

State of Commissioner Kim Pizzingrilli

In passing the Electricity Generation Customer Choice
and Competition Act (the Act), the General Assembly
emphasized that electric distribution companies should
continue to ensure the safe and reliable provisions of
electric service to all customers. 66 Pa.C.S. §§ 2802(12),
2804(1), 2807(d). To achieve this objective, the Commis-
sion was charged with establishing inspection, mainte-
nance, repair and replacement standards via regulation
for the electric transmisssion and distribution system. 66
Pa.C.S. § 2802(20).

The Commission has previously promulgated regula-
tions to establish reliability benchmarks and reporting
requirements. Rulemaking Re Amending Electric Service
Reliability Regulations at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57, Docket
L-00030161 (Final Rulemaking Order entered May 7,
2004). However, we had not promulgated specific regula-
tions on the inspection, repair and maintenance of facil-
ities.

These rules are the result of a process in which many
comments have been filed and where there has been an
extensive dialogue between staff and stakeholders. I
commend all those involved for their efforts. I believe thse
rules reasonably balance the interests of all parties an
serve the pbulic interest by fostering safe and reliable
electric service.

KIM PIZZINGRILLI,
Commissioner

(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Indepen-
dent Regulatory Review Commission relating to this
document, see 38 Pa.B. 4693 (August 23, 2008).)

Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 57-248 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulation.
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ATTACHMENT A

12-Month Average Electric Reliability Indices for 2006
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ATTACHMENT B

Three-Year Average Electric Reliability Indices for 2004-06
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Annex A

TITLE 52. PUBLIC UTILITIES

PART I. PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Subpart C. FIXED SERVICE UTILITIES

CHAPTER 57. ELECTRIC SERVICE

Subchapter N. ELECTRIC RELIABILITY
STANDARDS

§ 57.198. Inspection and maintenance standards.

(a) Filing date and plan components. Every 2 years, by
October 1, an EDC shall prepare and file with the
Commission a biennial plan for the periodic inspection,
maintenance, repair and replacement of its facilities that
is designed to meet its performance benchmarks and
standards under this subchapter. EDCs in Compliance
Group 1, as determined by the Commission, shall file
their initial plans on October 1, 2009. EDCs in Compli-
ance Group 2, as determined by the Commission, shall
file their initial plans on October 1, 2010. Each EDC’s
biennial plan must cover the 2 calendar years beginning
15 months after filing, be implemented 15 months after
filing, and must remain in effect for 2 calendar years
thereafter. In preparing this plan, the following facilities
are critical to maintaining system reliability:

(1) Poles.

(2) Overhead conductors and cables.

(3) Transformers.

(4) Switching devices.

(5) Protective devices.

(6) Regulators.

(7) Capacitors.

(8) Substations.

(b) Plan consistency. The plan must be consistent with
the National Electrical Safety Code, Codes and Practices
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Regulations and
the provisions of the American National Standards Insti-
tute, Inc.

(c) Time frames. The plan must comply with the inspec-
tion and maintenance standards in subsection (n). A
justification for the inspection and maintenance time
frames selected shall be provided, even if the time frame
falls within the intervals prescribed in subsection (n).
However, an EDC may propose a plan that, for a given
standard, uses intervals outside the Commission stan-
dard, provided that the deviation can be justified by the
EDC’s unique circumstances or a cost/benefit analysis to
support an alternative approach that will still support the
level of reliability required by law.

(d) Routine inspection and maintenance. The plan must
specify for the standards in subsection (n) the routine
inspection and maintenance requirements, and emergency
maintenance plans and procedures.

(e) Reduction of risk of outages. The plan shall be
designed to reduce the risk of outages by accounting for
age, condition, technology, design and performance of
system components and by inspecting, maintaining, re-
pairing, replacing and upgrading the system.

(f) Clearance of vegetation. The plan must include a
program for the maintenance of clearances of vegetation
from the EDC’s overhead distribution facilities.

(g) Consistency with reliability reports. The plan must
form the basis of, and be consistent with, the EDC’s
inspection and maintenance goals and objectives included
in subsequent annual and quarterly reliability reports
filed with the Commission under §§ 57.193(c) and 57.195
(relating to transmission system reliability; and reporting
requirements).

(h) Review procedure. Within 90 days of receipt of the
plan, the Commission or the Director of the Bureau of
Conservation, Economics and Energy Planning (CEEP)
will accept or reject the plan in writing.

(i) Deemed acceptance. Absent action by the Commis-
sion or the Director of CEEP to reject the plan within 90
days of the plan’s submission to the Commission, the plan
will be deemed accepted.

(j) Plan deficiencies. If the plan is rejected, in whole or
in part, by the Commission or the Director of CEEP, the
EDC will be notified of the plan’s deficiencies and di-
rected to submit one of the following:

(i) A revised plan, or pertinent parts of the plan,
addressing the identified deficiencies.

(ii) An explanation why the EDC believes its plan is
not deficient. The revised plan is deemed accepted absent
any action by the Commission within 90 days of the
filing.

(k) Appeal procedure. An EDC may appeal the Commis-
sion staff’s determination under subsection (h) by filing
an appeal under § 5.44 (relating to petitions for appeal
from actions of the staff) within 20 days after service of
notice of the action. A final Commission determination is
appealable to the Commonwealth Court. Absent having a
granted stay, the EDC is obligated to comply with the
Commission’s directives regarding its inspection, mainte-
nance, repair and replacement plans.

(l) EDC updates. An EDC may request approval from
the Commission for revising its approved plan. An EDC
shall submit to the Commission, as an addendum to its
quarterly reliability report under §§ 57.193(c) and 57.195,
prospective and past revisions to its plan and a discussion
of the reasons for the revisions. Within 60 days, the
Commission or the Director of CEEP will accept or reject
the revisions to the plan. The appeal procedure in
subsection (k) applies to the appeal of a rejection of
revisions to the plan.

(m) Recordkeeping. An EDC shall maintain records of
its inspection and maintenance activities sufficient to
demonstrate compliance with its distribution facilities
inspection, maintenenance, repair and replacement pro-
grams as required by subsection (n). The records shall be
made available to the Commission upon request within 30
days. Examples of sufficient records include:

(1) Date-stamped records signed by EDC staff who
performed the tasks related to inspection.

(2) Maintenance, repair and replacement receipts from
independent contractors showing when and what type of
inspection, maintenance, repair or replacement work was
done.

(n) Inspection and maintenance intervals. An EDC shall
maintain the following inspection and maintenance plan
intervals:

(1) Vegetation management. The Statewide minimum
inspection and treatment cycle for vegetation manage-
ment is between 4-8 years for distribution facilities. An
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EDC shall submit a condition-based plan for vegetation
management for its distribution system facilities explain-
ing its treatment cycle.

(2) Pole inspections. Distribution poles shall be in-
spected at least as often as every 10—12 years except for
the new southern yellow pine creosoted utility poles
which shall be initally inspected within 25 years, then
within 12 years annually after the initial inspection. Pole
inspections must include:

(i) Drill tests at and below ground level.

(ii) A shell test.

(iii) Visual inspection for holes or evidence of insect
infestation.

(iv) Visual inspection for evidence of unauthorized
backfilling or excavation near the pole.

(v) Visual inspection for signs of lightening strikes.

(vi) A load calculation.

(3) Pole inspection failure. If a pole fails the groundline
inspection and shows dangerous conditions that are an
immediate risk to public or employee safety or conditions
affecting the integrity of the circuit, the pole shall be
replaced within 30 days of the date of inspection.

(4) Distribution overhead line inspections. Distribution
lines shall be inspected by ground patrol a minimum of
once every 1-2 years. A visual inspection must include
checking for:

(i) Broken insulators.

(ii) Conditions that may adversely affect operation of
the overhead transformer.

(iii) Other conditions that may adversely affect opera-
tion of the overhead distribution line.

(5) Inspection failure. If critical maintenance problems
are found that affect the integrity of the circuits, they
shall be repaired or replaced no later than 30 days from
discovery.

(6) Distribution transformer inspections. Overhead dis-
tribution transformers shall be visually inspected as part
of the distribution line inspection every 1-2 years. Above-
ground pad-mounted transformers shall be inspected at
least as often as every 5 years and below-ground trans-
formers shall be inspected at least as often as every 8
years. An inspection must include checking for:

(i) Rust, dents or other evidence of contact.

(ii) Leaking oil.

(iii) Installation of fences or shrubbery that could ad-
versely affect access to and operation of the transformer.

(iv) Unauthorized excavation or changes in grade near
the transformer.

(7) Recloser inspections. Three-phase reclosers shall be
inspected on a cycle of 8 years or less. Single-phase
reclosers shall be inspected as part of the EDC’s indi-
vidual distribution line inspection plan.

(8) Substation inspections. Substation equipment,
structures and hardware shall be inspected on a cycle of 5
weeks or less.

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 08-1746. Filed for public inspection September 26, 2008, 9:00 a.m.]

PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
[ 52 PA. CODE CHS. 1 AND 5 ]

[L-00070187/57-258]

Electronic Filing

The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) on May 22, 2008, adopted a final-form rulemaking
order which sets forth amendments to it procedural
regulations to accommodate electronic filing.

Executive Summary

On September 10, 2007, at Docket No. L-00070187, the
Commission entered a proposed rulemaking order solicit-
ing comments on establishing regulations to permit elec-
tronic filing. Interested persons were provided with 60
days from the date the order was published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin to submit comments. The order
was published at 37 Pa.B. 6112 (November 17, 2007).
Five comments were submitted to the proposed rule-
making. On May 22, 2008, the Commission entered an
order at the previously-captioned docket finalizing the
regulations.

The Commission has adopted amendments to its proce-
dural regulations in Chapters 1 and 5 (relating to rules of
administrative practice and procedure; and formal pro-
ceedings), to accommodate electronic filing once the Com-
mission’s Information Management and Access Project
(InfoMAP) is fully implemented. InfoMAP will allow for
more efficient access by consumers, utilities and practitio-
ners to documents filed with and produced by the Com-
mission through the implementation of electronic filing
and access. The Commission anticipates that public docu-
ments currently available in the Secretary’s Bureau will
be posted on the Commission’s web site, thus, providing
the public with greater and easier access to information
about the Commission’s proceedings. The Commission
anticipates that it will be capable of receiving electronic
filings and providing electronic access to information by
the fall of 2008.

The Commission views the electronic filing regulations
as a transitional step toward replacing paper with elec-
tronic documents by allowing filers to submit certain
documents electronically without the need to file paper
copies. The regulations also broaden the service rules to
accommodate electronic service of documents by the Com-
mission, and between parties. Electronic filing will be
optional, rather than mandatory, at the onset, and filers
will retain the option of submitting documents to the
Commission in paper form as they do currently.

Public Meeting held
May 22, 2008

Commissioners Present: Wendell F. Holland, Chairperson;
James H. Cawley, Vice Chairperson; Tyrone J. Christy;
Kim Pizzingrilli, Statement attached

Final Rulemaking to Permit Electronic Filing;
Doc. No. L-00070187

Final Rulemaking Order

By the Commission:

On September 10, 2007, the Commission issued a
proposed rulemaking order at the previously-captioned
docket to promulgate regulations to permit electronic
filing of documents with the Commission’s Secretary’s
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Bureau, and to formalize procedures for the service of
documents in electronic format. By this order, we will
finalize these regulations.

Discussion

In order to accommodate electronic filing when the
Commission’s Information Management and Access
Project (InfoMAP) is fully operational, the Commission
determined that its procedural regulations at 52 Pa. Code
Chapters 1 and 5 needed to be revised. These revised
regulations: (1) would permit filers to submit certain
documents electronically without filing paper copies; and
(2) would broaden the service rules to accommodate
electronic service of documents by the Commission and
between parties.

The proposed regulations were published at 37 Pa.B.
6112 (November 17, 2007). Interested persons were pro-
vided with 60 days from the publication date to submit
comments regarding the proposed regulations. Parties
filing comments were the Pennsylvania Telephone Asso-
ciation, PECO Energy Company, the Energy Association
of Pennsylvania (EAPA), Office of Small Business Advo-
cate and the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA). The
Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) filed
its comments on February 17, 2008.

The Commission thanks all the commentators for their
input. After carefully considering the comments, we have
revised the proposed regulations which appear in the
Annex A to this order. Because comments raised the same
or similar issues, each comment or argument offered in
support of the comment is not individually discussed.
Also, comments that raised issues that were not directly
related to the subject matter of the proposed rulemaking
are not discussed.

Note that the revised regulations are meant to be
transitory in nature. At its onset, electronic filing will be
optional, rather than mandatory, and filers will retain the
option of submitting documents to the Commission in
paper form as they do currently. As the Commission, its
employees and outside users gain experience with using
the electronic filing system, the regulations will be re-
vised as the need arises, and ultimately may require that
all documents be filed and served electronically by some
users, such as law firms or major public utilities.

General Comments

Public Access

The OAC comments generally on areas of the proposed
regulations where clarification or modification may be
necessary to ensure both public access and user-
friendliness. In regard to public access, the OCA com-
ments that the Commission should adopt an open-access
system similar to ones used in Illinois, Ohio, Indiana and
Kentucky. These systems allow for public access as soon
as the document is posted by the Commission without the
need for special registration or user ID. OCA Comments,
p. 2.

The OCA notes two exceptions to public access to
documents:

(1) Documents containing proprietary or confidential
information should not be posted for public access.

(2) Formal complaints filed by consumers because
much of the information filed is of a sensitive na-
ture—addresses, telephone numbers, account num-
bers, bill histories, possible medical histories or finan-
cial information and other identifying information.
Only information that should be made available is

that which is already available: the Commission
docket number, Commission-authorized summary of
the complaint, and the name of the utility and the
complainant. OCA Comments, p. 2.

Disposition:

In regard to the OCA’s general comment about public
access, we first note that registration as a filing user is
necessary only if one would like to file documents elec-
tronically with the Commission. Documents at the Com-
mission’s web site will continue to be available to the
public without the need to register as a Filing User.

However, public access must be balanced with the
protection of sensitive or confidential or propriety docu-
ments and information. The Commonwealth’s new Right-
to-Know Law (RTKL), signed by Governor Edward
Rendell on February 14, 2008, Act 3 of 2008, (2008214
P. L. 6, No. 3)1 establishes the presumption that most
Commonwealth documents are open to the public unless
the documents are specifically exempted. The RTKL
exempts over 30 categories of documents from public
access, and lists other categories of documents where
confidential or personal information may need to be
redacted from a document that is otherwise accessible by
the public2. For this reason, we have specifically refer-
enced § 67.7083 of the RTKL in § 1.32(b)(4) (relating to
filing specifications) as a consideration in determining the
categories of documents that will be designated as ‘‘quali-
fied documents’’ for electronic filing and internet posting.

Preservation of Option to File Paper Documents and the
Practice of Serving Statutory Advocates with Certain
Filings

In regard to the elimination of paper documents, the
OCA states that some form of paper filing should be
retained indefinitely. Many customers, especially low in-
come customers, do not have access to a computer, the
Internet or an e-mail address. The OCA’s concern is that
the elimination of paper documents might limit or block a
customer’s ability to file complaints or access necessary
documents at the Commission. OCA Comments, p. 4. The
OCA asks the Commission to confirm that the proposed
revisions should not be read to supersede, modify or
revoke the practice whereby the statutory advocates
would continue to receive copies of rate case filings,
applications and petitions. OCA Comments, pp. 2-3.

Disposition:

The Commission understands the OCA’s concerns.
However, we have not proposed to eliminate the paper
document filing option in this rulemaking. Moreover, the
Commonwealth Documents Law4 requires that a hard
paper copy be kept of most filings, which the Commission
has assumed the administrative burden of printing when
a party opts to file a document electronically and no
paper copy is required to be filed. As already stated, the
regulations as amended herein are transitional and may
be revised sometime in the future to eliminate paper
filing. In regard to this rulemaking, the OCA’s concern is
premature.

The proposed rulemaking did not specifically address
the practice of parties serving the statutory advocates
with documents filed with the Commission, nor did we

1 65 P. S. §§ 67.101—67.3104.
2 Among the 30 categories of documents and information which are expressly

exempted from public access requirements by the new RTK Law, is information that
more than likely would appear in a Commission record in a proceeding on a
consumer’s complaint—‘‘a record identifying the name, home address or date of birth of
a child [who is] 17 years or of age or younger.’’ 65 P. S. § 67.708(b)(30).

3 65 P. S. § 67.708 (relating to exceptions for public records).
4 45 P. S. §§ 1102, et seq. and 45 Pa.C.S. §§ 501, et seq.
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intend that these revisions to the procedural regulations
proposed in this rulemaking would supersede or revoke
this practice. However, the practice will be modified to
the extent that when a document is filed electronically
with the Commission, service of the document on the
statutory advocates shall also be made electronically in
accordance with the regulations.

There are no restrictions in the electronic filing regula-
tions that prohibit a filing user from filing both electronic
and paper documents in the same Commission proceed-
ing. There are also no restrictions that prohibit a filing
user from filing paper documents in one proceeding and
electronic documents in another. However, it is more
efficient for all concerned if the filer makes all paper or
all electronic fillings in a given proceeding.
Posting Information for User Registration and Instruc-

tions for Electronic Filing
As a general comment, IRRC observes that there are

several places in this regulation that direct users to the
Commission’s web site for electronic filing registration
information or instructions relating to this registration.
IRRC asks when this information will be posted, and
recommends that this information be uploaded onto the
Commission’s web site prior to the effective date of the
final-form version of this regulation. IRRC Comments, p.
1.
Disposition:

The Commission thanks IRRC for its practical sugges-
tions. User registration information and filing instruc-
tions will be posted on the Commission’s web site suffi-
ciently in advance of the effective date of the final
regulations. The Commission’s web site is designed to be
user-friendly, and when this information is posted, care
will be taken to ensure that connecting links will be
clearly labeled so that the information can be accessed
quickly.

Comments Related To Specific Sections
§ 1.8. Definitions.
Definition of Confirmation of Receipt.

IRRC comments that the last sentence in the definition
of ‘‘confirmation of receipt’’ contains substantive language
and should be moved to the body of the final-form
definition. IRRC Comments, p. 1.
Disposition:

The Commission agrees. The last sentence from the
proposed definition of ‘‘Confirmation of receipt’’ has been
deleted and this information has been moved to § 1.32(b)
(relating to specifications) as new paragraph 5. The
paragraph relating to revocation of participation in the
electronic filing system in § 1.32(b) has been renumbered
as paragraph 6.
Definition of Filing User

IRRC comments that the last sentence in the definition
of ‘‘Filing Users’’ contains substantive language and that
it should be moved to the body of the final form defini-
tion. IRRC Comments, p. 1.

Disposition:

The Commission will delete the last sentence of the
proposed definition and will move the information to
§ 1.32(b)(1).

Definition of Qualified Document

IRRC comments that the last sentence in the definition
of ‘‘qualified document’’ contains substantive language,

and recommends that this language should be deleted
from the definition and moved to the body of the final-
form regulation. IRRC states that making this change
will clarify the meaning of the regulation, and assist the
regulated community with compliance. IRRC Comments,
p. 1.

Disposition:

The Commission has revised the definition of ‘‘qualified
document’’ by deleting the second sentence relating to the
Commission process that will be used to establish a list of
qualified documents for filing. The Commission process
will be addressed in body of the regulations at
§ 1.32(b)(2)(ii). Comments filed in response to the § 1.8
(relating to definitions) definition of ‘‘qualified document’’
that are directed at the Commission process for designat-
ing ‘‘qualified documents’’ will be discussed in relation to
this new section.

Definition of PDF-Portable Document Format.

IRRC comments that the entire definition of ‘‘PDF-
Portable Document Format’’ is substantive and should be
moved to the body of the regulation. IRRC Comments,
p. 1.

EAPA suggests the deletion of the words—‘‘and cop-
ied’’—from the definition of PDF so that it would read as
follows: ‘‘The PDF document and attachments, when
feasible, shall be capable of being printed, without restric-
tion, and may not require a password to view the
contents of the document.’’ EAPA explains that a PDF
document does not allow for modification of the document
so a PDF document cannot be ‘‘copied, without restric-
tion.’’ EAPA Comments, p. 1.

Disposition:

The Commission agrees that the proposed definition of
a ‘‘PDF document’’ is substantive and will move this
information to § 1.32(b)(2)(iii) where other specifications
for documents filed electronically are set forth. We will,
however, retain a definition for the acronym ‘‘PDF’’ in
§ 1.8, that is, ‘‘Portable Document Format.’’

As to EAPA’s comment, we believe the public has a
right to access, to print, to copy from and to save an
electronic copy of a document filed with the Commission.
Once uploaded to the Commission’s web site, the official
version of the electronically filed document cannot be
edited so the ability to copy it will in no way affect the
integrity of the original document. For this reason, we
will reject this comment, and retain the original language
now set forth at § 1.32(b)(2)(iii).

Section 1.11. Date of Filing.

EAPA suggests replacing the phrase ‘‘local prevailing
time’’ with ‘‘local Harrisburg time’’ to avoid any confusion
in the event that the filing was made in a different time
zone. EAPA Comments, p. 2.

Disposition:

In light of the fact that the Commission’s electronic
filing system will permit a filing to be made from
anywhere in the world, EAPA’s suggestion for revision of
‘‘prevailing time’’ makes sense. Accordingly, we will
qualify the phrase ‘‘prevailing time’’ to be ‘‘prevailing time
in the Eastern Time Zone (United States of America)’’ in
§ 1.11 (relating to date of filing). For consistency within
our procedural regulations, we will also revise the
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phrases ‘‘local prevailing time’’ and ‘‘local time’’ in
§ 1.56(4)(5) (relating to date of service).5

Section 1.16. Issuance of decisions by presiding officers.

In regard to proposed § 1.16, the Office of Small
Business Advocate (OSBA) notes that it appears that the
Commission intends to mail a paper copy of an initial
decision, or recommended decision to parties who are not
filing users or who have not agreed to accept electronic
service. See proposed § 1.16. The OSBA encourages the
Commission to post such decisions on the Commission’s
web site so that parties who are not filing users will have
access to the decisions on the same day as the parties
who are served electronically. OSBA Comments, p. 3.
IRRC agrees with the OSBA’s comment. IRRC Comments,
p. 1.

Disposition:

Section 1.16 permits the Commission’s Secretary to
serve entered Commission orders electronically on parties
who have elected to receive electronic service rather than
mail service of documents. Posting the orders on the
Commission web site does not equate with actual service
of these documents on filing users who have agreed to
accept electronic service of Commission generated docu-
ments. Posting of these documents only provides for
public access to the documents.

The OSBA’s apparent concern is that parties who do
not accept electronic service of documents will be disad-
vantaged in regard to response time if Commission orders
are not simultaneously posted to the web site at the time
they are electronically served on other parties. The
Commission has been posting its orders, initial decisions
and recommended decisions on its web site for many
years, and has always endeavored, absent technical diffi-
culties, to upload these documents to the web site as soon
as they are issued or entered. Most importantly, it is
standard operating procedure that an order will not be
entered unless it can be served on all of the parties to the
proceeding on that same day using First Class United
States Mail. The Commission will continue following this
procedure so that the public, including parties who opted
not to accept electronic service, will continue to have
same day access to Commission orders and Administra-
tive Law Judge decisions as soon as they are entered and
served on the parties. No change needs to be made in the
proposed regulations.

Section 1.32. Filing specifications.

Section 1.32(b)(2). Electronic filings—Requirements.

In its comments, the OCA notes that the proposed
rulemaking defines a ‘‘qualified document,’’ but states
that the Commission will determine by order the docu-
ments that constitute ‘‘qualified documents.’’ The OCA
would like the Commission to tentatively identify what
documents are qualified and allow for comments prior to
the electronic filing regulations taking effect. The OCA
submits that while Formal Complaints filed by consumers
should be recognized as ‘‘qualified documents’’ for the
purpose of electronic filing, they should not be posted on
the Commission’s web site. OCA Comments, pp. 5 and 6.
The OCA also comments that the complainant should be
permitted to opt out of electronic service. This would
enable a complainant to file a complaint electronically at
a public library, but receive service of subsequent docu-
ments by mail at home. OCA Comments, p. 6.

In regard to the Commission process for designating
‘‘qualified documents,’’ the OSBA recommends that the
Commission include an affirmative statement to the effect
that the Commission will issue a tentative order before
designating the initial list of ‘‘qualified documents’’ and
will issue a tentative order with an opportunity for
comment before subsequently adding to, or subtracting
from the list. OSBA Comments, p. 2.

The Pennsylvania Telephone Association (PTA) ex-
presses concern that there is no reference to tariff filings
in the definition of ‘‘Qualified Document.’’ PTA states that
allowing electronic filing of tariffs would save time and
money if electronic filing was instituted.

Disposition:

Section 1.32(b)(2)(ii) has been revised by adding sub-
stantive language explaining that a qualified document is
one ‘‘that is listed in the categories of documents that the
Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, has
designated as being permitted to be filed electronically.’’
This revision is consistent with IRRC’s comment that
substantive language should be removed from the defini-
tion of ‘‘qualified document’’ in § 1.8 and moved to the
body of the regulations.

As stated in our proposed rulemaking order, the Com-
mission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, intends
to designate categories of qualified documents that may
be filed electronically. PRMO at p. 3. Although the
‘‘tentative order - public comment - final order’’ process
has been used successfully in the past to provide due
process protection for all parties, we chose not to incorpo-
rate this specific process into our regulations. The
broader language incorporated in § 1.32(b)(2) will permit
greater flexibility in Commission practice and procedures
so that these issues can be addressed in whatever
procedural context that they might arise.

To be clear, we appreciate the thoughtful input of the
OCA and the PTA in regard to their suggestions for
categories of documents that should be characterized as
‘‘qualified’’ for electronic filing. In answer, we expect that,
after notice and opportunity to be heard, complaints and
tariffs will most likely be among the first categories of
filings that will be designated as ‘‘qualified documents.’’

Section 1.32(b)(4). Electronic filings—Restrictions for fil-
ings containing confidential information.

This section addresses a filing restriction for documents
containing confidential information. In its comments, the
OCA agrees that it is appropriate to treat proprietary or
confidential material so that the information is not
inadvertently posted for public access and agrees with
initially prohibiting the electronic filing of documents
containing proprietary or confidential information. The
OCA is concerned about the scope of the prohibition.
Specifically the OCA seeks clarification about the scope of
the term ‘‘filing’’ as used in this subsection, and suggests
the addition of a subsection that addresses the Commis-
sion’s processing of formal complaints so as not to disclose
confidential information. OCA Comments, pp. 7 and 8.

Disposition:

The scope of the electronic filing restriction at
§ 1.32(b)(4) in regard to confidential information in docu-
ments was meant to be necessarily broad so as to prevent
the inadvertent posting of sensitive information to the
internet. Requiring the filer to redact confidential infor-
mation from the public copy of the document that will be
posted ensures the greatest protection for this informa-
tion.

5 Although not previously proposed for revision, § 1.56 establishes the filing date for
documents and thus, falls within the scope of this rulemaking. Accordingly, it may be
revised herein to address the filing date for documents that are filed electronically.
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The OCA’s concern about safeguarding the personal
information of consumers filing complaints with the
agency is shared by the Commission. However, the OCA’s
instant request for the addition of a subsection on the
processing of confidential information in formal com-
plaints is premature, and may prove to be unnecessary.

The protection of customer’s personal information as
well as other sensitive or confidential information has
been, and will be taken into account as document process-
ing protocols for the electronic filing system are imple-
mented. In regard to customer complaints, as a first step,
the Commission will insure the security of a customer’s
personal information by not publishing complaints to the
Commission’s web site at all. In time, the Commission
expects that a technical solution will be implemented that
will permit a public utility and the statutory advocates to
access complaints electronically without jeopardizing se-
curity of the personal information. One option being
considered is the creation of a secure area on the
Commission’s web site where access to customer com-
plaints and perhaps other confidential filings, would be
limited to the respondent public utility and the statutory
advocates and other necessary parties and intervenors.

In light of the previous discussion, we will not be
adding to the final regulation a subsection that addresses
the processing of confidential information in customer
complaints.

Section 1.32(b)(5), now § 1.32(b)(6). Revocation of partici-
pation in electronic filing system.

Subsection 1.32(b)(5)(i), now § 1.32(b)(6)(i). Revocation by
filing user.

This subsection states that ‘‘[f]iling users may revoke
their participation in the electronic filing system for all
Commission proceedings by filing a notice of revocation
with the Secretary.’’ 52 Pa. Code § 1.32(b)(5)(i). The OCA
comments that it is unclear whether a filing user may
revoke his participation in only one proceeding. The OCA
states that it is also unclear whether a party could
continue to receive electronic service if the party revoked
his participation in the Commission’s electronic filing
system. OCA Comments, p. 8.

The OCA submits that filing users should be able to
revoke their participation in electronic filing system on a
case-by-case basis. Also, parties should retain the right to
continue with electronic service among them even if the
electronic filing system is not used. OCA Comments, p. 8.

Under this proposed regulation, a user may voluntarily
withdraw from participation in the electronic filing sys-
tem by filing a notice of revocation. IRRC comments that
the term ‘‘notice of revocation’’ is used throughout
§ 1.32(b)(5) and questions what information should be
included in this ‘‘notice.’’ IRRC Comments, p. 2. IRRC
further comments that information that will be required
in the ‘‘notice of revocation’’ should be contained in the
final-form rulemaking. IRRC Comments, p. 2.

Disposition:

The Commission does not believe that the regulation is
unclear in regard to the scope of a user’s voluntary
revocation of participation in the electronic filing system.
A party’s voluntary revocation of its user status applies to
all Commission proceedings in which the party is partici-
pating. Allowing the revocation for individual proceedings
would not only cause the expenditure of additional ad-
ministrative resources, but also could create an opportu-
nity for gaming of the system by a savvy practitioner who
could manipulate time limits related to service of process

to his or her advantage. While the Commission may adopt
the OCA’s suggestion in the future revision of these rules
when the agency has gained more experience with man-
aging the electronic filing system, we decline to make
these revisions at this time.

As to the content of a notice of revocation, the Commis-
sion does not intend to develop a standard form for users
who wish to voluntarily relinquish their use of the
electronic filing system. However, it is reasonable that
such a notice would include the following information: the
user’s name, User ID, address and e-mail addresses, the
name of the party that he represents, the name of all
authorized users on the same account, and the effective
date of the revocation. The user must also identify all of
the Commission proceedings in which he is a party or
participant, or in which he represents a party or a
participant. To provide guidance on this subject, we have
revised § 1.32(i)(6) to include the information that should
be provided in a notice of revocation when a party
voluntarily revokes his use of the electronic filing system.

In regard to the OCA’s query regarding whether a filing
user who revoked his participation in the electronic filing
system may continue to be served electronically, the
answer would be ‘‘no.’’ The revocation of participation
deletes the person’s User ID number and contact informa-
tion from electronic filing system making it impossible for
service to be accomplished through the system.

Finally, we do not intend that these regulations would
preclude any alternative electronic service of process
arrangements that are made necessary by time con-
straints and are by mutual agreement of the parties.
However, we urge all stakeholders to register and use the
electronic filing system which will streamline and sim-
plify their Commission practice.

Subsection 1.32(b)(5)(ii), now § 1.32(b)(6)(ii). Revocation
by the Commission.

Original § 1.32(b)(5)(ii) addresses the Commission’s re-
vocation of a user’s participation in the electronic filing
system. The rule requires a party whose participation in
electronic filing system had been revoked by the Commis-
sion to serve notice of that revocation on other parties in
the proceeding. The OCA submits that it is the Commis-
sion who should notify others about the revocation of a
party’s right to use the electronic filing system. OCA
Comments, p. 9. The fact that it was necessary to revoke
the party’s right to use electronic filing demonstrates that
notice to other parties of the revocation should not be left
to that party. OCA Comments, p. 9.

Disposition:

The Commission understands the OCA’s concern, but
for the sake of administrative efficiency, will not make
this requested change. A user whose user privileges have
been revoked knows all of the proceedings in which he or
his client is a participant, and thus, is in the best position
to identify and provide timely notice of the revocation to
all of the participants in those proceedings. Ultimately, if
the required service of the notice of revocation is not
completed as directed, other sanctions may be imposed
against the participant. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.27(a)(3)
(relating to suspension and disbarment) (summary sus-
pension for unethical, contemptuous or improper conduct)
and (4) (repeated failure to follow Commission directives).
However, to document that the service of process require-
ment has been completed, we will add language to new
subsections (b)(6)(i) and (ii) that requires that a certifi-
cate of service be filed with the Commission verifying
service of a notice of revocation on all participants in
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accordance with 52 Pa. Code §§ 1.57 and 1.58 (relating to
certificate of service; and form of service).

As to IRRC’s comment regarding the term ‘‘notice of
revocation’’ in regard to situations where the Commission
might revoke a user’s privileges to use electronic filing
system because of previous abuse of the system, the
notice of revocation will be a letter sent by the Commis-
sion’s Secretary that notifies the user that his or her use
of the electronic filing system has been revoked for cause.
The Secretarial letter/notice would likely include the
user’s name, user ID, address and e-mail addresses, the
name of the party that he represents, the name of an
authorized users on the same account, and the effective
date of the revocation. The letter/notice also will direct
the person, whose user rights had been revoked, to serve
a notice of revocation on each party or participant in all
proceedings in which the person participated or repre-
sented a client, and to file a certificate of service with the
Commission’s Secretary documenting that this service of
process had been made. See 52 Pa. Code §§ 1.57 and
1.58. Although the Commission may develop a template to
provide this notice to users, we do not believe it is
necessary to revise our regulations to create an official
form for this notice at this time.

Explanatory language has been added to the second
sentence in this subsection to identify the filing user
being directed to serve the notice of the revocation as the
user whose user ID and password had been revoked.

Section 1.35(a)(2). Execution—Signature—Electronic Fil-
ings.

The OCA comments that the proposed regulations are
unclear as to who is required to register for a user ID. In
the case of the OCA, both attorneys and support staff (on
behalf of attorneys) will need to file documents at the
Commission. The Commission should clarify if each attor-
ney will need an ID or if the office as a whole will have a
general ID. The Commission should also clarify who is
permitted to be an authorized agent for the filing user
that will be able to sign the filed document as is required
under § 1.35(a). This is critical since the proposed regula-
tions define the ‘‘Filing User ID’’ as being ‘‘deemed to be
the individual’s signature.’’ 52 Pa. Code § 1.8. OCA Com-
ments, p. 10.

The OSBA raises the same concerns as the OCA but
also questioned whether an ‘‘authorized agent’’ could
forward links to documents at the Commission’s web site
to other OSBA personnel, such as expert witnesses, so
that they too can access the electronic filing site and open
the relevant documents. OSBA Comments, p. 3. See
§ 1.8.

The PTA questions how many people in a company may
use one file code with the permission of the registered
filing user. The PTA also states that larger utilities need
to have multiple authorized users of one company regis-
tered filing code or need the ability to register multiple
users from each company. PTA Comments, p. 2.

IRRC observes that commentators have stated that it is
unclear how many people may use the same filing user
code with permission of the registered filing user. IRRC
states that this should be clearly stated in the final-form
rulemaking. IRRC Comments, p. 1. Also, IRRC questions
whether there will be a limit on the number of users that
an entity may register. IRRC Comments, p. 1.

Disposition:

An attorney or his authorized agent, or both, may
register and obtain a user ID to access the Commission’s

filing system. The agency relationship between the user
and the authorized agent is a private matter and is
created on terms that the two decide will govern the
relationship, including what actions the agent is autho-
rized to take on behalf of the user in regard to the
Commission’s electronic filing system.

As to the electronic filing regulations, it is anticipated
that the most likely ‘‘authorized agent’’ would be a legal
assistant or secretary working in support of an attorney,
who would be the filing user. The fact that the filing user
ID will be deemed to be the filing user’s signature6 should
provide sufficient guidance to a user in the process of
selecting an authorized agent.

Whether one attorney or all of the attorneys in an office
or company should register as filing users is a decision
best left to the organization7. The user ID is used only for
the purpose of filing documents with Secretary’s Bureau,
and it is not necessary for a person to have a user ID to
access filed public documents at the Commission’s web
site. Consequently, it may be unnecessary to register
multiple filing users in one office or company. Also, one
filing user may give permission to use his filing user ID
code to any number of authorized agents. However, only
one of these persons—either the filing user or one of his
authorized agents—may access the electronic filing sys-
tem using the user ID code at one time. This is a
technical and practical system limitation that verifies the
identity of the filer, prevents the alteration of filings or
the filing of falsely attributed documents, and ensures the
integrity of the process.

In light of the previous discussion, the Commission has
revised § 1.35(a)(3) to include a statement that each
filing user may determine the number of authorized
agents who may use the filing user’s user ID and
password.

Section 1.36. Verification.

Subsection (c) requires an affidavit to be submitted ‘‘in
paper form no later than 3 business days after the
electronic filing is made.’’ IRRC comments that Commis-
sion staff indicates that more details on this submission
are located in existing § 1.11(a)(l)—(3). For clarity, the
Commission should cross-reference § 1.11(a)(1)—(3) in
§ 1.36(c). IRRC has similar concerns regarding
§§ 1.37(b)(2) and 5.502(b)(2)(ii) and states that the same
cross-references should be made in these sections. IRRC
Comments, p. 2.

Disposition:

The Commission will include the cross reference to
§ 1.1(a)(1)—(3) in this section for clarity.

Section 1.37. Number of copies.

Section 1.37(a) requires a party to file a CD-ROM or
DVD containing the filing when filing a paper document
when that document including the attachments exceeds 5
megabytes. The OCA states that because any filings
exceeding 5 megabytes will be considered to be volumi-
nous in size, active parties to the case may also want to
review the information electronically. The OCA requests
that parties be able to request service of a copy of a
CD-ROM or DVD when the filer is required to submit one
to the Commission. OCA Comments, p. 11.

6 See Annex A, § 1.32(b)(1) (relating to filing specifications; electronic filings;
participation).

7 It is not anticipated that a limit will need to be placed on the number of filing
users registered in one company or firm, but this may change in the future depending
on the capacity of the system.
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Disposition:
In its comments, the OCA requests that parties be able

to request a copy of a CD-ROM or a DVD when one is
required as part of the filing of a voluminous document.
The instant section—§ 1.37—addresses only the number
of copies required for filing with the Commission’s Secre-
tary. Section 1.59, on the other hand, addresses the
number of copies of a document that must be served on
parties to a proceeding. Accordingly, we will grant the
OCA’s request and will revise § 1.59 accordingly.

Consistent with IRRC’s comment, the Commission will
include the cross reference to § 1.11(a)(1)—(3) in
§ 1.37(b)(2) for clarity. IRRC Comments, p. 2.
Section 1.51. Instructions for service, notice and protest.

For clarity, IRRC comments that to be consistent with
the language in the rest of the section, the word ‘‘indi-
cates’’ in subsection (b)(2) should be ‘‘indication.’’ Also, the
word ‘‘provides’’ in subsection (b)(3) is not needed. IRRC
Comments, p. 2.
Disposition:

We have reviewed this subsection and will make the
revisions suggested by IRRC.
Section 1.51(c). Instructions for service, notice and pro-

test—Notification list for interested nonparties.
The OCA states that the addition of proposed subsec-

tion (c) places a responsibility on parties to serve not only
parties to a proceeding, but interested nonparties as well.
The OCA states that parties are not currently required to
serve nonparties with documents filed at the Commission.
The OCA understands that interested nonparties cur-
rently contact the Commission to directly request any
document desired. The OCA believes that parties should
not have the responsibility to notify or serve interested
nonparties with documents, and that this responsibility
should remain with the Commission. OCA Comments, pp.
11 and 12.

The OCA states that the Commission is in a better
position to determine which documents or notifications
should be sent to these interested nonparties. The OCA
suggests deleting this provision of the proposed rule.
Alternatively, the OCA suggests that the Commission
establish a subscription service so that nonparties can
subscribe to a certain case so that they can be alerted
when new documents in that case are posted to the
Commission’s web site. The subscription service is cur-
rently in use at Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
See www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/esubscription.asp. OCA Com-
ments, p. 12.
Disposition:

We have re-evaluated this proposed rule and agree with
the OCA’s comment that parties should not be required to
serve interested nonparties with documents filed in a
particular case. Current Commission practice does not
require parties to a proceeding to serve nonparties,
interested or otherwise. For this reason, we will delete
proposed § 1.51(c) from the final regulation.

We thank the OCA for its suggestion about instituting a
subscription service for interested nonparties. While insti-
tuting a subscription service is not a priority at this time,
we will take this suggestion under advisement and
consider whether it is administratively feasible to imple-
ment during a later phase of the InfoMAP project.

In the meantime, nonparties, who are, for the most
part, legal practitioners who appear before this Commis-
sion, are not without resources to keep informed of

current Commission events and developments that could
affect their practice. A nonparty, and, for that matter, any
member of the public, is able to track Commission
proceedings through the ‘‘New Cases, Daily Actions and
Hearings’’ link on the Commission’s web site, and can
access filed documents through the site’s ‘‘Search for
Document’’ function. As electronic filing and the later
phases of InfoMAP are implemented, more information
about Commission proceedings will become available and
access to that information will be quicker and easier for
consumers, utilities and practitioners, parties and
nonparties alike.
Section 1.53. Service by the Commission.

The proposed regulation states that when the Commis-
sion serves a document on a party, the Commission will
send a notice of a document’s posting and a link to a
party. The OCA states that the proposed regulation does
not state the time frame in which the notice and link will
be sent and expresses concern that § 1.53(b)(3) is not
clear that the notice will be sent simultaneously with the
posting of the document. Any delay in this notice could
cause prejudice to parties by shortening the number of
days in which the parties have to respond, such as in the
filing of exceptions to Initial Decisions. To remedy this
concern, the OCA suggests the following revision:

1.53(b)(3)—Service may be made electronically to
filing users who have agreed to receive electronic
service. Filing users will be sent an electronic mail
notice informing them that a document was posted on
the Commission’s electronic filing system and provid-
ing a link to the document on the same day the
document is posted. OCA Comments, p. 13.
IRRC agrees with the OCA’s concern that a time frame

for the posting of the link to the document filed on the
system should be included in the regulation. IRRC states
that the section should be clarified to say that the notice
should occur simultaneously with the posting of the
document. IRRC Comments, p. 2.
Disposition:

Since the electronic filing system will automatically
generate a pop-up message with an electronic confirma-
tion number and link to the document, we do not expect
any delays in the process. However, as a practical matter,
when service of a paper document is to be accomplished
by the use of First Class United States mail (return
receipt requested), the Commission’s Secretary does not
officially enter a Commission order or issue an Initial
Decision or Recommended Decision unless it can be
processed and served on all of the parties on that same
day. Consistency dictates that the link to a document on
the Commission’s electronic filing system should be pro-
vided in that same time frame. In this way, no party will
be prejudiced as to the number of days in which they will
need to file a response or take other legal action to
protect their interest. For these reasons, we will revise
§ 1.53(b)(3) consistent with the OCA’s suggestion that the
link to the document be provided on the same day that
the electronic document is posted.
Section 1.54. Service by party.

Section 1.54(b)(3)(ii) requires a party to send a notice to
all other parties to a proceeding when an electronic filing
is made. Under the proposed rule, the notice requires
only that a ‘‘link’’ to the document filed on the electronic
filing system be sent, but not an actual copy of the
document. The OCA states that the link may not be
simultaneously sent to the filing user when the document
is filed at the Commission. Also, the document may not be
immediately posted and available for access by the link.
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The OCA is concerned that the delay would reduce the
time available for parties for response. The OCA suggests
that the proposed rule be revised to include a require-
ment that the notice contain the actual document. Requir-
ing the filing party to send an electronic copy of the
document instead of a link will ensure that service is
completed on the day that the document is filed. This is a
common practice already in a Commission proceeding.
OCA Comments, pp. 14 and 15. The OCA suggests the
following revisions to Section 1.54(b)(3)(ii):

1.54(b)(3)(ii)—Service may be made electronically to
filing users who have agreed to receive electronic
service. Filing users who have agreed to receive
electronic service shall be served with an electronic
mail notice stating that a document was filed on the
electronic filing system. The notice constitutes ser-
vice. (A) The electronic mail notice must contain the
following provisions: (i) the name of the filing user;
(ii) the type of document; (iii) a brief description of
the document; (iv) a link to the document on the
electronic filing system an electronic copy of the
document; (v) the docket number when available; and
(vi) an indication that the party is seeking expedited
relief, if applicable.

In regard to the service of a hard copy of large
documents in proposed § 1.54(c), the OSBA wants clarifi-
cation as to whether the 250 page limit on a document
applies to each individual document in the filing or to the
whole filing. OSBA Comments, p. 4. Because of economies
of scale, the cost to ratepayers would be less if the utility
continued to print out hard copies of the filing for the
statutory advocates and their witnesses. OSBA Com-
ments, p. 4. The OSBA also recommends that the pro-
posed regulations be revised to continue the practice of
electronic service (followed by a hard copy); (1) between a
party who is a filing user and a party who is not a filing
user; and (2) between two parties who are not filing
users. OSBA Comments, pp. 4 and 5.

Disposition:

Requiring a party to serve the actual document in
electronic format defeats the purpose of, and most impor-
tantly, ignores the advantage of using the electronic filing
system—efficiency in document handling. As stakeholders
use and gain experience with the system, the Commission
believes that they will become more confident in its
operations and will better appreciate this advantage. An
explanation of the mechanics of electronic filing should
provide necessary reassurance of the system’s competence
to provide for the timely posting and accessibility of
electronically filed documents.

When a filing is made on the electronic filing system,
the user will immediately receive a numbered electronic
confirmation (e-confirmation) message and a temporary
link to the filing. The temporary link will be active for 10
days. Also, the e-confirmation message will appear in, and
will be searchable in the filing user’s account history, and
may be used to access the document after the temporary
link has become inactive. The docket number and the
permanent link to the document will be sent to the filing
user by e-mail as soon as it is available. For the majority
of filings, the permanent link to the filing would be sent
the same day that it was filed.

Proposed § 1.54(b)(3)(ii)(A)(iv) requires that a party
must serve a notice that contains ‘‘a link to the docu-
ment.’’ To fulfill this requirement and thus, accomplish
electronic service of the filing on other parties, the filer
has two options:

• the filer may serve a notice containing the
e-confirmation number and the temporary link to the
document or

• the filer may serve a notice containing only the
docket number and the permanent link.

Because the e-confirmation message with the tempo-
rary link will be generated when the document is filed
electronically, a filer should have no difficulty in obtain-
ing a ‘‘link’’ to the filing so that electronic service of the
notice of the document’s filing can be completed on the
same day.8 For this reason, we will not adopt The OCA’s
revision requiring the service of an electronic copy of the
actual filing.

In response to the OSBA’s comments, we first will
clarify that the 250-page limit for electronic documents
includes attachments. See PRMO Order, p. 13. Second, we
have not proposed any change to our regulations that
affect the informal practice whereby a party serves
another with an electronic copy of a document followed up
with a paper copy of the document. This informal practice
has been developed and successfully carried out by mu-
tual agreement of the parties over the years in circum-
stances where service by electronic means is warranted.
We see no reason to memorialize this informal process in
our regulations, especially in light of our goal to promote
the use of paperless filing and service of all documents
using the Commission’s electronic filing system.

Section 1.56. Date of service.

The Commission’s mailbox rule states that ‘‘whenever a
party is required or permitted to do an act within a
prescribed period after service of a document upon the
party and the document is served by the United States
Postal Service, 3 days shall be added to the prescribed
period.’’ The OCA states that it unclear that the mailbox
rule would apply to a party who is registered as a filing
user but who has opted out of receiving electronic service
of process. The OCA suggests the following revision to
remove the confusion:

1.56(b)—Unless otherwise prescribed by the Commis-
sion or presiding officer, whenever at party is re-
quired or permitted to do an act within a prescribed
period after service of a document upon the party and
the document is served by the Unites States Postal
Service, 3 days shall be added to the prescribed
period. This provision specifically applies to those
registered electronic filing users who have opted to
receive paper service and not electronic service. OCA
Comments, p. 15.

Disposition:

Section 1.56 was not included as part of the proposed
rulemaking, but may be revised as its subject matter
(date of service) is related to the subject matter of this
rulemaking. At first blush, the revision proposed by the
OCA makes sense for consistency, but the revision is
unnecessary because the rule already applies to any party
that is served by First Class United States Mail, includ-
ing an electronic filing user who has opted to receive
paper service. Because we view these revisions to our
regulations to be transitional in nature, and we want to
encourage service by electronic means, we will not revise
the mailbox rule as proposed by The OCA.

8 Note well that we are not willing to compromise procedural due process for the
parties who appear before us. Consequently, we will view any unreasonable delay in a
party’s receipt of a notice of electronic filing as possible evidence of abuse of the filing
system that could result in revocation of a filing user’s ability to use the electronic
filing system.
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Section 5.502. Filing and service of briefs.
The OCA suggests amending § 5.502 to allow parties to

request that they be provided with a CD-ROM or DVD in
situations where the filing party is required to submit a
CD-ROM or DVD for a voluminous filing in accordance
with § 1.37(a)(5). OCA Comments, p. 16.
Disposition:

The Commission understands the utility of the OCA’s
suggestion. Accordingly, we will accept the comment, and
will revise § 5.502(a) to include a cross-reference to new
§ 1.59(c) which allows a party to request alternate service
of a document, in this case, the brief on a CD-ROM or
DVD instead of one paper copy where the brief with
attachments exceeds 5 megabytes and is submitted as a
paper filing. Consistent with IRRC’s previous comment,
the Commission will include the cross reference to
§ 1.11(a)(1)—(3) in § 5.502(b)(2)(ii) for clarity. IRRC Com-
ments, p. 2.

Original subparagraph (iii) imposed a requirement that
a brief that exceeded 5 megabytes must be filed with
CD-ROM or DVD containing the brief and an index to the
brief in addition to the requisite number of paper copies.
Because briefs exceeding 5 megabytes may not be filed
electronically, it should not be listed as a subparagraph
under subsection (2) (relating to electronic filing). See
§ 1.32(b)(3) (relating to filing specifications; electronic
filing; size restriction). To remedy this situation, we
renumbered original subparagraph (iii) as new subsection
(3) and entitled it as ‘‘Voluminous Briefs.’’

Conclusion
Accordingly, under 66 Pa.C.S. §§ 501, 504—506, 1301

and 1501, and the Commonwealth Documents Law, 45
P. S. §§ 1201, et seq., and the regulations promulgated
thereunder in 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1, 7.2 and 7.5, the Com-
mission will adopt as final the proposed regulations to
permit electronic filing, as noted and set forth at 37 Pa.B.
6112 and in Annex A; Therefore,

Statement of Commissioner Kim Pizzingrilli
Today the Commission adopts final regulations to per-

mit electronic filing of documents with the Secretary’s
Bureau and to formalize procedures for the service of
documents in electronic formats. There were a number of
comments filed during the proposed rulemaking phase.
The Commission appreciates the input and commends
staff for its efforts to address the comments and finalize
the regulations in a timely manner.

It is important that the rules to accommodate electronic
filing are in place when the Commission’s Information
Management and Access Project (InfoMAP) is fully opera-
tional. The revised regulations permit filers to submit
certain documents electronically without filing paper cop-
ies and broaden the service rules to accommodate elec-
tronic service of documents by the PUC and between
parties.

InfoMAP provides more efficient access by consumers,
utilities and practitioners through the implementation of
electronic filing and e-commerce initiatives. The Commis-
sion continues to provide updated information regarding
the progress of InfoMAP at www.puc.state.pa.us/general/
infomap.aspx.

KIM PIZZINGRILLI,
Commissioner

It Is Ordered That:

1. The regulations of the Commission, 52 Pa. Code
Chapters 1 and 5, are amended by amending §§ 1.4, 1.16,

1.42, 1.54, 1.57, 1.58 and 5.533 to read as set forth at 37
Pa.B. 6112; and by amending §§ 1.8, 1.11, 1.32, 1.35—
1.37, 1.51, 1.53, 1.56, 1.59, 5.502 and 5.533 to read as set
forth in Annex A, with ellipses referring to the existing
text of the regulations.

2. The Secretary shall submit this order, 37 Pa.B. 6112
and Annex A to the Office of Attorney General for
approval as to legality.

3. The Secretary shall submit this order, 37 Pa.B. 6112
and Annex A to the Governor’s Budget Office for review of
fiscal impact.

4. The Secretary shall submit this order, 37 Pa.B. 6112
and Annex A for review by the designated standing
committees of both houses of the General Assembly, and
for review and approval by IRRC.

5. The Secretary shall certify this order, 37 Pa.B. 6112
and Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative
Reference Bureau for publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.

6. These regulations shall become effective upon publi-
cation in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

7. The contact person for this final-form rulemaking is
Assistant Counsel Patricia Krise Burket, (717) 787-3464.
Alternate formats of this document are available to
persons with disabilities and may be obtained by contact-
ing Sherri DelBiondo, Regulatory Review Assistant, Law
Bureau, (717) 772-4597.

8. A copy of this order shall be served upon all persons
who submitted comments in this rulemaking proceeding.

By the Commission
JAMES J. MCNULTY,

Secretary

(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Indepen-
dent Regulatory Review Commission relating to this
document, see 38 Pa.B. 4693 (August 23, 2008).)

Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 57-258 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.

Annex A

TITLE 52. PUBLIC UTILITIES

PART I. PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Subpart A. GENERAL PROVISIONS

CHAPTER 1. RULES OF ADMINISTRATIVE
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

Subchapter A. GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 1.8. Definitions.

(a) Subject to additional definitions contained in subse-
quent sections which are applicable to specific chapters or
subchapters, the following words and terms, when used in
this subpart, have the following meanings, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:

* * * * *

Authorized agent—A person with permission to legally
act on behalf of the filing user.

Confirmation of receipt—A notification generated by the
electronic filing system upon receipt of a filing.

Electronic filing or filed electronically—Filing by means
of the Commission’s electronic filing system.

Electronic filing system—The Commission’s automated
system that receives and stores documents filed in elec-
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tronic form. This system is part of the Commission’s
Information Management and Access Project.

* * * * *

Filing user—A person who has registered to use the
electronic filing system in accordance with the registra-
tion instructions available on the Commission’s web site
at http://www.puc.state.pa.us/ and who has obtained a
user ID and password.

Filing user ID—The distinct code assigned by the
Commission to an individual for use in the Commission’s
electronic filing system and deemed to be the individual’s
signature.

* * * * *

PDF—Portable Document Format.

* * * * *

Qualified document—A document that is listed in the
categories of documents that are permitted to be filed
electronically in accordance with the instructions on the
Commission’s web site at http://www.puc.state.pa.us/ and
that complies with the filing requirements and restric-
tions in § 1.32(b) (relating to filing specifications).

* * * * *

Writing or written—Applies to documents filed in paper
form and documents filed electronically.

* * * * *

Subchapter B. TIME
§ 1.11. Date of filing.

(a) Whenever a pleading, submittal or other document
is required or permitted to be filed under this title or by
statute, it will be deemed to be filed on one of the
following dates:

(1) On the date actually received in the office of the
Secretary.

(2) On the date deposited with an overnight express
delivery service as shown on the express delivery receipt
attached to or included within the envelope containing
the document.

(3) On the date deposited in the United States Mail as
shown by the United States Postal Service stamp on the
envelope or noted on a United States Postal Service Form
3817 certificate of mailing. A mailing envelope stamped
by an in-house postage meter is insufficient proof of the
date of mailing.

(4) On the date stated on the confirmation of receipt
from the Commission’s electronic filing system, when the
time shown is prior to 4:30 p.m. local prevailing time in
the Eastern Time Zone (United States of America) and
the date shown is a day on which the Commission offices
are open. When a document is filed electronically when
the offices of the Commission are closed, the document
will be deemed to be filed at the time the offices next
open.

(b) Failure to include a legible delivery receipt with a
document submitted in accordance with the methods
specified in subsection (a)(2) or (3) may result in an
untimely filing.

(c) A document transmitted by telefacsimile to the
Commission will not be accepted for filing within the
meaning of this section.

(d) Subsection (a) supersedes 1 Pa. Code § 31.11 (relat-
ing to timely filing required).

Subchapter D. DOCUMENTARY FILINGS
§ 1.32. Filing specifications.

(a) Paper filings. A paper filing made with the Commis-
sion must be:

(1) Typewritten. Pleadings, submittals or other docu-
ments filed in proceedings, if not printed, must be
typewritten on paper cut or folded to letter size, 8 to 8 1/2
inches wide by 10 1/2 to 11 inches long, with left-hand
margin at least 1 inch wide and other margins at least 1
inch. The impression must be on only one side of the
paper, unless there are more than four pages, and shall
be double spaced, except that quotations in excess of a
few lines shall be single spaced and indented. Reproduced
copies shall be accepted as typewritten, if copies are
clearly legible.

(2) Printed. Printed documents must be at least 10-
point type on unglazed paper, cut or folded so as not to
exceed 8 1/2 inches wide by 11 inches long, with inside
margin at least 1 inch wide, and with double-leaded text
and single-leaded, indented quotations.

(3) Bound. Pleadings, submittals and other documents,
other than correspondence, must be stapled, fastened or
otherwise bound at the left side only.

(b) Electronic filings.

(1) Participation. A person may register to use the
electronic filing system in accordance with the registra-
tion instructions available on the Commission’s web site
at http://www.puc.state.pa.us/. Registration as a filing
user constitutes an agreement to receive electronic ser-
vice, unless the filing user indicates upon registration
that the filing user does not agree to receive electronic
service. A person will not be required to register to use
the electronic filing system to be a party in a Commission
proceeding. A person that does not register to use the
electronic filing system shall file and serve documents,
and shall be served in accordance with the rules in
Chapters 1, 3 and 5 (relating to rules of administrative
practice and procedure; special provisions; and formal
proceedings) for the filing and service of documents in
paper form.

(2) Requirements. An electronic filing made with the
Commission must:

(i) Comply with the requirements in subsection (a)
regarding margins, spacing and type size.

(ii) Be a qualified document that is listed in the
categories of documents that the Commission, after notice
and opportunity to be heard, has designated as being
permitted to be filed electronically.

(iii) Be in PDF format so that the document, and when
feasible, its attachments, shall be capable of being printed
and copied without restriction, and may not require a
password to view the contents.

(iv) Be filed in accordance with the instructions made
available on the Commission’s web site at http://
www.puc.state.pa.us/.

(3) Size restriction. A filing, including attachments, that
exceeds 5 megabytes may not be filed electronically.

(4) Restriction for filings containing confidential infor-
mation. Filings containing confidential information, in-
cluding confidential security information, as defined in
section 2 of the Public Utility Confidential Security
Information Disclosure Protection Act (35 P. S. § 2141.2)
and sensitive and confidential information protected as an
exemption to public disclosure under section 708(b) of the
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Right-to-Know Law (65 P. S. § 67.708(b)) regarding excep-
tions for public records may not be filed electronically.
Filings containing confidential information shall be filed
in paper form. Redacted, public versions of those filings
shall be filed in paper form or on a CD-ROM or DVD. The
Commission will post redacted, public versions on the
electronic filing system.

(5) Confirmation of receipt. The electronic filing system
will generate a notice confirming the successful receipt of
a filing made electronically. The notice will contain the
date and time that the filing was received and a link to
the filing.

(6) Revocation of participation in the electronic filing
system.

(i) Revocation by the filing user. Filing users may
revoke their participation in the electronic filing system
for all Commission proceedings by filing a notice of
revocation with the Secretary. The notice must contain
the user’s name, user ID, address and e-mail addresses,
the name of the party that the user represents, the
names of all authorized users on the same account, the
effective date of the revocation, and all Commission
proceedings in which the user is a party or participant, or
provides representation. Upon receipt of the notice, the
Commission will cancel the filing user’s user ID and
password. Filing users who are parties in an active
Commission proceeding at the time of revocation and who
have agreed to receive electronic service, shall serve the
other parties to the proceeding with a notice of revocation
and file with the Secretary a certificate of service consis-
tent with §§ 1.57 and 1.58 (relating to certificate of
service; and form of service) memorializing this service.

(ii) Revocation by the Commission. The Commission
may revoke a filing user’s participation in the electronic
filing system and may cancel the filing user’s user ID and
password, after providing the filing user with notice,
when the Commission determines that the filing user is
abusing the electronic filing privileges. Filing users whose
user ID and password have been revoked and who are
parties in an active Commission proceeding at the time of
revocation and who have agreed to receive electronic
service, shall serve the other parties to the proceeding
with a notice of revocation and file with the Secretary a
certificate of service consistent with §§ 1.57 and 1.58
memorializing this service.

(iii) Abuse of electronic filing privileges. Abuse of the
Commission’s electronic filing privileges includes know-
ingly permitting unauthorized use of a user ID and
password and knowingly engaging in actions that inter-
fere with the security of the electronic filing system,
including the introduction of a virus or destructive pro-
gramming into the electronic filing system.

(c) Supersession. Subsection (a) is identical to 1
Pa. Code § 33.2 (relating to form).

§ 1.35. Execution.

(a) Signature.

(1) Paper filings. A pleading, submittal or other docu-
ment must be signed in ink by the party in interest, or by
the party’s attorney, as required by subsection (b), and
show the office and mailing address of the party or
attorney. An original hard copy must be signed, and other
copies filed must conform thereto unless otherwise or-
dered by the Commission.

(2) Electronic filings. An electronic filing must include
an electronic signature when it is filed on the Commis-

sion’s electronic filing system by a filing user or autho-
rized agent by means of a user ID and password. A filing
must include:

(i) A notation on the first page that it has been
electronically filed.

(ii) A signature block and the name, office, and e-mail
address of the filing user.

(3) Limitation on user ID and password. Each filing
user may determine the number of authorized agents who
may use the filing user’s user ID and password. A filing
user may not knowingly permit or cause to permit a user
ID and password to be used by anyone other than an
authorized agent of the filing user.

(b) Signatory.
(1) A pleading, submittal or other document filed with

the Commission must be signed by one of the following:
(i) The person filing the documents, and severally if

there is more than one person so filing.
(ii) An officer if it is a corporation, trust, association or

other organized group.
(iii) An officer or employee thereof if it is another

agency, a political subdivision, or other governmental
authority, agency or instrumentality.

(iv) An attorney having authority with respect thereto.
(2) A document filed by a corporation, trust, association

or other organized group, may be required to be supple-
mented by appropriate evidence of the authority of the
officer or attorney signing the documents.

(c) Effect.
(1) The signature of the individual signing a document

filed with the Commission constitutes a certificate by the
individual that:

(i) The individual has read the document being signed
and filed, and knows the contents thereof.

(ii) The document has been signed and executed in the
capacity specified upon the document with full power and
authority to do so, if executed in a representative capac-
ity.

(iii) The document is well grounded in fact and is
warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for
the extension, modification or reversal of existing law, to
the best of the individual’s knowledge, information and
belief formed after reasonable inquiry.

(iv) The document is not interposed for an improper
purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay
or needless increase in the cost of litigation.

(2) If a document is signed in violation of this subsec-
tion, the presiding officer or the Commission, upon mo-
tion or upon its own initiative, may impose upon the
individual who signed it, a represented party, or both, an
appropriate sanction, which may include striking the
document, dismissal of the proceeding or the imposition of
civil penalties under section 3301 of the act (relating to
civil penalties for violations).

(d) Supersession. Subsections (a)—(c) supersede 1
Pa. Code § 33.11 (relating to execution).
§ 1.36. Verification.

(a) Applications, petitions, formal complaints, motions
and answers thereto containing an averment of fact not
appearing of record in the action or containing a denial of
fact must be personally verified by a party thereto or by
an authorized officer or other authorized employee of the
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party if a corporation or association. Verification means a
signed written statement of fact supported by oath or
affirmation or made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S.
§ 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities).
When a verification is filed electronically, the verification
shall be executed by a filing user, or if the verification is
signed by an individual who is not a filing user, a filing
user may file the verification electronically by scanning
the original verification and submitting it as an attach-
ment to a filing. When a verification is signed by an
individual who is not a filing user, the original verifica-
tion shall be filed in paper form no later than 3 business
days after the electronic filing is made. The filing date for
the verification in paper form will be determined in
accordance with § 1.11(a)(1)—(3) (relating to date of
filing). The docket number for the filing must be clearly
indicated on the original verification. When verification is
permitted, notarization is not necessary.

(b) The verification form should comply substantially
with the following:

VERIFICATION
I, , hereby state that the facts above set forth
are true and correct (or are true and correct to the best of
my knowledge, information and belief) and that I expect
to be able to prove the same at a hearing held in this
matter. I understand that the statements herein are
made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904
(relating to unsworn falsification to authorities).
Date:

(Signature)

(c) When an affidavit is used, it must be notarized. A
filing user may file an affidavit electronically by scanning
the original affidavit and submitting it as an attachment
to a filing. When an affidavit is filed electronically, the
original affidavit shall be filed in paper form no later
than 3 business days after the electronic filing is made.
The filing date for the affidavit in paper form will be
determined in accordance with § 1.11(a)(1)—(3). The
docket number for the filing must be clearly indicated on
the original affidavit. The affidavit form should comply
substantially with the following:

AFFIDAVIT
I, , (Affiant) being duly sworn (affirmed) ac-
cording to law, depose and say that (I am authorized to
make this affidavit on behalf of corporation,
being the holder of the office of with that
corporation, and that, I am an employee or agent of and
have been authorized to make this affidavit on its behalf
and that) the facts above set forth are true and correct (or
are true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief) and (I or corporation) expect to be
able to prove the same at any hearing hereof.

(Signature of affiant)

Sworn and subscribed before me this day of ,
2 .

(Signature of official administering oath)
(My Commission Expires)

(d) An applicant for motor carrier rights shall include
in the verification the following statement:

Applicant is not now engaged in intrastate transpor-
tation of property or passengers for compensation in
this Commonwealth except as authorized by the

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission certificate or
permit, and will not engage in the transportation for
which approval is herein sought, unless and until the
transportation is authorized by your Honorable Com-
mission.
(e) An individual who executes a pleading, submittal or

other document knowing that it contains a false state-
ment and who causes it to be filed in the Commission
shall be subject to prosecution for the commission of a
misdemeanor of the second degree in violation of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904(a).

(f) Subsections (a)—(e) supersede 1 Pa. Code § 33.12
(relating to verification).
§ 1.37. Number of copies.

(a) Paper filings. When a pleading, submittal or docu-
ment other than correspondence is submitted in hard
copy, an original and three copies of each, including the
cover letter, shall be furnished to the Commission at the
time of filing, except when:

(1) The document is an application or petition, one copy
may be filed without exhibits.

(2) The document is a complaint or petition and more
than one respondent is named, an additional copy of the
complaint or petition shall be filed for each additional
respondent.

(3) The document is subject to a statutory requirement
or is otherwise ordered or requested by the Commission, a
different number of copies may be designated.

(4) The document is subject to § 5.502 or § 5.533
(relating to copies and form of documentary evidence;
filing and service of briefs; and procedure to except to
initial, tentative and recommended decisions), the filing
must conform to the requirements in the applicable
section.

(5) A filing, including attachments, exceeds 5 mega-
bytes, in addition to filing the requisite number of hard
copies in accordance with this subpart, a CD-ROM or
DVD containing the filing and an index to the filing shall
be filed with the Commission.

(b) Electronic filings.

(1) When the qualified document, including attach-
ments, is 250 pages or less and does not exceed 5
megabytes, the filing user may file one electronic copy on
the electronic filing system and is not required to file
paper copies.

(2) When the qualified document, including attach-
ments, exceeds 250 pages, but does not exceed 5 mega-
bytes, the filing user may file one electronic copy on the
electronic filing system and shall also file the original in
paper form with the Commission. The original in paper
form shall be filed no later than 3 business days after the
electronic filing is submitted. The filing date for the
qualified document in paper form will be determined in
accordance with § 1.11(a)(1)—(3) (relating to date of
filing).

(c) Subsections (a)—(c) supersede 1 Pa. Code § 33.15
(relating to number of copies).

Subchapter F. SERVICE OF DOCUMENTS

§ 1.51. Instructions for service, notice and protest.

(a) General rule. Upon receiving an application, the
Secretary will instruct the applicant or petitioner con-
cerning the required service and public notice consistent
with this section.
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(b) Service list for parties. The Commission will make
available to filing users on the electronic filing system a
service list for each docket in which they are a party that
contains the following provisions:

(1) The names and addresses of the parties.
(2) An indication of whether or not a party has agreed

to receive electronic service.
(3) The e-mail addresses of parties who have agreed to

receive electronic service.
§ 1.53. Service by the Commission.

(a) Applicability. This section applies to service of an
order, notice or other document originating with the
Commission and other documents designated by the
Commission, except when the Commission specifically
requires a different form of service.

(b) Forms of service.
(1) First class mail. Service may be made by mailing a

copy thereof to the person to be served, addressed to the
person designated in the initial pleading, submittal or
notice of appearance at the person’s residence, principal
office or place of business.

(2) Personal. Service may be made personally by any-
one authorized by the Commission.

(3) Electronic. Service may be made electronically to
filing users who have agreed to receive electronic service.
Filing users will be sent an electronic mail notice inform-
ing them that a document was posted on the Commis-
sion’s electronic filing system and providing a link to the
document on the same day the document is posted.

(c) Registered or certified mail. Service of a petition
under § 3.391 (relating to arbitration of claims for billing
and collecting services), and service of a complaint under
section 702 of the act (relating to service of complaint on
parties) must be by registered or certified mail, return
receipt requested.

(d) Change of address. It is the duty of a party to
apprise the Commission promptly of changes to the
party’s current address.

(e) Alternative service. If the Commission is unable to
serve a party by mail at the party’s last known address,
the Commission may make service by publication in a
newspaper of general circulation in the same area as the
party’s last known address. In the alternative, service
may also be accomplished by publication in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin or by service on the Secretary of the
Commonwealth, if appropriate.

(f) Supersession. Subsections (a)—(e) supersede 1
Pa. Code § 33.31 (relating to service by the agency).
§ 1.56. Date of service.

(a) The date of service shall be the day when the
document served meets one of the following conditions:

(1) The document is deposited in the United States
mail.

(2) The document is deposited with an overnight ex-
press package delivery service.

(3) The document is delivered in person.
(4) The document is transmitted by telefacsimile or

electronic mail as provided in § 1.54(b) (relating to
service by a party) prior to 4:30 p.m. local prevailing time
in the Eastern Time Zone (United States of America).

(5) The document enters an information processing
system designated by the recipient for the purpose of

receiving service and from which the recipient is able to
retrieve the served document in a form capable of being
processed by the recipient’s system prior to 4:30 p.m. local
prevailing time in the Eastern Time Zone (United States
of America).

(b) Unless otherwise prescribed by the Commission or
presiding officer, whenever a party is required or permit-
ted to do an act within a prescribed period after service of
a document upon the party and the document is served
by first-class mail by the United States Postal Service, 3
days shall be added to the prescribed period.

(c) Subsection (a) supersedes 1 Pa. Code § 33.34 (relat-
ing to date of service).

§ 1.59. Number of copies to be served.

(a) One copy of a document shall be served on the
presiding officer if one has been designated.

(b) The following number of copies of documents shall
be served on other parties in a proceeding:

(1) Briefs:

(i) Service of hard copies—two copies.

(ii) Service by telefacsimile or electronic mail, when
permitted—one copy.

(2) Other documents—one copy.

(c) When a document, including attachments, exceeds 5
megabytes and must be filed with a CD-ROM or DVD in
accordance with § 1.37(a)(5) (relating to number of cop-
ies; paper copies), a party may request service of one copy
of the document on a CD-ROM or a DVD instead of one
paper copy.

(d) Subsections (a)—(c) supersede 1 Pa. Code § 33.37
(relating to number of copies).

CHAPTER 5. FORMAL PROCEEDINGS

Subchapter G. BRIEFS

§ 5.502. Filing and service of briefs.

(a) Service. Copies shall be served on the parties in
accordance with § 1.59(b) and (c) (relating to number of
copies to be served).

(b) Number of copies.

(1) Paper filing. An original and nine copies of a brief
shall be filed with the Commission under § 1.4 (relating
to filing generally).

(2) Electronic filing.

(i) When the brief, including attachments, is 250 pages
or less and does not exceed 5 megabytes, the filing user
may file one electronic copy of the brief with the Commis-
sion and is not required to file a paper copy.

(ii) When the brief, including attachments, exceeds 250
pages but does not exceed 5 megabytes, the filing user
may file one electronic copy of the brief and shall also file
an original of the brief in paper form. The original shall
be filed no later than 3 business days after the electronic
filing is made. The filing date for the brief in paper form
for purposes of this section will be determined in accord-
ance with § 1.11(a)(1)—(3) (relating to date of filing).

(3) Voluminous briefs. When the brief, including attach-
ments, exceeds 5 megabytes, in addition to filing the
requisite number of hard copies in accordance with
subsection (b)(1), a CD-ROM or DVD containing the brief
and an index to the brief shall be filed with the Commis-
sion.
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(c) Filing of briefs in nonrate proceedings.
(1) Initial brief. An initial brief shall be filed by the

party with the burden of proof except as provided by
agreement or by direction of the presiding officer.

(2) Response brief. A party may file a response brief to
the initial brief.

(d) Filing of briefs in rate proceedings.
(1) Main brief. A main brief may be filed by a party

except as provided by agreement or by direction of the
presiding officer.

(2) Reply brief. A party may file a reply brief to a main
brief regardless of whether the party filed a main brief.

(e) Filing of amicus curiae briefs. A person interested in
the issues involved in a Commission proceeding, although
not a party, may, without applying for leave to do so, file
amicus curiae briefs in regard to those issues. Unless
otherwise ordered, amicus curiae briefs shall be filed and
served in the manner and number required and within
the time allowed by this section, absent good cause.

(f) Deadlines. Initial briefs, main briefs, responsive
briefs and reply briefs shall be filed and served within the
time fixed by the presiding officer. If no specific times are
fixed, initial briefs or main briefs shall be filed and served
within 20 days after the date of service of notice of the
filing of the transcript and responsive briefs or reply
briefs shall be filed within 40 days after date of service of
the notice of the filing of the transcript.

(g) Late-filed briefs. Briefs not filed and served on or
before the dates fixed therefore will not be accepted,
except by special permission of the Commission or the
presiding officer as permitted under § 1.15 (referring to
extensions of time and continuances).

(h) Supersession. Subsections (a)—(f) supersede 1
Pa. Code §§ 35.191 and 35.193 (relating to proceedings in
which briefs are to be filed; and filing and service of
briefs).

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 08-1747. Filed for public inspection September 26, 2008, 9:00 a.m.]

Title 58—RECREATION
PENNSYLVANIA GAMING CONTROL BOARD

[ 58 PA. CODE CH. 461a ]
Slot Machine Testing and Control

The Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board (Board), un-
der its general authority in 4 Pa.C.S. § 1202(b)(30)
(relating to general powers) and the specific authority in
4 Pa.C.S. § 1207 (relating to regulatory authority of the
board), amends Chapter 461a (relating to slot machine
testing and control) to read as set forth at 38 Pa.B. 343
(January 19, 2008) and in Annex A.
Purpose of the Final-form Rulemaking

This final-form rulemaking adds provisions governing
how slot machine licensees should treat unredeemed
gaming vouchers.
Explanation of Chapter 461a

This final-form rulemaking amends §§ 461a.1 and
461a.8 (relating to definitions; and gaming vouchers). In
§ 461a.1, the Board is adding a definition of ‘‘unredeemed
gaming voucher.’’ In § 461a.8, the Board is adding new

requirements which must be addressed in each slot
machine licensee’s internal controls. More specifically, slot
machine licensees will be required to establish proce-
dures: to pay the value of unredeemed gaming vouchers
exceeding $25 to patrons that can be identified by the slot
machine licensee; to track unredeemed gaming vouchers
and forward the unredeemed gaming vouchers to the
Treasury Department (Treasury) as required by Article
XIII.1 of The Fiscal Code (72 P. S. §§ 1301.1—1301.28a)
(code), referred to as the Disposition of Abandoned and
Unclaimed Property Act (DAUPA); and to file copies of
any reports submitted to Treasury related to the
unredeemed vouchers with the Board.

Comment and Response Summary

Notice of proposed rulemaking was published at 38
Pa.B. 343.

The Board received comments on the proposed rule-
making from the Treasury, Downs Racing, L.P. (Downs),
Greenwood Gaming and Entertainment, Inc. (Green-
wood), Washington Trotting Association, Inc. (WTA) and
the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC).
Those comments were reviewed by the Board and are
discussed in detail as follows.

Treasury noted that the proposed amendments require
slot machine licensees to establish various procedures,
but do not require the slot machine licensees to imple-
ment or follow them.

The procedures required by this final-form rulemaking
are to be made part of the slot machine licensees’ internal
controls. Under § 465a.2 (relating to internal control
systems and audit protocols), slot machine licensees’
internal controls must be approved by the Board and
complied with by the slot machine licensees. Therefore,
an explicit compliance provision does not need to be
added to the final-form rulemaking.

IRRC asked for an explanation of why the Board
eliminated the provisions related to expiration dates on
gaming vouchers. The Board took this action in response
to a legal opinion it received from Treasury that
unredeemed gaming vouchers are property subject to the
DAUPA. They do not expire and the value of any gaming
voucher shall be forwarded to Treasury if it is not
redeemed within 5 years.

In their comments, Downs recommended that the re-
quirement to track the value of unredeemed gaming
vouchers be eliminated. They argued that the value of
unredeemed gaming vouchers is usually quite small and
the administrative costs incurred would generally exceed
the value of the unredeemed gaming vouchers. Green-
wood also shared Downs’ concerns as to the costs of
tracking unredeemed gaming vouchers.

The Board agrees that the administrative costs associ-
ated with these requirements will be significant. How-
ever, the tracking of the vouchers is necessary to meet the
statutorily mandated reporting requirements under
DAUPA. The Board believes that slot machine licensees
will be able to modify their existing computer systems to
produce the reports that will be needed to compile the
information that will be required to meet Treasury’s
reporting requirements.

Both Downs and Greenwood also suggested that the
Board adopt a shorter time frame, 1 year rather than 5
years, for tracking unredeemed gaming vouchers and
forwarding them to Treasury. They also suggested that
the Board adopt provisions similar to those of the Horse
and Harness Racing Commissions’ regulations that re-
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quire the forwarding to Treasury, the value of any
unredeemed pari-mutuel tickets after April 1 of the year
following their purchase.

The Board agrees that the suggestion to mirror the
regulations of the Horse and Harness Racing Commis-
sions would be a reasonable approach. However, the
Horse and Harness Racing Commissions’ regulations are
based on a specific statutory provision contained in 4
Pa.C.S. § 325.202(b)(3) (relating to general powers of the
commission). The Pennsylvania Race Horse Development
and Gaming Act (4 Pa.C.S. Part II) does not contain a
similar provision, and for this reason, the Board has no
authority to adopt such a provision

The Board also notes that these regulations do not
specify any time period. This is because the Board does
not have the authority to establish the retention period;
the provisions of DAUPA are controlling. While the 5-year
period in DAUPA applies to unredeemed gaming vouch-
ers, section 1301.13 of the code (72 P. S. § 1301.13)
regarding payment or delivery, does allow earlier delivery
to Treasury with the consent of the State Treasurer. The
Board encourages the slot machine licensees to discuss
this option with Treasury.

Concerning the requirement to make payment of the
value of unredeemed gaming vouchers to the owner if the
owner can be identified, commentators have: questioned
the feasibility and practicality of this provision; suggested
that it be eliminated; or asked that the Board set a
minimum amount that must be met before payment
would be required.

Concerning the feasibility, slot machine licensees all
use player tracking software that allows the slot machine
licensees to track individual’s play and that would be
capable of identifying any unredeemed gaming vouchers
that were won by a player if the player is using their
player card. While this will require some modifications to
the slot machine licensees’ computer systems, these
changes would have to be made anyway because Treasury
requires that the names and addresses of individuals who
have unclaimed property be reported if known.

It was not the Board’s intention that slot machine
licensees be required to identify the winner of an
unredeemed gaming voucher beyond those individuals
who could be identified through the player
tracking systems. To clarify this intention, the phrase
‘‘through the slot machine licensee’s player tracking sys-
tem’’ has been added to the end of the proposed language
in § 461a.8(d)(9).

Concerning the practicality of this requirement, the
Board agrees that requiring refunds of de minimis
amounts is unreasonable. Accordingly, the Board has
amended § 461a.8(d)(9) to only require payment when
the individual or aggregated value of unredeemed gaming
vouchers is $25 or more. This level corresponds to the
highest threshold suggested by commentators and strikes
a reasonable balance between the amount of money to be
paid and the administrative costs involved. Slot machine
licensees would, however, have the option to adopt a
lower threshold for making payments if they so desire.

Finally, Greenwood and WTA suggested that if the
Board proceeds with the proposed amendments, that the
Board provide a period of time for slot machine licensees
to make the necessary changes to their computer systems.
The Board agrees that this is a reasonable request and
has deferred the effective date of this final-form rule-
making until December 26, 2008.

Affected Parties

This final-form rulemaking will affect slot machine
licensees by establishing specific requirements as to how
they should treat unredeemed gaming vouchers.

There are currently 11 slot machine licensees.

Fiscal Impact

Commonwealth

There will be no new costs to the Board or other
Commonwealth agencies as a result of this rulemaking.
Reports filed with the State Treasurer by the slot ma-
chine licensees will be handled by existing staff.

Political Subdivisions

This final-form rulemaking will have no fiscal impact
on political subdivisions of this Commonwealth.

Private Sector

Slot machine licensees will be required to track
unredeemed gaming vouchers and forward them to the
State Treasurer as required by DAUPA.

General Public

This final-form rulemaking may result in some patrons
receiving payment for gaming vouchers that they did not
redeem.

Paperwork requirements

This final-form rulemaking will require slot machine
licensees to annually prepare reports for the State Trea-
surer and submit copies of those reports to the Board.

Contact Person

The contact person for questions about this final-form
rulemaking is Richard Sandusky, Director of Regulatory
Review at (717) 214-8111.

Regulatory Review

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on January 9, 2008, the Board submit-
ted a copy of the proposed rulemaking, published at 38
Pa.B. 343, and a copy of the Regulatory Analysis Form to
IRRC and the Chairpersons of the House Gaming Over-
sight Committee and the Senate Committee on Commu-
nity, Economic and Recreational Development Committee
(Committees).

Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
and the Committees were provided with copies of the
comments received during the public comment period, as
well as other documents when requested. In preparing
the final-form rulemaking, the Board has considered all
comments received from IRRC, the Committees and the
public.

Under section 5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.51(j.2)), on August 20, 2008, the final-form
rulemaking was deemed approved by the Committees.
Under section 5.1(e), of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(e)), IRRC met on August 21, 2008, and
approved the final-form rulemaking.

Findings

The Board finds that:

(1) Public notice of intention to adopt these amend-
ments was given under sections 201 and 202 of the act of
July 31, 1968 (P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201 and
1202) and the regulations thereunder, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1
and 7.2.
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(2) The final-form rulemaking is necessary and appro-
priate for the administration and enforcement of 4
Pa.C.S. Part II.
Order

The Board, acting under 4 Pa.C.S. Part II, orders that:
(a) The regulations of the Board, 58 Pa. Code Chapter

461a, are amended by amending § 461a.1 to read as set
forth at 38 Pa.B. 343 and by amending § 461a.8 to read
as set forth in Annex A, with ellipses referring to the
existing text of the regulations.

(b) The Chairperson of the Board shall certify this
order and Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative
Reference Bureau as required by law.

(c) This order shall take effect December 26, 2008.
MARY DIGIACOMO COLINS,

Chairperson
(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Indepen-

dent Regulatory Review Commission relating to this
document, see 38 Pa.B. 4961 (September 6, 2008).)

Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 125-78 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.

Annex A
TITLE 58. RECREATION

PART VII. GAMING CONTROL BOARD
Subpart E. SLOT MACHINES AND ASSOCIATED

EQUIPMENT
CHAPTER 461a. SLOT MACHINE TESTING AND

CONTROL
§ 461a.8. Gaming vouchers.

* * * * *
(b) The design specifications for a gaming voucher, the

voucher verification methodologies utilized and any limi-
tation on the value of a gaming voucher must be in
compliance with technical standards on gaming vouchers
under § 461b.3 (relating to gaming vouchers).

* * * * *
(d) Prior to issuing a gaming voucher, a slot machine

licensee shall establish a system of internal controls for
the issuance and redemption of gaming vouchers. The
internal controls shall be submitted and approved by the
Board under § 465a.2 (relating to internal control sys-
tems and audit protocols) and address:

(1) Procedures for assigning a slot machine’s asset
number and identifying other redemption locations in the
system, and enabling and disabling voucher capabilities
for slot machines and redemption locations.

(2) Procedures for issuance, modification and termina-
tion of a unique system account for each user in accord-
ance with technical standards under § 461b.3.

(3) Procedures used to configure and maintain user
passwords in accordance with technical standards under
§ 461b3.

(4) Procedures for restricting special rights and privi-
leges, such as administrator and override capabilities, in
accordance with technical standards under § 461b.3.

(5) The duties and responsibilities of the information
technology, internal audit, slot operations and finance
departments, respectively, and the level of access for each
position with regard to the gaming voucher system.

(6) A description of physical controls on all critical
hardware such as locks and surveillance, including the
location and security protocols applicable to each piece of
equipment.

(7) Procedures for the backup and timely recovery of
critical data in accordance with technical standards under
§ 461b.3.

(8) Logs used to document and maintain the details of
Board-approved hardware and software modifications
upon implementation.

(9) Procedures for the payment of the value of
unredeemed gaming vouchers, which individually or in
the aggregate equal $25 or more, to a patron whose
identity can be determined by the slot machine licensee
using the slot machine licensee’s player tracking system.

(10) Procedures for the retention, tracking and pay-
ment of the value of unredeemed gaming vouchers to the
State Treasurer as required by Article XIII.I of The Fiscal
Code (72 P. S. §§ 1301.1—1301.28a) regarding the dispo-
sition of abandoned and unclaimed property.

(11) Procedures for filing with the Board a copy of any
report submitted to the State Treasurer as required by
Article XIII.I of The Fiscal Code.

* * * * *
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 08-1748. Filed for public inspection September 26, 2008, 9:00 a.m.]
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